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Bishop McCarthy of Camden
Dies After Heart Attack
CAMDEN—Revered, admired and loved by thousands
of Catholics in New Jersey, Bishop Justin J. McCarthy of
Camden is being laid to rest Thursday, Dec. 31.
Bishop McCarthy died Dec. 26 in St. Elizabeth’s
Hospital, Elizabeth, following a heart attack while he was
preparing to celebrate Mata in
the chapel at Benedictine Acad-
emy, Elizabeth.
It was the second such seizure
he had experienced. The first oc-
curred only two days after his
installation as Bishop of Camden
in Immaculate Conception Ca-
thedral. Mar. 1», i»57. That at-
tack hospitalized him for six
weeks and he spent an additional
six weeks in convalescence.
Tills WEEK, as has been his
custom lor years, Bishop Mc-
Carthy had gone to Hillside to
spend the holidays with his sis-
ter, Agnes McCarthy. As has also
been his custom, he. had ar-
ranged to celebrate Mass at
Benedictine Academy, Elizabeth,
•t 8 a.m. He was taking off his
street clothes when the attack
happened.
Rev. Joseph P. Fagan, convent
chaplain, administered the last
rites and summoned the police
who administered oxygen. Bishop
McCarthy was then removed to
St. Elizabeth's Hospital, where
be died at 11:45 a.m.
Among those present at his
bedside were his sister who had
accompanied him to Beneditine
Academy; Rev. Michael J. Con-
ley, chaplain at St. Elizabeth’s,
and Sister Ellen Patricia, the
hospital's administrator.
THE SOLEMN Mass of Requi
era was celebrated at 11 a.m.,
Dec. 31, by Bishop George W.
Ahr of Trenton, in the presence
ol Archbishop Boland.
The eulogy was delivered by
Bishop James A. McNulty of Pat-
erson, and the final absolution
waa given by five Bishops: Bish-
op Ahr. Bishop McNulty, Auxil-
iary Bishops Martin W. Stanton
and Walter W. Curtis of Newark,
and Coadjutor Bishop Michael W.
Myle of Wilmington, Del.
Intefment was in Calvary Cem-
etery, Delaware Township, lo-
cated just outside of Camden.
p Assistant priest at the Mass
was Msgr. Augustine T. Mozier,
P.A., Vicar General of Camden,
and now administrator of the
Camden Diocese. The assistant
deacons to Bishop Ahr were Rev.
Charles E. Lillis, pastor, Our
Lady of Mercy, Park Ridge, and
Rev. Paul N. Fairbrother, pastor,
St. Patrick’s, Woodbury.
Deacon and subdcacon of the
Mass were Rev. John J. Clark,
Camden assistant diocesan super-
intendent of schools, and Rev.
Edward L. Kordasiewicz, assis-
tant at St. Joseph’s. South Cam-
den. Master of ceremonies and
assistant master of ceremonies
were Rev. Richard J. Callahan,
Bishop McCarthy's secretary, and
Rev. Philip T. Rigncy, pastor.
Holy Maternity Church, Audubon.
THREE OTHER Pontifical
Masses were celebrated for the
repose of the soul of Bishop Mc-
Carthy.
On Dec. 28, Bishop Stanton was
the celebrant for a Mass attended
by the Catholic school children
of the Camden area. The eulogy
was preached by Auxiliary Bish-
op Joseph McShea of Philadel-
phia.
Bishop Hyle was the celebrant
Dec. 29 of a Mass for the reli-
gious, with the eulogy delivered
by Auxiliary Bishop Henry T.
Klonowski of Scranton, Pa.
On Wednesday, Dec. 30, the cel-
ebrant was Auxiliary Bishop
Carroll McCormick of Philadel-
phia, with the eulogy preached
by Bishop Curtis.
In addition, there were four
Solemn Masses Dee. 28-31, two of
them celebrated by priests of the
Archdiocese of Newark. They
were Msgr. Joseph H. Brady,
rector of Immaculate Conception
Seminary, on Dec. 30; and Msgr.
Thomas H. Powers, pastor of
Immaculate Conception, Mont-
clair, on Dec. 31.
Among those mourning the
passing of Bishop McCarthy are
hundreds of priests of the Arch-
diocese of Newark and Diocese
of Paterson who benefited from
his counsel while he was spiritual
director of Immaculate Concep-
tion Seminary; the parishioners
of Our Lady of Sorrows, South
Orange, whose needs he served
as pastor for four years; and the
thousands who knew him as
Auxiliary Bishop.
BISHOP MCCARTHY was el
ways known as a priest, and most
of ail as a very spiritual priest.
Twenty-six years of his priesUy
life were spent educating and
counseling the young men who
later would apply his teaching as
priests in the Archdiocese of
Newark, and the Dioceses of
Paterson, Trenton and Camden.
In his 26 years at the seminary
he was professor of scripture
(Continued on Page 14)
Most Rev. Justin J. McCarthy
Holy Name,
East Orange,
Goes CPC
EAST ORANGE—HoIy Name
pariah here (hit week waa add-
ed to the list ot parishes la (he
Archdiocese of Newark which
have adopted the Complete
Pariah Coverafe plan for sub-
scriptions to The Advocate.
The East Oranse parish Is
the SSth In the Archdiocese to
subscribe to the plan under
which all Catholic families re-
ceive The Advocate directly by
mall by arransement with the
pastor.
Rt. Rev. Mrgr. Patrick J.
Maloney is pastor.
Bishop McCarthy
God has called to Himself one of His
noblemen, a Christian gentleman, a great
priest, an able administrator and one of
the leaders of His Church in America.
That is the full meaning of the simple an-
nouncement made last Saturday: “Bishop
McCarthy of Camden died suddenly this
morning.’’
The achievements of the Bishop in
the Diocese of Camden we leave to others
to memorialize. He spent more than half
his allotted years, 30 of the 33 years of his
priesthood here in Newark. We are for-
ever in his debt; we use these lines to
make public acknowledgment of our last-
ing gratitude, of the respect and reverence
In which he is held in the Archdiocese
which he left less than three years ago.
Bishop McCarthy labored zealously
and successfully for 26 years in the Im-
maculate Conception Seminary. For 10
years he was the talented professor, in-
culcating in the minds of aspirants to the
priesthood the principles of the sacred sci-
ences which would be the basis of their
ministry of teaching and preaching.
For I? years he was the devoted spir-
itual director, charged with the great re-
sponsibility of molding in those aspirants
the image of the Master, without which
they could never be “other Christs” as
their holy vocation required.
During those 26 years the Bishop
played a major role in the training of prac-
tically all the candidates for the priest-
hood of the Archdiocese of Newark and of
the Diocese of Paterson, and of many
from the Diocese of Trenton and from the
Diocese of Camden, of which he would one
day be the second Bishop. Only God can
know the good done by those hundreds of
priests, priests who were and are as holy
and as learned as they are, and as effec-
tive in their ministry, because of Bishop
McCarthy. Only God can know, even as
only God can reward His good and faithful
servant.
in 1953 Bishop McCarthy left the
seminary to become pastor of Our Lady of
Sorrows Church in South Orange. For
four years he was the good shepherd of
that flock, inspiring all by his friendliness,
his zeal, nis spirituality, his deep love of
the Master, Who was the model of his every
word and deed.
It was in signal recognition of his mer-
it, that. In 1954, the Holy See selected him
to be Auxiliary to our beloved Archbishop,
and three years later to be the second
Bishop of Camden.
When Bishop McCarthy left us to suc-
ceed the late Bishop Eustace, we realized
that Newark’s loss was Camden’s gain
Now we join our sister diocese in prayer-
ful sympathy and in recognition of the
fact that our mutual loss is Heaven’s gain.
Vatican Christmas Report
Pope Opens Church Deliberations
To Bishops When Visiting Rome
VATICAN CITY Revelation
that the Holy Father had or-
dered the Church's administra-
tive agencies to open their ses-
sions to visiting Bishops waa ooe
of the mors significant develop-
ments surrounding Pope John
XXlll's celebration of Christmas.
Existence of the Papal order
was made known by Cardinal
Tisserant, dean of the Sacred Col-
lege of Cardinals, in a speech
extending that group's Christmas
greetings to the Pontiff. Thirty
Cardinals, the most since 1937-38,
were present for the traditional
ceremony.
AFTER REFERRING to the
Holy Father’s actions in twice
increasing membership in the Sa-
cred College, the Cardinal made
public the order according to
which “the heads of congrega-
tions should invite the very emi-
nent Archbishops and Bishops
passing through Rome to attend
their plenary meetings "
The Cardinal said he men-
tioned the (act U show how
Pope John hat brought the
Roman Cnrla and the national
hierarchies into closer collabo-
ration. '
He added that the participa-
tion of visiting Bishops in the de-
liberations of the administrative
groups “will give our assemblies
the contribution of pastoral ex-
perience which few among the
Cardinals of the Curia bad the
opportunity to acquire before
their promotion.’’
In concluding, Cardinal Tisser-
ant recalled the outstanding
achievements of Pope John's
short reign. Referring to the
Pope's personal participation in
functions outside the Vatican, he
declared that “now the Romans
know, and not only as a purely
theoretical notion, that the Pope
is their Bishop."
I among POPE JOHN’S vlslt-
on on Christinas Eye was a
group of 36 sick and disabled
Londoners brought to Rome by
British airline executive Harry J.
Russell as an act of thanksgiv-
ing. Russell, a Protestant, was
the only survivor of a Christinas
Day plane crash in 1954 in which
2* persons were killed.
Pope John told the pilgrims
that their visit prompted him
to thank God that he has been
blessed with a long life and
good health. However, he add-
ed. “Who knows what (the
Pope) may have to suffer? If
God should send him some
sickness, he would besr it lor
his own welfare and for the
souls who are entrusted to him
and to whom he has consecrat-
ed his existence.”
"Thinking of Christmas,” he
added, "men grow tender before
the Infant Jesus and at llie sight
of His first sufferings. To be able
to carry the cross, and to know
how to carry it, to know how to
suffer, is a great grace and a
blessing for the other life.”
FROM THE BPECIAL audience
the Pontiff went to his regular
general hudience, where he told
some 500 persons that "we
ought to draw lroiti Christmas
the lesson of how to esteem that
which is the true good in life:
true love, goodness; humility, pa-
tience and innocence."
Dertag hi» talk be «u later-
raytc4 by the iaiiiteat crying
of a baby. Pausing, he nailed
and twamaltd: “Babies may
sometimes disturb as, bat we
mart never forget that they are
the ones most worthy of the
loving watchfulness of God,
Who never ceases to watch
over them.”
At Ijfidnlght Mass, which he of-'
fered for members of the diplo-
matic corps, he elaborated on
tbe theme ia his Christmas mes-
sage that the family plays a key
role ia preparing the way for
world peace.
He called the diplomats pres-
ent “representatives of the fa-
thers and mothers of the world,"
and said Midnight Mass should
bring to everyone’s mind, as it
does to his, memories of family
and the Christmas traditions of
osm's own home.
RECALLING THE example
given by his own parents, he cit-
ed “their simplicity of Ills, their
Christian wisdom, tha mutual ac-
cord and domestic collabora-
tion," for which ha would never
cease to give thanks to God. HU
parents, be said, had shown him
“the great realities of the Chris-
tian family.”
,
These realities he described
a* “holy and inviolable mar-
riage respectful of ... fidelity,
chastity, reciprocal love and
holy fear or God. Also, the spir-
it of prudence and sacrifice In
the vigUaat education of chil-
dren, and always, always. In
every circumstance, ready to
kelp, pardon, bo compassionate
and not concedo to other* the
trust which we wenid want to
see conceded to ourseltft.”
With such realities, he de-
that does not collapse and one
dared, “one builds the home
impresses upon hearts the inde-
structible norms which prepare
the ways of peace in the world,
which make peace desired by all,
which honor it and safeguard it
against the assaults of discord!-
nate passions.”
POPE JOHN celebrated his
second Christmas Hass at ■ a m.
in his private chapel and then
went to his study to work on the
discourse with which he will open
the Rome Synod. Later in tho
morning he offered Hass for the
Catholics of Rome in St. Peter's
Basilica.
Some 2S.SM attended the
Mass, after which he addressed
the throng la St. Peter's
Square, wishing them “greet-
ings of light, of Joy and of
peace.”
Christmas, he said, is a feast
ol light because “we feel that
»e are children of light, we be-
Uaee.* Noting that "Today a
Savior has been born to you Who
is Christ the Lord,” the Pope
said this is a Joy "which noth-
ing, not even tribulation, can ex-
tinguish: the Joy of knowing we
are redeemed, of having Jesus as
our Brother.”
The peace that he wished, he
said, is that peace “which is the
gift of heaven, which is offered
on earth for the good disposition
of sincere men.”
AFTER IMPARTING his bless-
ing “to the city and to the
world.” the Holy Father re-
turned to his apartment for
Christmas dinner, being Joined
by Archbishop Angelo Rotta, an
old friend.
After dinner the Pope rested
for a few minutes and then read
some of the thousands of
Christmas greetings which had
poured in to the Vatican. Later
be and members or his house-
hold went to his private chapel
to recite the Rosary and at-
tend Benediction.
Then be returned to his apart-
ment to enjoy the Christmas tree
and the crib which bad been set
up there, listening at the same
time to records of Christmas car-
ols from many parts of the world.
A veil of privacy dropped over
his Christmas celebration that
evening, but the lights were
ablaze in the Papal apartments
and those who are close to the
Pope say the Pontiff had reserved
this time for his old friends from
the region where he was bom
and started his priestly life.
Summoned by Pope
Synod for Rome
Opening Jan. 25
ROME (RNS) The Synod of the Rome Diocese will
open on Jan. 25 under the presidency of Pope John XXIII
in his capacity of Bishop of Rome, the Vatican announced.
This will be a year after K was summoned by the Pontiff.
Expected to last three or four days, the synod will
bring I. ither some 900 eccicsi-
•Sties. It will be the first in the
history.of the Rome Diocese. St.
Pius X intended to cell one In
1907, but the outbreak of the
first world war forced him to
abandon the project.
PROBLEMS OP expansion
caused by an Increase of tbe
diocese’s population from *50,000
in 1921 to two million at present
have made it urgently necessary
to hold the synod. The period
since 1921 also has seen Rome
parishes Increase from « to 190
and there is a great need for
building more new churches
Attending the spaed will he
Archhlshey Carte Crane. Papal
Nancle te Italy; ail Btabnpa el
Ike Berne area; saporters af
religions enters; effkiala ef tbe
Isas Vicariate ead ef the Vat-
ican Secretariate of State; and
cbaplalaa of hospitals, pris-
ons and Catholic organisations
la tbe diocese
Three “hooka" containing some
TOC articlea will be submitted for
the synod’s approval. The first
will deal with the rights and
duties of the secular and regular
clergy. The second —and the
largest, with 500 articles will
be concerned with all types of
pastoral acUvlty, including reli-
gious instruction, administration
of the Sacraments, and promo-
tion of the lay apostolate.
The third "book" will deal with
administration of ecclesiastical
property and preservation of the
archives of the Rome Diocese,
which an of exceptional historic
value..
Christmas Message Urges:
Remove Obstacles ofMalice
From the Path of Peace
VATICAN CITY (NC) _ Pope John XXIII has urged
the world to remove from the path of peace the obstacles
put there by the “malice of man.”
He said it would be possible “to speak of living-
together, and not.mere coexistence,” if man were inspired.
It was his second Christinas
message, and be pointed oat that
“the road to Bethlehem truly
marks the path for the right ap-
proach to that peace which .js
on the lips, in the eager desires,
in the hearts of all.”
The Pontiff said all men mast
find their place at Bethlehem,
and that “in the first rank
should be the Catholics.” Today
especially, be declared, the
Church wishes to see Catholics
pledged to an effort to make
Christ’s message of peace “a part
of themselves.” He said “it Is
completely intolerable for Cath-
olics to restrict themselves to the
position of mere observers; they
should feel themselves clothed,
as'it were, with a mandate from
on high.”
THE ORDER AND harmony of
true peace are Impossible to at-
tain if the eternal laws are not
contained in its elements and if
world leaders do not recognize
that they are subject to the eter-
nal moral laws, he said.
The 4,200-word Christmas mes-
sage (text on page 3) was de-
livered in the Consistorial Hall
of the Vatican in the presence of
all 30 Cardinals who are mem-
bers of the Roman Curia, the
central administrative agency of
the Church.
The Pope’s voice was carried
in simultaneous broadcasts
Over nine European networks
and for the remainder of the
day his words were transmit-
ted by VaUcan Radio la 17 lan-
guages.
Pope John said “the appear-
ance of peace” is three fold,
*rmely: Peace of heart, social
peace, and international peace.
To these aspects he added these
three elements of peace:
Truth, Justice and , charity,
which he said cannot be divid-
ed if true peace is to be found.
Regarding peace of the heart,
the Pepe said “peace is before
all else an interior thing, be-
longing to the spirit, and its
fundamental condition is a lov-
ing and filial dependence on the
will or God.”
Social peace, the Pontiff said,
“is solidly based on mutual and
reciprocal respect for the per-
sonal dignity of man.” In this
connection, he asserted, senti-
ments of brotherhood ought to
exist “among all who have a com-
mon origin, and are called to the
same destiny.” .
TRUTH IS, above all, the basis
of international peace, the Pope
declared. "It is necessary, then,”
he added, “to overcome certain
erroneous ideas: the myth of
force, of nationalism, or of some-
thing else, which have prevented
the integrated life of nations; and
to impose a peaceful living-
together on moral principles, ac-
cording to the teaching of right
reason and of Christian doc-
trine.”
“Along with thi*, and enlight-
ened by truth, ought to proceed
justice,” the Pope continued.
“This removes the causes of
QuatTels and wars, solves the
disputes, fixes the tasks, defines
the duties, gives the answers to
the claims of each party.
"JUSTICE IN its turn ought to
be integrated and sustained by
Christian charity. That js, love
of neighbor and one’s own people
ought not to be concentrated on
self, in an exclusive egotism, and
suspicion of another’s good, but
ought to expand and reach out
spontaneously toward the com-
munity of interests, to embrace
all peoples.
“It will thus be possible
to speak of living together,
and not of mere coexisteuce
which, precisely because R is
deprived of this inspiration of
mutual dependence, raises bar.
riers behind which nestle mu-
tual suspicion, fear and ter-
ror.”
The Pope pointed out that
"since the men of our times have
not completely carried into ef-
fect the conditions of peace, the
results have been that God’s
Paths towards peace have no
meeting point with those of
man.”
“Hence,” be tontinned.
“there is the abnormal sitaa-
tion of this postwar perM
which has created as it store
two blocs, with all their ueasy
conditions. There is not a state
of war, bat neither is there
peace, the thing which all na-
tions ardently desire."
Then tlie Pontiff posed a ques-
tion: “But how can true peace
put forth the two-fold blossom of
order and concord if the persons
who hold positions of public re-
sponsibility, before selecting the
advantages and risks of their de-
cisions, fail to recognize them-
selves as persons subject to the
eternal moral law?”
THE POPE WARNED strongly
that peace cannot be sought at
the cost of abdication to false
ideologies. “It needs still to be
noted that the peace which the
Church prays for cannot possibly
be achieved if it Is mistaken for
a yielding or a relaxation of her
firmness in the face of ideologies
and systems of life which are in
open and irreconcilable opposi-
tion to the Catholic teaching: nor
does it denote indifference to the
lament which comes to Us even
now from the unhappy lands
where the rights of man' are ig-
nored, and falsehood is adopted
as a system.
“Still leu can ona far fat the
sorrowful Calvary of tha Church
of Silence: there, where the con-
fessors of the Faith, rivaling the
early Christian martyrs, are ex-
posed endlessly to sufferings and
torments for the cause of Christ
"These established facta pnt
one an riant against excessive
optimism. Bat they render all
the aaare earnest air prayers
for a truly universal return to
the respect for hum a a and
Christian liberty," the Holy
Father declared.
POPE JOHN repeated what
many Pontiffs before him had
stressed, that “things and insti-
tutions goods, economy, the
*tate are primarily for man;
not man for them.”
"The disturbances which unset-
tle the internal peace of nation*,"
the Pope continued, "trace their
origins chiefly to thia source, that
man haa been treated almost ex-
cluiively aa a machine, a piece
of merchandise, a worthless cog
in some great machine, a mere
productive unit.
"It is eely when the dignity
el the person comae to he taken
as the standard of vahse for
aaaa ha his activities, that the
me earn wU exist te settle civil
discord sad the dhldsni, afire
profound, between the emptey*
ert, for example, and the ess-
-i e
"Above all, only then wfll there
be the means te secure for the
institution of the family those
conditions of life, of work, of as-
sistance capable of making it bet-
ter directed in its function as a
cell of society and the first com-
munity instituted by God Himself
for the development of the hu-
man person," the Holy Father
asserted.
PEACE IS Indivisible, the Pope
said, and none of its lineaments
can be ignored or excluded by
man.
“At aB times, because peace is
indivisible in its various aspects,
it won't succeed in establishing
itself on the social and interna-
tional plana unless-it is also, in
the first place, an interior fact.
This requires then, before all
else, 'men of good will,’ precisely
those to whom the angels of Beth-
lehem announced peace.”
The Pope Indicated that if tha
leaders of people remove them-
selves from obligation to tha
eternal moral laws, it will be re-
peatedly necessary to remove
[from the path toward peace thoee
obstacles which the malice of
man have put in its way.
Among these obstacles His
Holiness listed: propaganda of
immorality, social hi justice,
forced unemployment, pov-
erty contrasted with luxury,
lack of proportion between
technical and moral . progress
in nations and the unchecked
armameatna race throughout
the world.
Pope John said the Church's
proper function and office toward
Papal Honors
To Be Conferred
Jan
.
3 and 7
NEWARK Two dates have
been set aside for the con-
ferring of Papal honors bes-
towed by Pope John XXIII.
On Jan. 3, at 3;30 p m . in
Sacred Heart Cathedral. Arch
bishop Boland will invest 20
priests as domestic prelates
and six aa Papal chamber-
lains.
Laity who have been hon-
ored by Pope John will receive
their docorations in Sacred
Heart Cathedral at 8 p.m.. Jan.
7. They include one Knight
Commander of St. Gregory; 14
Knights of St. Gregory and 20
women who will -receive the
Cross Pro Eeriesia et Pontifice.
Visits Troops
On Christmas
ADANA, Turkey—Cardi-
nal Spellman, for the ninth
year spending the Christmas
period with American mili-
tary personnel, offered mid-
night Mass on Christmas Eve at
Incirlik air base here.
After the Mass the Cardinal
was guest uf honor at a recep-
tion in the base airmen’s club.
He greeted and spoke individual-
ly to each person present.
CARDINAL SPELLMAN makes
the exhausting annual trip in his
capacity as Military Vicar for
Catholics in the armed forces. He
arrived here on Christmas Eva
after previous stops at military
basea in Germany and elsewhere
in Turkey.
Prior to offering Mas.' he visit-
ed the base hospital and several
units whose duty hour would
keep their members from meet-
ing him at the official reception.
At the base chapel he blessed the
children of the servicemcnt.
Cathedral Honored
BALTIMORE (NC) The Sa-
cred Consistorial Congregation
has raised Baltimore’s new
Cathedral of Mary Our to
the rank of metropolitan cathe-
dral.
PAPAL HONOR: Msgr. Michael J. Mulligan, pastor
of St, Henry’s, Bayonne, .receives the miter, one. of
the pontificals associated with his new rank is Pro-
tonotary Apostolic, from Auxiliary Bishop Stanton.
The ceremony took place Dec. 21 at St. Henry’s. Assist-
ing is Msgr. James F. Looney, Chancellor of Newark..
(Continued an Paga 14.)
People in the News
Cardinal Ctriaci, prefect of the
Sacred Congregation of the Coun-
cil. hat observed the 50th anni-
versary of hit ordination.
Cardinal Tardiai, VaUcan Sec-
retary of State, ha a been named
a member of the Pontifical Com-
mission for Authentic Interpreta-
tion of the Code of Canon Law.
Cardinal MlCara, Vicar of
Rome, celebrated hit 80th birth-
day Dec. 34.
Cardinal Cagglano of Baenoa
Airea hat been named Military
Vicar of Argentina.
Archbishop Egidio Vagnozxi,
Apostolic Delegate to the U. S..
bleated a multi-station TV towdr
at Baltimore recently.
Bishops . . .
Auxiliary Bishop Jean Vlllot of
Paris haa been named Coadjutor
Bishop of Lyons with the right of
eeccession to Cardinal Geriier of
Lyons.
Rev. Thomas Morris, vice pres-
ident and professor of dogmatic
theology at St. Patrick's College,
Thuries, Ireland, hat been named
Archbishop of Cashel, Ireland.
Bishop Antes Vovk, Apostolic
Administrator of Yugoslavia’s
Ljubljana Diocese, has been
named Ordinary of that See.
*
Died
...
Bbbop John B. MacDonald. 88,
of Antigonish, N.S., a leader in
the cooperative movement.
Swap Stamps
For 3 Buses
PROVO, Utah don’t
want your money . .> Just
want your trading stamps."
So said a letter sent to some
8,000 Catholic schools through-
out the country by the Mothers
Club of St. Francis School here.
Asa result of the appeal, the
school got three brand new
school buses in time for Christ-
mas, the stamps having been
swapped for the buses.
It took 10.8 million stamps—-
representing more tjian a mil-
lion dollars in purchases—to
earn the buses in a deal worked
out by Rev. Colman Colloty,
0.F.M., pastor.
Nearly 300 of the 380 young-
sters attending St. Francis
would be unable to attend the
school without the buses, which
travel 220 miles tiaily. Stamps
dating back t0>1912 were among
those turned up by the appeal.
Future Dates
Following it a list of im-
portant Catholic dates and
mootingt doming January.
Jan. 1 Feast of the Cir-
cumdsion, holy day of oMiga-
gation. ,
* Jan. 4-5 Mariological So-
ciety of America, snpual meet-
ing, Detroit.
Jan. 8 Feast of the Epiph-
any.
Jan. 10 Holy Family Sun-
day.
Jan. 18-25 Chair of Unity
Octave, eight days of prayer
for church unity.
Jan. 23-31 Inter-American
Confederation of Catholic
Schools, international eongress,
San Jose, Costa Rica.
Jan. 25 Rome Diocesan
Synod. ,
Doctor Barred
For Link With
Parenthood Unit
ALBANY (NC) An orthoped-
ic surgeon was barred from
treating 'patients in St. Peter's
Hospital here when his connec-
tion with the Albany Planned
Parenthood Assodation was dis-
closed.
Sister Mary Janet, hospital ad-
ministrator, said the action was
taken by the hospital executive
committee after it was disclosed
that Dr. Crawford J. Campbell,
46, was on the medical advisory
board of the planned parenthood
group.
"It is the policy of the hospital
that any doctor who practices at
St. Peter's must conform to the
code of ethics of Catholic hospi-
tals," she said.
Dt. Campbell said he was
"rather amazed" at the hos-
pitals action. He said he special-
ized in treatment of bones and
his practice at the hospital "in
no way reflected my attitude"
regarding birth control.
The disclosure of Dr. Camp-
bell’s connection with the plan-
ned parenthood group came when
the doctor’s wife was named sec-
retary of the Planned Parenthood
Federation of America.
Jesuit College in
Philippines Elevated
QUEZON CITY, P.I. (NC) -
Philippihe Secretary of Educa-
tion Joie E. Romero has signed
a document making tbe 101-year-
old Ateneo da Manila a univer-
sity-
Tbe college is conducted by
Jeauita.
FOR UNITY: This new poster, designed to promote
the annual Chair of Unity Octave, has-been released
the central office of the Chair of Unity Apostolate,
Graymoor, N.Y. To be observed Jan. 18-25, it is in
keeping with the Holy Father’s desire that the faithful
pray frequently and fervently for unity. In a recent
letter, Pope John XXIII asked that the octave be kept
with special fervor as a means of promoting the inter-
est of the Second Vatican Council.
Prayer for Success
Of Council, Synod
VATICAN CITY (NC) A special prayer asking the
Holy Ghost to guide deliberations of the ecumenical coun-
cil and the Rome diocesan synod has been publishedhere.
No date has been set for the'council opening. The
synod will begin Jan. 25.
Published in the official Vati-
can Acts of the Holy See, the
prayer reads:
“O Divine Spirit who, sent b 7
the Father in the name of Jesus,
is present in the Church and
guides it infallibly, benignly pour
out Your .gifts, we pray, upon
the ecumenical council.
"Most sweet Tpieher and Com-
forter, enlighten the minds of our
holy shepherds who, promptly
seconding the invitation of the
Supreme Roman Pontiff, will
take part in the celebration of
the Rome synod.
"Grant that abundant fruits
may come from this council; that
the light and force of the Gos-
pel may be increasingly propa-
gated in the society at man; that
Catholic religious and fervent
missionary works may flourish
with Increased vigor; that a more
profound knowledge of the teach-
ing of the Church may be at-
tained and that Christian cus-
toms may achieve salutary prog-
ress.
"O sweet Guest of the Soul,
make our minds firm in the truth
snd dispose our hearts to
obedience, so that what is de-
cided by the council may be wel-
comed with sincere respect and
put into practice with a ready
will.
“WE ALSO PRAY to You for
those sheep who do not belonf to
the one sheepfold of Christ, so
that they too may ultimately
achieve unity under the govern-
ment Of one tingle Shepherd and
glory in the Christian name.
•'Renew Your wonders in our
time, at though for anew Pente-
cost, and grant that the Holy
Church, preserving unanimous
and continuous prayer, together
with Mary, the mother of Jesus,
and also under the guidance of
St. Peter, may increase the reign
of the Divine Savior, the reign of
t*.uth and Justice, the reign of
love and peace. Amen.”
NEW STAMPS: Christmas
Nativity scene features a
new series of postage
stamps issued by the Vati-
can City post office. It de-
can City postoffice. It de-
picts Raphael's painting of
"The' Nativity of Christ.”
Another series commemo-
rates the 500th anniver-
rates of the birth of St.
Casimir, patron of Poland
and Lithuania. It features
(lower) a bust of the saint
and views of the palace
and cathedral of Vilna,
where he is buried.
Libraries to Publish
Literature Guide
DETROIT (NC) The Catho-
lic Library Association will take
over publication of the Guide to
Catholic Literature beginning
Jan. 1. Joseph W. Sprugue, pres-
ent editor of the Catholic Periodi-
can Index, published in Washing-
ton, will be new editor of the
guide.
The guide is a bibliography of
Catholic books listed by author,
title and subject. It was founded
by Walter Romig here in 1839
Romig, who plans to retire in the
near future, is also publisher of
the American Catholic Who's
Who.
Set Registration Dates
For Theology School
NEW YORK—Registration dates
for the Spring term of the School
of Theology for Lsymen were an-
nounced this week. Personsl rag-
iatralioni will be held on Jan.
11, 12. 25 and 28 at St. Vincent
Ferrer’s School. 141 E. «sth St.,
from 6 to 8 p.m.
The school term runs from,
Feb. 8 to May 2. The faculty is
composed of Dominican Fathers.
More than COO students have at-
tended the school during the past
two terms.
Birth Control
Ban Upheld
HARTFORD (RNS)—Con-
necticut’s Supreme Court of
Errors unanimously upheld
the state’s 80-year-old law
which bans the dissemination
of birth control information.
Ruling that it waa up to the
state legislature to lift or modify
the ban, the court announced its
decision in the case of four suits
brought against the Iqw claiming
that it violated constitutional
principles of personal liberty.
ONE OF THE plaintiffs was a
25-year-old housewife who said
that pregnancy in her case
“would result almost inevitably
in death." Another plaintiff was
Dr. C. Lee Buxton, chairman of
the Yale Medical School’s depart-
ment of obstetrics and gynecolo-
gy, who argued he has a consti-
tutional right to practice his pro-
fession free from “unreasonable
restraint."
*
In Its ruling the court held
that lawa "are a constitutional
exercise of legislative power."
It continued: "The Judiciary
has a duty to teat legislative
action by constitutional princi-
ples, but It cannot, la that pro-
cess, usurp the power of the
legislature."
The decision Is expected to be
appealed to the U.S. Supreme
Court which once upheld the ban
on a technicality.
Fr. Graham Wins
History Prize
CHICAGO (RNS) Rev. Rob-
ert A. Graham, S. J., associate
editor of America, national Cath-
olic weekly, was awarded the an-
nual John Gilmary Shea Prtxq by
the American Catholic Historical
Association here for “the most
original and distinguished con-
tribution to historical knowledge"
by a Catholic scholar during the
year 1859.
Father Graham received the
award for his book "Vatican Di-
plomacy," published by Prince-
ton University Press. Among spe-
cial challenges and cases it dis-
cusses are: Papal diplomacy dur-
ing the two World Wars, the re:
lationship of the Vatican and the
U.S., and of the Holy See and
the Soviet Union.
Presentation of the award was
made at a luncheon session of
the association's 40th annual
meeting at which Cardinal Mey-
er of Chicago presided. The Cath-
olic meeting was held In connec-
tion with the annual meeting of
the American Historical Associa-
tion.
PAUL HORGAN, 1934 Pulitzer
Prize winner for history seas
elected president of the assocla
tion.
Other officers are Dr. Rob-
ert F. Byrnes of Indiana Uni-
versity and Dr. Annabelle M
Melville of Massachusetts State
College, vice presidents. Rev
Colman J. Barry, 0.5.8.. of St.
John's College, CoUegevilleJ
Minn , and Rev. Robert E. Mc-
Nally. S.J., of Woodstock (Md >
College, were elected to the exec-
utive council.
Places in the News
A total of MS architects hare
catered the com petition to design
the new Cathedral of Christ the
King in Liverpool.
The Archdiocese of Cologne
will take op monthly collections
to aid the Japanese missions.
The Columban Fathers have
opened anew house of studies in
Dublin.
The Oslo, Norway, Board of
Education has approved use of
municipal tax funds to aid a
Catholic elementary school.
More evangelization work in
cities and industries was voted
at the national conference of the
German Young Catholic Workers
movement.
Special schedules listing time
of services in churches near West
German superhighways are now
available free to motorists.
Bishop David de Sousa, 0.F.M.,
Funchal, Portugal, has asked for
monthly collections to provide
food, medicines and clothing for
the poor there.
A Church official in Ceylon has
issued a point-by-point reply to
arguments favoring nationaliza-
tion of Catholic schools in that
country.
The Archbishop of Manila has
asked for a crusade against im-
modesty in dress.
Mora than 200 residents attend-
ed a meeting of the Board of
Education at Port Washington,
L.1., to protest its decision to dis-
continue use of the Lord’s Prayer
st high school assemblies.
Special collections will be taken
up in all churches in Lisbon on
Jan. 3 to raise funds for the con*
struction of church facilities for
the city’s grossing population.
The first native of Fiji destined
to serve as a priest in that area
has been ordained in Borne.
Ground has been broken near
Sacramento, Calif., for the new
St. Pius X Diocesan Seminary.
Conditions in Poland
Reported Worsening
LONDON (NC) Archbishop
Jozef Gawlina, Ordinary for
Poles in exile, told s Polish rally
here that conditions in Poland
are at the present time "spiritu-
ally worsening."
The uneasy truce between th«
Church and the communist state
continues, he said. But .this is
only because both parties fear
that a clash would be the signal
for Russian forcea to invade their
country, the Archbishop told the
rally.
More Religious Cards
NEW YORK (RNS) One of
every four Christinas cards sent
in 1959 had a religious theme,
compared to one in 20 a dozen
years ago. the Greeting Card As-
sociation, Inc., reported here.
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Remove Obstacles to Peace, Pope Urges
NCWC News Sorrier ■
_
Following it the Uset pf on English tronslotion of tho Christ-
mss mossogo of Pop* John XXUI given on Doc. 23, m which bo
mrgod tho world to romovo ohsudot to pooco pm there by the
"mnlieo of men.”
Venerable brethren, dear children:
Christina* is with Ui, the aecond Christmas of Our pontificate
Gaiin* at the tcene from afar, united in *pirit with Mary and
Joaeph on the road to Bethlehem, We taite a few days in advance
the sweetness which comes to Us from the angelic hymn announc-
lag the heavenly peace which is offered to all men of good will
|And thus, from day to day. We reflect that the
road to Bethlehem truly marks the path for the
[right approach to that peace which is on the
lips, in the eager desires and in the hearts of
all.
• The appeal of the liturgy, in the word; of
Pope Leo the Great, was already giving a warn-
ing to us with the Joyous invitation: “Exult in
the lord, dear people; lift up your hearts in
spiritual joy, for the day of redemption is being
renewed, the day of age-long expectation, of the
• announcement of the happiness that has no end”(20th sermon on the Lord's Nativity P.L., 54, 193).
in,,/*!!?,, * k ?£ TJ2*. U ~ “ in chorus with that solemn andtouching voice which comes to us from the fifth century wehear rising in unison, ak it were, the imploring voices of theSupreme Pontiffs who ruled the Church both before and after the
two wars that tore humanity apart fat our generation. We hear the
very recent words of the 19 Christmas messages of our Holy
Father, Pius XII of ever dear and happy memory.
We hear an unending invitation, then, to a»««~ our dm
idnng the reads to Bethlehem, which « the reads *f
for as.
In the world of today, how many roads of peace have been
proposed and imposed? And how many roads have been suggested
even to Us, who rejoice indeed, with Mary and Joseph in the
sure knowledge of Our path and have no fear of the possibility
of going astray?
*
From -World War II right up to the present time, what a
variety of utterances what an abuse of this sacred word: “peace
peace” (Jer. 6, 14), / ~
We pay homage to the good will of th« 4 many guides and
proclaimers of peace in the world: statesmen, experienced diplo-
mats and influential writers.
But human efforts in the matter of universal peacemaking
are still far from the point where heavep and earth meet.The fact is that true peace cannot come save from God It
has only one*name: the peace of Christ. It has one aspect, that
impressed on it by Christ who, as if to anticipate the counter-
feits of, emphasized: “Peace I leave you, my peace I give
Christian Peace
The appearance of peace is three fold:
PEACE OF THE HEABT:
Peace is before all else an interior thing, belonging to the
n>int, and its fundamental condition is a loving and filial depen-
dence on the will of God. “Thou hast made us for Thyself O
Lord, and our heart is restless till it rests in Thee” (St. Augus-
tine’s Confessions, 1, I, 1, l, p.L., 32, 661).
All that weakens, that breaks, that destroys this conformity
and union of wills is opposed to peace. First of all and before
all is wrongdoing, sin. “Who hath resisted him and hath had
P 6B **;
’’
9
’.
Peace 15 toe happy legacy of those who
keep the divine law. “Much peace have tl*y who love thy law”
(Psalms, 118, 165).
For its part, good will is only the sincere determination to
respect the eternal laws of God, to conform oneself to His com-
mandments and to follow His paths in a word, to abide in the
truth. This is the glory which God expects to receive from man
Peace to men of good will.”
SOCIAL PEACE:
This is solidly based on the mutual and reciprocal respect for
the personal dignity of man. The Son of God was made man, and
His redeeming act concerns not only the collectivity, but also the
individual man.
He has “loved me and gave himself up for me.” Thus spoke
St. Paul to the GalaUans (Gal. 2, 30). And if God has loved man
to such a degree, that indicates that man is of interest to Him
and that the human person has an absolute right to be respected
Such is the teaching of the Church which, for the solution
of these social questions, has always fixed her gaze on the
human person and has taught that things and institutions
goods, the economy, the state are primarily for man;
not man for them.
The disturbances which unsettle the internal peace of na-'
lions trace their origins chiefly to this source: that man has been
treated almost exclusively as a machine, a piece of merchandise,
a worthless cog in some great machine or a mere productive unit ’
It is only when the dignity of the person comes to be taken
as the standard of value for man and his activities that the
means wiU exist to settle civil discord and the often profound
divisions between, for example, employers and the employed
Above aU, It Is only then that the means win exist to se-
cure for the institution of the famUy ‘those conditions of life
work aad assistance which are capable of making it better
directed to its function as a cell' of society and the first com-
munity Instituted by God Himself for the development of the
human person.
No peace will have solid foundations unless, hearts nourish
the sentiment of brptherhood which ought to exist among all who
a common origin and are called to the same destiny. The
knowledge that they belong to the same family extinguishes lust,
greed, pride and the instinct to dominate others, which are the
roots of dissensions and wars. It binds all in a single bond of
higher and more fruitful solidarity.
INTERNATIONAL PEACE;
The basis of international peace is, above all, truth. For in
international relations, too, the Christian saying is valid: “The
truth shall make you free” (John 8, 32).
It is necessary, then, to overcome certain erroneous ideas:
the myths of force, of nationalism or of other things that have
prevented the integrated life of nations. And it is necessary to
impose a peaceful living-together on moral principles, according
to the teaching of right reason and of Christian doctrine.
Along with this, and enlightened by truth, should come
justice. This removes the causes of quarrels and wars, solves
the disputes, fixes the Usks, defines the duties and gives the
answer to the claims of each party.
Justice in its turn ought to be integrated and sustained by
Christian charity. That is, love for one’s neighbor and one’s own
people ought not to be concentrated on one’s self in an exclusive
egotism which is suspicious of another’s good. But it ought to ex-
pand and reach out spontaneously toward the community of in-
terests, to embrace all peoples and to Interweave common hu-
man relations. Thus it will be possible to speak of living together,
and not of mere coexistence which, precisely because it is de-
prived of this inspiration of mutual dependence, raises barriers
behind which nestle mutual suspicion, fear and terror.
Errors of Man in His
Search for Peace
Peice ii a gift of God beyond compare. Likewise, It Is the
object of niia'i highest desire. It is moreover indivisible. None
of the lineaments which make up its unmistakable appearance
can be Ignored or excluded.
In addition, since the men of our time have not completely
carried Into effect the conditions 'of peace, the result has been
that God's paths toward peace have no meeting point with those
of man. Hence here is the abnormal situation of this postwar
period which has created, as It were, two blocs with all their
uneasy conditions.
There Is not a state of war, bat neither Is there peace,
the thing which the nations ardently desire.
At all times, because true peace is indivisible In its various
aspects, it will not succeed in establishing itself on the social
and international planes unless it is also, and in the first place,
an interior fact. This requires then before all else it Is neces-
sary to repeat "Men of good will.” These are precisely those
to whom the angels of Bethlehem announced peace: "Peace
among men of good will” (Luke 2, 14). Indeed they alone can
give reality to the rtmditlons contained in the definition of peace
given by St. Thoqnas: The ordered harmony of citizens (Contra
Gentiles 1, (III), CCC 146) and therefore order and harmony.
BUT HOW WILL true peace be able to put forth the two-fold
blossom of order and concord if the persons who bold positions
of public responsibility, before selecting the. advantages and
risks of their decisions, fail to recognise themselves as persons
subject to the eternal moral lawsT
It will be necessary again and again to remove from the
path the obstacles placed by the malice of man. And the
presence of these obstacles Is noted la the propaganda ef Im-
morality, In social injustice, In forced nemptoyamat, la pov-
erty contrasted with the laxary of theca who can Indulge to
dissipation, In the dreadful lack of proportion between the
technical and moral progress ef nations, and to the aachecfced
armaments race, when then has yet to he a gHmpee ef a
seriees possibility of solving the problem ef disarmament
The Work of the Church
The moot recent events have cnated an atmosphere of so-called disengagement which has caused hopes to blossom anew* in
many minds after life has been lived for so long In a state of
fictitious peace. In a situation of very great Instability that more
than ones has been threatened with a complete rupture.
All that make* Mm Ww rooted te the mis of all
b the craThf ter peace. „
In order that this common desire may be promptly fulfilled
the Church prays confidently to Him who rules the destinies of
nations and can direct the hearts of rulers to rood. No daughter
of the world, but firing and working in the world, the Church, as
it has from the dawn of Christianity —as SL Paul wrote to
Timothy: offers “prayers, intercessions and thanksgivings . . .
for all men, for kings, and for all in high, positions, that we may
five a quiet and peaceful life in an piety and worthy behavior”
(I Tim. 2, 1-2). So also today the Church accompanies with
prayer the peaceful solution of controversies, the establishment
of relations between nations and their mutual collaboration, Just
as it helps peaceful discussions in international relations.
Besides prayer, the Church makes available its maternal of-
fices, points to. the incomparable treasure of its doctrine and
urges its children to lend their active cooperation for peace by
recalling SL Augustine’s famous invitation: “It 'is more glorious
to slay war with words than men with steel; and it is true glory
to
}
secure peace by peaceful means” (SL Augustine, Epistle 129,
IT IS A FUNCTION and office proper to the Church that it
should devote itself to peace. And the Church is aware of having
omitted nothing that was within its capacities to obtain peace
for nations and individuals. The Church looks with favor on every
initiative which can help to spare humanity new conflicts, new
massacres and incalculable new destruction.
Unfortunately, the causes which have disturbed, and now
disturb, international order have not yet been removed. It is
therefore necessary to dry up the sources of evil. Otherwise
the dangers to peace will remain a constant threat.
The causes of international sickness were clearly proclaimed
by Our predecessor, Pius XII of immortal memory, especially
in his Christmas messages of 1942 and 1943. It is well to repeat
them.
THESE CAUSES ARE:
•The violation of the rights and dignity of the human person
and the overruling of the rights of the family and of labor;
• The overthrow of the juridical order and of the healthy idea
of the state in keeping with the Christian spirit;
• Impairment of the liberty, integrity and lecurity of other
nations to whatever extent;
•The systematic oppression of the cultural and language
characteristics of national minorities;
•The egotistical calculations of all who strive to seize control
of the economic sources of the materials of common use to the
detriment of other peoples;
• And, in particular, the persecution of religion and of the
Church.
IT NEEDS MILL TO BE noted that the peace which the
Church prays for cannot possibly be achieved if it is mistaken
for a yielding or a relaxation of its firmness in the face of
ideologies and systems of life which are in open and irreconcila-
ble opposition to Catholic teaching. Nor does peace denote indif-
ference to the laments which come to Us even now, from the
unhappy lands where the rights of man are ignored and false-
hood is adopted as a system. '
Still lew can one forget the sorrowful calvary of the
Chareh of Silence; where the confessors of the Faith, rivaling
the early Christian martyrs, are endlessly exposed to smffer-
lags and torments for the cane of Christ, These established
facts pot one on gnard against excessive optimism. Bet they
render all the more earnest Oor prayers for a traly universal
retara to respect for human and Christian liberty.
Oh! May all men of good will return to Christ and listen to
His divine teaching which is the'teaching of His Vicar on Earth
and of the lawful pastors, the Bishops. They shall find the truth
which frees from error, falsehood and deceit, and which will
hasten the attainment of the peace of Bethlehem, that peace
which was announced by the angels to men of good will.
Exhortation and
Paternal Wishes
With such a wish and with rich a prayer, behold we hare
arrived. all of us, like Mary and Joseph, like the humble shepherds
from the hills around Bethlehem and like the Wise Men from the
East, before the crib of our Newborn Savior. O Jesus, how ten-
derly we approach the simple crib! How sweet and devout are our
hearts and feelings! How eager is our desire to unite all our
labors in the great work of universal peace in Thy presence.
Divine Author and Prince of Peace!
At Bethlehem all men must find their place. In the first rank
should be Catholics. Today especially the Church wishes to see
them pledged to an effort to make His message of peace a part
of themselves. And the message is an Invitation to check the
direction of every act by the dictates of divine law, which de-
mands the unflinching adherence of all, even to the point of
sacrifice.
Along with sack a deepened understanding must go Action.
It is utterly intolerable for Catbolics to restrict themselves to
the position af mere observers. They should feel clothed, as it
were, with a mandate from on high.
THE EFFOBT, NO DOUBT, is long and arduous. But Christ-
mas means to all the certainty that nothing of men’s good will is
lost in whatever they perform in good will, perhaps without being
entirely aware of it, for the coming of God's kingdom on earth
and in order that the city of man may be modeled after the city
of God. Ah, the city the "city of God" which S{. Augustine
hailed as resplendent with the truth that saves, with the charity
that gives life and with the eternity that reassures! (Cf. Epistle
138, 3; P. L. 33. 533).
Venerable brethren and dear children, scattered throughout
the whole world, the final sentiments expressed in this second mea-
***e recall to Us the first message which We addressed to the
world on Dec. 23. 1958.
A year ago the new successor of St. Peter, still trembling
under the first emotions of the lofty miss 100 conferred on him as
pastor of the Universal Church, somewhat shy about the name of
John which he had chosen for himself in token of a good will
that was at once anxious yet firm with regard to the program
for preparing the ways of the Lord, suddenly thought of the valleys
to be filled and the mountains to be brought low, and be began
to advance on his way. *
And then, day by day. he waa to recognise la great hu-
mility of spirit that truly the hand of the Meet High waa with
him. The spectacle of religious and devout throngs, who from
every part of the world gathered here la Rome or at Castel-
gaadoife to greet Mm. la hear him and to beg his Messing,
waa constant and tenrhtag. often giving cause for surprise
WE HAVE ALSO KEEN offered gifts which We treasure with
lively feelings of gratitude. Among the moat pleasing and signifi-
cant of these gifts is a genuine old Venetian painting, the subject
of which is a sacred covariation: Mary sad Joseph with Jesus,
and an attractive little St. John offering a ripe fruit to Jeans
who. in the act at accepting the fruit with a tender smile, diffuses
a celestial sweetness over the whole painting. The picture now
occupies a place of hooor and has become familiar to Us during
Our daily prayer in Our private oratory.
Allow Us, venerable brethren and dear children, to draw from
this painting a most happy inspiration lor Our Christmas greet-
ing which, with rinrstU and friendly regard. We an pleased to
extend to all members of the Holy Church sad te the whole
world. .
Thoughts concerning the peace at Bethlehem hold a foremost
Place among Our anxieties. But that sacred conversation widens
its scope before Our eyes until it gathers around itself all those
who, with Us sad with yon. in the spirit of the universal ministry
entrusted to Our humble person, am particularly dear to us in the
intimate love at Christ.
WE MEAN TOMS WHO SUTTEE from the a nils ties and
miseries of life and to whom Christmas brings a sweet ray
of comfort and hope: the sick and the infirm, who am the object
of aasidnoue and watchful attention and very special affection;
those who are raftering in spirit er hi their hearts because of the
uncertainties at the future, of eeononsie hardships m af the humiii-
>tk» imposed upon them because of some fault committed or
presumed; the littlq children, especially dear to Jesus, who
through their very weakness and fragility exact a more inviolable
respect and require more delicate attention; and the aged, often
tempted by moments of melancholy or by the thought that they
are useless.
Confronted by this picture, the Church pledges her prayer
and her attention, as well as the aollcttade of her apootolate,
to all those who an partknlarty dear to her. She pledges these
thlags net to them alone, Imt also to all whose stole of life Is
undistinguished, to the poor, to workers, to employers, and to
those who -re vested with public and civil power.
/ ,
AND HOW COULD WE omit remembrance on this day before
Christmas Eve of Our'venerable Bishops, both of the Latin and
Oriental Rites, the sweetness of whose fervor for personal sancti-
fication and dedication to souls We have frequently tasted in our
fraternal meetings?
How could We omit the generous and heroic bands of mission-
ary men and women and of catechists, the compact and noblo
army of the diocesan and religioua clergy, the religious women
belonging to innumerable and praiseworthy institutes, and the
Catholic laity, all on fire with teal fqr works of Christian piety,
of manifold types of assistance, of charity and education? Nor
do. We wish to forget Our separated brethren for whom Our
prayers rise unceasingly to Heaven so that the promise of Christ
May be fulfilled: one Shepherd and one flock.
The Pope’s task is to prepare for God a perfect people
(Lake 1,17) which is exactly like the task of (John) the Baptist,
who is his patron and from whom be takes his aame. And it
Is not possible to imagine a higher and more precious perfec-
tion than that of Christian peace, which is the peace of hearts.
l>eace in the social order, in life, in prosperity, in mutual
v
respect and in the brotherhood of all nations.
Venerable brethren, diar children, for this peace of Christ,
the abundant and enlightening peace of Christmas, it is Our
delight once more to express Our wishes and to impart Our
blessing.
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ANNUAL EYENT: The annual Christmas party for the men of the Mt. Carmel Guild
Social Service Center was held Dec. 21 at the center. Here, Bishop McNulty and
Msgr. William N. Wall director of the center, on behalf of the men receive some
gifts from officials of the center’s auxiliary. The ladies are Mrs. Frank Del Prete,
auxiliary president, and Anne C. Donnelly, treasurer.
Recordings, Film
To Aid Isolated
NorwegianFolks
OSLO, Norway (NC)—A library
to lend tape recordings and film
strips to isolated Norwegian
Catholic families will be added
to the Catholic Information Cen-
ter here.
For many Norwegian families
who live in the country, and are
often Isolated during the winter
months, tape recorders are a de-
pendable means to maintain con-
tact with the outside world. Con-
tinuous radio reception is often
difficult, particularly in moun-
tainous areas at this time of the
year.
Informal efforts have been
made by some Norwegian priests
to keep In touch with their far-
flung parishioners by recording
Instructions, sermons and con-
certs on tapes. The information
center's project is the first effort
to make Catholic audio - visual
material available on a country-
wide basis.
Film strips of religious sub-
jects from other countries with
taped commentaries in Norwe- :
fian can also be obtained through
the center.
France Adopts School Plan
After Bitter Assembly Fight
PARIS A bill providing an
estimated Ml million annually in
state aid to private schools has
been voted by the French Na-
tional Assembly following a bit-
ter political debate.
The measure, approved 427 to
Tl, will benefit 14,000 private
schools, most of them Catholic
institutions, which educate 20%
of elementary school-age child-
ren in France.
THE BILL allows private
schools to choose among four
methods of participating in the
state aid program. The methods
providing the most aid also call
for the most government control.
At present private schools do
not receive any direct state
aid. However, parents of pri-
vate school children are given
about » annually for each child
In school, the Koary being
tamed ever to the school. About
$12.3 million a year is fnaneled
to private schools in this man-
ner.
Prior to the vote on the new
bill. Education Minister Andre
Boulloche resigned in protest
against changes which he charg-
ed g*ve the government too little
control over courses of study in
schools receiving aid.
Also prior to the vote. Premier
Michel Debre spoke to the As-
sembly, declaring that the ex-
istence of private schools is an
nprtssion of an essential free-
dom exercised by those enrolling
children in such institutions.
However, he said, this freedom
is only theoretical if lack of funds
makes it impossible for private
schools to exist.
EARLIER, the communists.
Socialists and other anti-clerical
groups, who demanded nationali-
sation of all schools, had called
for demonstrations to be held in
public schools two days before
the vote. .The demonstrations
were to be led by teachers hut
they flopped in some aireas be-
cause the government appealed
to teachers to remain neutral in
the classroom.
UNDER the government bill,
schools do not have to accept
state aid. Those wishing finan-
cial assistance may choose one
of these programs:
• Maintenance of the status
quo, small government alloca-
tions being passed on to schools
by parents, the. subsidy to be
increased by an amount yet to
be announced.
• Progressive integration with
the publie school system.
• Immediate “association" with
the state system, the govern-
ment ,to assume all costs and
the course of study conforming
to that of public schools.
• "Free contract,” with the
state paying part of teachers’ sal-
aries and exercising some con-
trol over curriculum and finan-
cial administration.
TWELVE HOURS of debate
preceded the vote. One effect of
the bitter fight was to push the
Socialists closer to the commu-
nists.
French President Charles de
Gaulle was reported to have
been an angered over the con-
troversy that he was consider-
ing dissolution of the Parlia-
ment with a call for new elec-
tions if the measure failed.
The education plan had its be-
ginnings with a government com-
mission organized to study the
problem of state aid, which has
plagued France since the Revo-
lution. The commission’s propos-
als were vigorously debated for
four hours by the Cabinet before
the draft bill presented to the
Assembly was hammered out.
The issue threatened to split
the country as well gs the Cab-
inet and the Assembly. Mass
meetings were held by both sides
in numerous cities.
Cardinal Gerlier of Lyons stat-
ed the Catholic position. He said
the Church has no intention of
setting Frenchman against
Frenchman but does want recog-
nition of the right of parents to
a truly free choice as to who
will educate their children.
St. Benedict Alumni
Meet in South Orange
NEWARK—The regular meet-
ing of the St. Benedict'* Prep
Alumni will be held Jan. 5. In-
ftead of the usual gathering at
St. Benedict'*, the alumni have
been invited to attend the Seton
Hall St. Benedict’* game at Seton
Hall.
After the game the alumni will
meet for a business session at
the Knights of Columbus club,
South Orange.
Family Communion
Celebration Set
NEW YORK The Family
Communion Crusade will mark
its 10th anniversary on Jan. l#y
Feast of the Holy Family. The
crusade Is an international or-
ganization of Catholics who have
dedicated themselves to the Holy
Family and have pledged to re-
ceive Communion as a family
monthly.
A million Catholic families
throughout the world are expect-
ed to receive Communion on the
10th during the crusade'a .utual
Family Day celebration.
Porcelain Altar Set
Sold at Auction
LONDON (NC) - A 27-plece
porcelain altar set once in the
chapel of Pope Pius VI was
bought at auction her* for $lB,-
200.
The altar set, made In 1772,
was given by Pius VI to the
Duke of Bridgewater. The Earl
of Ellesmere, a descendant of
th* Duke, put up tha altar set
for auction.
21,000 Salesians
TURIN. Italy (NC)—The Sale*
Uni of Don Bosco announced that
1,400 novice* took vowi through-
out the congregation'i 02 prov-
ince* during 1959. Thl* bring*
the congregation’* * membership
to nearly 21,000.
SOILS in heaven pray for
tbote on earth »mt in purgatory.
Eucharist Called Substantial Source
Of Unity, Concord by Holy Father
NCITC N*u>i Service
vv .!:f7* " * °f • radio address by Pop. JohnX^ CII L ,0
,
,b * l6tb lUltsn National Eucharistic Contrast at Cate-
m*. Stnly, Sept. 13, 1959. The Pop. , po k. of the significance of
the Eucharist at a Christian mystery.— ~ • fnjrsi
"Let* us ting hymns to the
Lord, because He is gloriously
magnified” (Ex. 15, 1).
We love to repeat these words
of praise and recognition of the
Divine Savior in such a solemn
moment when
you, venerable
brothers and'
beloved sons,
filled with love,
draw near to
the Eucharistic
throne of Jesus
to close the
16th Nation-
al Eucharistic
Congress. The
congress has seen numerous
crowds of the faithful coming to-
gether in these days at Catania
from every part of Sicily and
Italy.
Oh! How We remember Catan-
ia from the happy days of our
meeting with its venerable Arch-
bishop, Cardinal Nava, who had
Us as a guest in his home, on
Our journey there in 1923, while
We were entrusted with the task
of renewing fervor for mission-
ary cooperation in Italy, a task
which had been assigned to Us
two years earlier by Pope Bene-
dict XV of dear and pious mem-
ory.
The City of Mt. Etna, seated
like a splendid queen on the edge
of the lonian Sea, circled by ma-
jestic scenery of natural beau-
ties which are like a crown, rich
in thousand-year-old monuments,
but riches still in glorious Chris-
tian memories, was therefore,
the center of vibrant acts in hon-
or of the Most Blessed Sacrament
of the Altar.
FOR THIS REASON Our heart
If particularly close to you to-
night, and it delights in express-
ing to'you, Our lively pleasure
by means of the assistance of
radio.'And it is natural that, be-
holding the fervent tributes of
lovd and of praise rendered to the
Eucharist, We should add the
homage of Our personal devo-
tion to the comfort of the com-
mon Faith, and as a seal on the
new page of piety written in an
exemplary way by the beloved
sons of Italy in the records of
their religious history.
Your prayers, your hymns, the
solemn rites you have witnessed
have been devoted constantly to
the adoration of the Eucharistic
Bread, presented to you in the
lessons of the able masters of
the congress in all its vivifying
splendor. And, wishing to re-
capitulate what was achieved in
these days, We can well attribute
to the devotion to the Eucharist
the most shining and complete
expression of the Catholic reli-
gion.
Mystery of Faith
In reality, the Sacrament of
the Altar is called, in the act It-
self of the consecration of the
Chalice “mysterium fidel," the
mystery of Faith, that is to say
the living compendium of the
whole Catholic creed. From this,
in fact, shines forth the Sun of
Justice, Jesus, the one and only
mediator between God and man,
the bloodless victim of reconcilia-
tion between the earth and heav-
en.
In this is the perennial me-
morial of the sacrifice, offered
by Him on Calvary for our sal-
vation. In it He is present as
the head of the Mystical Body,
the source of the Sacraments
that give fecundity and beauty
to the spiritual garden of the
Church.
Foreseeing the triumph that
the disgrace of the Cross would
bring on Him, Jesus said one
day: "And I, if I be lifted up
from the earth, will draw all
mthings to Myself” (John 12, 32).
These words apply well to the
Eucharistic Bread, because ‘of
the wealth of the heavenly trea-
sure enclosed within It. Yes, the
Sacrament of the Altar is also
the center of mysterious attrac-
tion.
The 20 centuries of scientific
progress, of art, culture and of
economy, the changes which have
come about in the political and
social field have not diminished
the value of the words of Christ:
"Amen, amen, I say to you,
unless you eat the flesh of the
Son of Man, and drink His blood,
you shall no: have life in you . . .
This is the bread that has come
down from heaven
... He who
eats this bread shall live for-
ever” (John 6, 54, 59).
THEREFORE, with the
strength of our Faith and with
the fervor of our acclamations
drowning the confused voices of
the people who oppose us—who
will never be wanting—and be-
holding the multitude of the mar-
tyrs who derived the secret and
the strength of their greatness
from the Eucharist, we repeat
together to Jesus: "Lord, give us
always this bread” because You
are “the bread of life” (John
6. 34, 35).
The Lord’s Prayer
Venerable brothers and be-
loved sons. We shall not dwell
on illustrating the significance of
the fourth request of the Lord's
Prayer, chosen ai the theme of
the congress. But in this solemn
hour We wish to stress the triple
prerogative of that “daily bread”
which the sons of the Church
mifst ask for and await with con-
fident desire, from the provi-
dence of the Heavenly Father.
(a) IT MUST above all be a
bread of ours, that is to say, ask-
ed for in the name of all. “The
Lord warned in this respect,” St.
John Chrysostom taught, “in the
Pater to raise the prayer to God
also in the name of one’s broth-
ers. He therefore wishes that the
prayers raised to God should not
concern only one’s individual in-
terests but also those of one's
neighbors. By this He wishes to
combat enmities and repress ar-
<b) It mast also be a sub-
stantial bread, which la taata-
moat to saying, accessary for
our maintenance. Aad since
mu is formed by body aad
Immortal spirit, the bread oae
must ask o' God will be aot
only the “temporal” bread,
but, as wisely observed by the
Eucharistic Doctor 84. Thom-
as, above aU the “spiritual”
bread, ’ which is God himself,
the truth to coatemplate and
the goodness to love, ud more-
over, the "sacramental” bread,
that is to say the body of the
Savior, the sign and viaticum
of eternal life (cf. Comm, ia
Matt, e; VI).
(c) Last and no less important,
the third merit of the daily bread
is that it be one, that is to say
the cause of unity. “In the same
way in fact as that body is united
to Christ,” said St. John Chry-
sostom, "so are we also united
through this bread” (In Epist. I
to Cor., Homil. XXIV, 2 PG, t.
61, col. 200).
There is no doubt that the
Eucharistic Bread is the figure
and source of unity in the Mys-
tical Body, cither through the
minds it enlightens and induces
to the profession Of the safflO
divine truth or through the wills
that it kindles with the same
flame of love of God and of one’s
neighbor—a flame that does not
remain concealed wifhin the
walls of the domestic home or of
the temple but which by its na-
ture tends toward spreading and
burning.
Power of Eucharist
Oh! If the Eucharist were bet-
ter understood by Christians,
were it more worthily and fre-
quently received, how much
greater would be the fruits of
concord, peace and spiritual tran-
quility derived by the Church
and the whole world!
How many problems disturb-
ing the minds would be more
promptly and efficaciously solved
thanks to the spirit of sincere
and perfect brotherhood- which
checks dangerous undertakings
by the individual and protects
against compromise with the
forces and seductions of the
world.
THE TRUE Eucharistic devo-
tion leads in fact to loyalty, to
honesty, to moral fortitude, even
at the price of personal sacri-
fice for the common good. We
do not indeed hesitate to affirm
that statesmen and nations are
destined to remain at the mercy
of natural selfishness and of di-
visions, unless they bring their
laws into line with the norms of
justice and of Christian love of
which thi Sacrament of the Al-
tar is the real and inexhaustible
source.
One must not, therefore, tee
in the Eucharist only the good
of the communicating faithful
but, as the Angelic Doctor
Mid. “the com mo* spirits al
feed of the whole Church. suh-
stantially present la If (Saw.
IWol. 1, q. «S. a. J, ad. I).
Venerable brothers and be-
loved sons! In the lesson of the
breviary of the Feast of St. Aga-
tha one reads the edifying state-
ment: "The Christian humility of
the servants of God is far super-
ior to the riches and the haughti-
ness of kings" (cf. Rom. Brev.,
Feast of St. Agatha).
This sentiment of humility and
of willing service of God and of
His Church has led you to this
day's profession of faith and of
love, which henceforth will be
more generous than in the past,
after the act performed by you
of consecrating Italy to the im-
maculate Heart of Mary
We trust that, on the strength
of this tribute to the Most Bless
ed Virgin, all Italians may ven-
erate in her with renewed fervor
the mother of the Mystical Body,
of which the 'Eucharistic is the
symbol and the vital core; that
they may imitate in her the most
perfect example of union with
.Jesus, our Head; that they may
unite with her in the offering of
( the divine victim, and that
through her maternal interces-
sion they may implore for the
Church the gifts of unity, peace
and, above all, of a more sound
and faithful blossoming of priest-
ly vocations.
In this way the consecration
will become a motive of increas-
ingly serious undertaking of the
practice of Christian virtues, a
very valuable defense against
threatening evils and a source
of temporal prosperity as well,
according to Christ's promises.
Eucharistic Prayer
Oh Divine Bread that came
down from heaven to give life to
the world! Oh gentle shepherd of
our souls, from Your throne of
glory, where, "hidden God,” You
give life to families and to na-
tions with Your grace, behold the
beloved Italian nation, spiritual-
ly united before You, to renew
to You the expression of its loy-
alty and its love. To it You gave
the incomparable gift of being
chpsen as the seat of Your vicar
on earth.
FOR CENTURIES it (IUly)
has been ringing Your praise in
its cathedrals, in tl« splendid
canvases of iU artists, in the
work of iu poets, in the simple
and active Ufa of Iti ancient clt*
tea.
.
Grant that its ions at tha met-
ropolitan territory, and its emi-
grants whom Wa met with so
much satisfaction on tha roads
of the world in the East and in
the West, tha conscious and faith-
ful heirs of the devotion of their
fathers, may remain close to You
in steadfastness of faith, in tha
certainty of hope, in the ardor
of charity From the altar, where
You renew Your sacrifice eter-
nally, be always for them tha
Master, the comforter, the Sav-
ior, the One who gives the food
that protecta against corruption
and death.
We recommend to you In ■
kit special way the tick, the
*eer. the needy and all thoee
people who atk for bread aad
for work, imploring for all of
the* aad for each one indi-
vidually the comfort of Your
Providence.
We pray to You for the fami-
lies. that they may be the fruit-
ful centers of Christian life. Wo
present to you the youth, the
hope of the. Church and of Italy,
so that, spared the dancers of
the soul and body, they may
seriously and joyfully prepare for
the duties of life. We pray to you
for the priests, for the students
in the seminaries, for the con-
secrated souls, for the educators,
for the workers.
May the abundance of Your
Krace descend on all of them so
that Italy, which draws its real
greatness from You. may con-
tinue to be the example of gen-
tle and generous virtues, the
cradle of saints, the center of
truth and of light. [End of
prayer].
COMFORTED by this trust, for
the worthy crowning of the de-
vout glorification of the "Bread
of Angels” who "became food
for us travelers," We impart
with great heart to all those peo-
ple present at this solemn cere-
mony, in person or in spirit, and
first of all to Our very worthy
Cardinal Legate (Mimmi). to the
Lord Cardinals, to the zealous
1 Archbishop of Catania and to
. Our Brothers of the episcopate,
!the comforting apostolic benedic-
tion.
Working for Nocturnal Adoration
Movement at Rutherford Parish
RUTHERFORD A move-
ment to inaugurate a unit of
the Nocturnal Adoration Socie-
ty in St. Mary’a pariah here
haa been undertaken by a man
already responsible for recruit-
ing 19 men for a group else-
where.
John Doran of 89 Clark Court,
Rutherford, was a member
(and still is) of the unit at St.
John’a Church, Fairview, be-
fore he came to Rutherford. He
succeeded in influencing the 19
Rutherford men to loin him in
the Fairview unit but now is
attempting to form a Ruther-
ford unit. Permission for the
undertaking was given by
Msgr. Charles Demjanovich,
pastor of St. Mary's.
Doran will need another 60
men from Rutherford to insure
at lgast 10 men for each of the
eight hours of the night, from
10 p m. to 8 a.m„ on the First
Friday each month.
ONE NIGHT more than a
century ago, Herman Cohen, a
Jew who had been converted
to Catholicism, was forced to
leave a chapel' in hia native
France because some women
by pre-arrangement bad come
to pray.
He wanted to know why men
also might not come to their
church during the lonely night
hours to talk with their God.
The Inquiry of Herman Cohen,
who later became a Carmelite
priest, resulted in formation of
a little group which has grown
into the international organiza-
tion known as the Nocturnal
Adoration Society.
It was introduced into the
United States in 1882-at Boston
through the initial efforts of*
Thomas Dwight, a Catholic
scientist, and today has some
50,000 active members in this
country.
if a branch of the society Is
finally approved for St. Mary's
it will be open not only to
Rutherford men but also to
men from the neighboring
towns.
Those who are interested may
call Doran at his home (WE 3-
4752).
Kansas City Synod
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (NC) - A
diocesan synod has been called
here for May, 1980, by Bishop
John P. Cody of Kanaas City-
St. Joseph.
DEDICATED: Large numbers of Bayonne residents have been visiting this Nativity
scene erected on the grounds of Star of the Sea Council. Knights of Columbus.
Here, the crib is dedicated by Rev. Joseph W. Nealon, council chaplain
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Hudson County CWV Gives
Annual Awards Jan. 10
BAYONNK Th# Annual
award* of the Hud ion County
Catholic War Veteran*. "For
Cod.” "For Country." and "For
Home” will be presented at the
Jan. 10 convention in the parish
fcaD of Our Lady of the Assump-
tion Church here.
The award "For God" will be
presented to Sister Rose Mada-
*«* of St. Joseph's School for
the Blind. Jersey City.
The award "For Country" will
fo to Peter J. Hopkins, past na-l
tkmal commander of the Catho-
lic War Veterans.
The award "For Home” has
been awarded posthumously to
Mae C. Burke for her work cn
behalf of orphans and service-
men and their families. This will
be accepted by her sister, Mar-
caret Burke.
Principal speaker at the con-
vention will be Mayor John Gorf-
an of Hoboken. A1 Gentile is con-
vention chairman. The convention
will follow Mass at 11 a.m.
DON'T SHOP on Sunday.
Holy Father Praises Growth
Of the Church In America
NCIFC NViri Sertic, •
Following it a tfanslation of an address mad, by Top, John
XXIII on Oel. 11, 1959, at the Pont,fid North Ammican Col-
lee, in Rom* The Pop, cited th, growth of Catholicism in tb,
praised tb* generosity of Anmrican Catholics in endow-
mg schools end seminaries.
This feastday of Our Blessed
Lady * motherhood hat been for
U* a rich and gratifying source
of holy joy. Early this morning,
amid the solemn splendor of St.
Peter’s Basilica, We offered the
Holy Sacrifice
of the Mass in
the presence of
a group of de-
parting mis-
sioned, before
consigning to
each -of them
his crucifix.
And now it is
our turn,
*
ven-
erable brothers
and dear children of Ours, as We
come to visit and speak with you
at this Pontifical College of the
United States of North America.
You are celebrating today the
centenary of the happy founding
of this seminary. To mark the oc-
casion you have journeyed in
large numbers from your homes
afar, to join the faculty and stu-
dents of the college in rendering
due thanks to God, and to give
expression to the love and loyalty
that is warm in your hearts. Unit-
ed with you, too, in the joyful
chorus, are, We are sure, all of
your noble country’s Bishops,
priests and faithful. In spite of
the great distance that separates
them, the warmth of their affec-
tion brings them close. -
EAGER TO SHARE in your
jubilation. We have hastened
most readily to pay you this visit,
to give you this outward sign of
Our congratulations, enfolding
you after a fashion in Our father-
ly embrace. May it serve to show
you and yours the immense af-
fection which the Apostolic See
entertains for your nation, and in
particular for its Bishops and
Catholic people.
That is the foremost reasea
why We have entered these spa-
cions and graceful buildings,
built on their solid foundations
on the Janlcnlnm Hill, in fall
view of the Vatican and Ha
cupola. It is heartening here to
recall that blessed day. all of
■Zx yean ago, when Our prede-
cessor or revered memory,
Pina XII, solemnly dedicated
this edifice and hallowed Its
chapel after delivering an ad-
dress unusually rich fas wisdom
and pastoral seal.
From Our patriarchate in Ven-
ice We followed, for Our part, the
news reports of those magnifi-
cent festivities. Now. by the ever-
gracious disposition of God. it
fails to Our happy lot to cele-
brate with you, in the early
months of Our pontificate, the
close of the first 100 years since
ydur seminary was established.
But many and notate already
have been the tributes of fond-
ness and esteem lavished by the
Roman Pontiffs on this college
during those 100 years. And sure-
ly We may see a providential de-
sign in the fact that its path has
been lighted, and its history
bound up with the progressive
glorification of the Blessed Vir-
gin. Mary Immaculate.
The benign image pf the Mother
of God, smiling down upon her
students in the chapel apse, re-
remains a perpetual reminder
that Pope Piux IX of imperish-
able memory made public his de-
cision to found the college only
a few days after defining the
dogma of Our Lady's Immaculate
Conception.
IT WAS PIUX IX, likewise who
saw to the purchase and furnish-
ing of a suitable home for you
here In Rome, and who found
time, hardly a month later, to
pay you a paternal visit and to
celebrate Mass within the sem-
inary walls. As the Apostolic Let-
ter Übi primum plainly attests,
your college was also the object
of constant concern and special
benevolence on the part of Pope
Leo XIII, who bestowed upon It,
among other blessings, the title
"pontifical.” Its very name would
make It clear that the Roman
Pontiffs hold it in tender regard,
as something of their very own.
No leu keen wu Ihr Interest
ot Our predecessor, Piax XI,
wise entrusted the administra-
tive control of the college to a
committee of Bishops under the •
authority of the American hier-
archy.
Our time would soon be up were
We to make mention of all the
other proofs of this abiding com-
mitment, from the tranquil be-
ginnings of the college down to
its recent transfer to these new
quarters, with the felicitous pro-
vision that its original home
would henceforth be. reserved to
newly ordained and other priests
desirous of pursuing higher stud-
ies in the sacred sciences.
VENEBABLB brothers and be-
loved sons! Gathering these
memories with joy 1» Our heart,
W e join with you in rendering
since rest thanks to God for the
divine grace He has bestowed
upon your human undertakings
through the intercession of Mary,
Virgin most pure. Prodigious in-
deed was the power from above
which enabled you to expand
your newly-founded college in all
directions. See how that tiny pio-
neer group of seminarians
there were only U of them at the
time—has grown to be legion, has
become rather a whole army of
distinguished priests, marching
proudly on to victory, under the
banners of Holy Church, the
peacemaker, in your glorious na
tive land!
■any ef these graduates have
wens the Kenan purple as
Cardinals. Many snore have
heeu raised to the episcopate.
All of them are doing impor-
tant and meritorious work, each
la his appointed place.
The development of the college
also presents an extraordinarily
close parallel to the growth of
Catholicism among your people
at home.'A century ago the situa-
tion and status of the .Church in
the United States of America was
still that of a mission territory,
and the time had not yet come
when every diocese could afford
to establish and maintain a sem-
inary of its own.
Succeeding decades have wit-
nessed a gradual and steady in
crease in the number and in-
fluence of American Catholics,
calling to mind the pcrable of the
mustard seed, which “becomes
a tree, so that the birds of the
air coma and dwell in its
branches” (Matt. XIII, 32).
FOR EVERY FEATURE of
your diocesan life reaped its
share of profit from the cultiva-
tion and flowering of thU hardy
plant: catechetical instruction for
the faithful. Catholic schools and
universities, charitable organi-
zations of all types, and social
action groups to mention only
the most conspicuous among
your many institutions.
We would not, however, pass
over in silence that remarkable
blossoming of the life of prayer
within your American flock,
thanks in great measure to the
leadership of the monasteries dot-
ting the length and breadth of the
land. All of this goes to show that
large numbers of American Cath-
olics are endowed with mature
judgment and imbued with a con
suming love of God, giving Us
the best of grounds for comfort
and high hopes.
Bat yoar charity dees not
step at year country's frontiers.
In the gnise of “cheerful giv-
ers” yea have organlied an
endless chain of agencies for
the rfenersas relief of the needy
in almost every corner of the
world. That cannot M mean
that “God is able to make all
grace a booed in yen, so that al-
ways having ample means, yen
may ah send in every good
work" (2 Car. IX. •).
Priority among *o many mer-
its must be accorded, just the
same, to tbe solicitude with which
you have made provision (or the
education of students (or the
priesthood, of which the brilliant
results are here in your two build-
ings at Rome.
In erecting this new college,
equipped with every artistic and
technical convenience and in as-
signing its former site to tbe use
of priests, you have made im
pressively clear your desire to
devote the best of your effort and
! energy to the proper formation of
God’s ministers. That is exact-
ly as it should be: for in the
whole splendid program of work
and planning for the establish-
ment and spread of the Kingdom
of God, surely this is the labor
of labors, this is the plan of plans
HOW EXALTED. in very
truth, is the dignity of the priest-
hood! What virtue, what power it
implies! To cite the words of Our
recent encyclical letter. Sacer
doti Nostri primordia: "The fig-
ure of the priest is always pres-
ent before our eyes. What would
we do without him? If his daily
work were to fail us. of what
avail would be all our apostolic
projects, including those which
best meet the needs of
our times?" (Acta Apostolicae
Sedis, vol. 31. 1939. pp. 575-6).
So much, then, to repaired
of priests ha the Church today,
that absolutely nothing mast be
left aadaae la forward aad per-
fect their education.
But you obviously had a further
end in view when you built and
bleased this seminary. You wish-
ed to impart to your students a
Roman education. You wanted to
form priests, that is to say, who
had lived in this beloved Capital
City of Christendom and drawn
deeply from Its unquenchable
stream of virtue and courage.
For this is the city, as Our
predecessor, St. Leo the Croat,
observed, in which God has pre
pared that empire “whose con
quests are to extend to the point
where all nations everywhere be-
come friends and neighbors"
(Sera. *2; ML 54. 423). It still
enshrines the law, the institu-
tions and the magnificent
remains of the Romans. Here,
above all, the faith of Peter still
binds the Church together. Here
<gleam the tombs of the martyrs
who "gloriously shed their blood
for the Lord" (Roman Breviary
Response for the Common of
Several Martyrs).
Beyond all doubt, therefore, the
i minds and hearts of seminarians
Iliving at Rome —and what is
! more, at an age when the seeds
iof virtue !- come are being sown
with bo-:nteous hand cannot
fail to be enriched, not merely
by the, humanistic tradition for
which the city is renowned, but
more importantly than all by its
spirit of utter loyalty to the
Church, whence the life of every
worthy priest is nourished and
sustained.
|
THESE FIRST 100 years have
offered outstanding proof of your
fidelity to this ideal, of your ar-
dent yearning to sec it realized.
And this college, built with much
labor and sweat, this splendid
fruit of your prudence and fore-
sight, will stand as an abiding
public testimonial to the muni-
ficence of your zeal. When these
young men. on the other hand, re-
turn to their native shores as
ministers of God, they will carry
along with them the happy fer-
ment which leavens the whole
mass. They will bend to the ap-
pointed tasks generously and
without stint. They will bring to
birth and rear anew generation
to follow in their footsteps.
Thaj prospect is quite enough
to kindle in Our heart the
blessed hope that Holy Mother
Cbsrch may continue to grow
and prosper among your peo-
ple. onward and upward to ever
greater heights of achieve-
ment.
For you students, finally, Wc
would add a word of fatherly ex-
hortation. Let your response to
the high expectations placed in
you be in the fullest measure dili-
gent and faithful. To that end
you will be called upon to cher-
ish, day in and day out, “a fer-
vent desire to advance In vir-
tue. a love of discipline, the spir-
it of penance and prompt obe-
dience” (Imitation of Christ, BK,
I. e. 23).
You must apply yourselves
strenuously to the preparation of
those Mure assignments which
cannot be carried out successfully
without the grace of God. Virtue
of a high order and degree must
enlighten your minds and set
your hearts aflame. Since you
are being trained in this majestic
City of Rome, close to ’the Chair
of the Prince of the Apostles,
your entire lives. In a word, must
reflect the holiness and serious
purpose that all are eagerly wait-
ing to find in you.
WE EARNESTLY beg of Al-
mighty God that He may deign
to support, protect and prosper,
through years to come, the col-
lege upon which He has bestow-
ed such favor during the past
century. And we fondly trust that
this day. on which you have had
the happiness to reach the goal
of all your longings and strivings
of a 100 years, may bring new
vigor to you all, enabling you to
go forward, cheerful and un-
daunted. to even richer and
more heartening accomplishment
in the years that lie ahead.
la Oar desire abundantly to
confirm these paternal good
wishes, aad to show you once
more haw close are the bonds
of affection which unite Our
heart artth years. We gladly im-
part U you, venerable broth-
ers aad beloved sons. Our apos-
tolic Messing.
May It be a gage of never-
failing aid from on high, for you
whom We are so pleased to sec
before Us, for all who are charg-
ed with the direction of the col-
lege, and for its student body
those of the current year along
with those already at work in the
vineyard —and for your fcllow-
Amencans, one and all who are
as dear to Us as they are to your-
selves.
Irish Counties Hold
Annual Ball in N.Y.
NEWAR K— The 58th annual
ball of the United Irish Counties
Association of New York will be
held Jan. IS at the Hotel Com-
modore here.
Proceeds will be used for up-
keep of th* Irish Counties Wel-
fare Bureau in the New York
Metropolitan ares. Patrick' J.
Thompson is chairman.
Renovated Building to Provide
New Rooms for St.Rocco Nursery
UNION A brick building pur-
chased last February will be
completely renovated to provide
new quarters for the day nur-
sery in St. Kocco's pariah, it has
been announced by Rev. Pompeo
Luciani. 8.A.C.. pastor.
The parish took possession of
the two-story structure in June
and work will start shortly. Com
pietkm is expected by May.
Plans pruuda for the front por-
tion o< the building, both floors,
to become the convent lor Reli-
gious Teachers FUippini who
stiff the nursery. The nursery
portion will be located in the
rear.
When completed, the nursery
will provide for approximately
M children daily. They are most-
ly children of working mothers.
The nursery has been estab-
lished about 10 years and has
accommodated an average of 30
or so children daily. It has been
quartered in a very old building
which will likely be torn down
when the new nursery is even-
tually la use.
Holy Father’s Letter on
North American College
POPE JOHN XXIII.
NCWC News Service
following is a translation of a letter tent fry Pope John
XXI" on Sept. 20, 1959, to Archbishop Martin ]. O'Connor,
rector of the North American College in Rome, on the occasion
of the college's 100/A anniversary.
Venerable Brother, Health and
apostolic benediction.
With pleasure, Venerable Broth-
er, have We learned from you of
the 100th anniversary of the foun-
dation of the Pontifical North
American Col-
lege in Rome.
This auspicious
occasion gives
just cause to
you. to the di-
rectors and
students of the
college for re-
joicing and for
rendering sol-
emn thanks to
God, Who implants in our hearts
the seeds of good resolutions and
then causes them to grow and
wax strong.
Recalling the impressive ' his-
tory of the college since its in-
ception, We take great joy in af
firming publicly that this semin-
ary has amply fulfilled the de-
sires of the American Bishops
who, wisely providing for the fu-
ture and generously offering the
means at their disposal, founded
the college. For priests noted for
their piety and learning have
I gone forth from this seminary in
great numbers, not a few of them
to become Cardinals and Bishops
Through the years they have won
for themselves a noteworthy rep-
utation for their pastoral zeal in
advancing the Kingdom of God.
SIX YEARS AGO, Our prede-
cessor of immortal memory, Pius
XII, was happy to grace with his
presence the dedication of the
large and majestic new building
of this college seated on the
Janiculum Hill. By letter and
then in a paternal discourse he
expressed his overflowing senti-
ments of praise, encouragement
and hope, which are indelibly in-
scribed in yoar hearts to this
day. In this spacious new build-
ing a greater number of seminari-
ans can be instructed in habits
of priestly virtue, while the old
building has been set aside as a
residence well suited for priests
who wish to pursue more thor-
oughly their studies in the sacred
sciences.
We know well that the es-
teemed hierarchy of the United
States provides for the affairs
of this college with eoastaut at-
tention and the greatest care.
Such vigilance, the result of
foresight and judicious action,
will not fail to produce Its de-
sired fruit.
SURELY, YOUR country is a
prosperous and glorious one
where the Catholic Church stands
out as a living source of spiritual
strength and commands the re-
spect of the entire population.
The greatness of this country de-
mands that the young priest be
fitted with extensive knowledge,
that he be gifted with a lively
Catholic sense, which by its very
nature embraces every aspect of
life, and that he be blessed with
the wisdom of clear thought and
decisive action which qualities
I are all engendered and nourished
by an assiduous study of Chris
tian antiquity And where else
can such formation be more ap-
propriately instilled than in
Rome, the city which Divine
Providence has on more than one
account set above others’
By a singular gift of God
In Rome, which Is the center of
I all things (Tac. Hist. 2, 32),
and the priestly city (St- Lee
the Great, Serin. S2, for the
feast day of the Apostles Peter
and Paul), at the Chair ef Pe-
ter the seminarian derives
a pure faith from the unblem-
ished source of apostolic teach-
ing and learns more perfectly
the truths of Christianity.
God grant that this home of
HU chosen and beloved young
men may preserve and enrich the
noble traditions of its past. May
it shine with the luster of up-
rightness and sanctity. May a
serene and encompassing joy
smile upon it. and may it con-
tinue to foster and shape, in piety
and in learning, a character
which will bring to the Church
increase; to its native land, re-
nown; to virtue, strength; to no-
ble undertakings, fulfillment; and
to all that is good, just and fitting,
the support of studied conviction
and wholehearted endeavor.
Having with ardent desire ex-
pressed these wishes. We joyful-
ly impart to you. Venerable
Brother, to the Bishops present
for the centennial celebration, to
the directors and students of tha
college—of which you are the
distinguished rector—and likewise
to the college s worthy and de-
voted benefactors, Our apostolic
benediction as a pledge of Divina
assistance and consolation.
Given at Rome, at the Basilica
of St. Peter. Sept. 20, 1959, in
the first year of Our pontificate.
Women’s Group
Disscusses Aid to
Underdeveloped
PARIS (NC) Delegations
from 24 countries in five contin-
ents gathered here for a meet
ing of the World Union of Catho
lie Woman's Organizations on the
subjects of aid to under-devei-
ed countries and the plight of
refugees.
The women concentrated their
discussions on ways of alleviat-
ing the following situations:
• Of the 600 million Chinese—-
of them less than 18 years
old—6o million arc mere skelc
tons of children. Famine is a
constant threat; four milliort died
of it in 1953.
• In Bombay alone, 250,000
homeless persons sleep in the
streets.
• Out of 2.75 billion persons
now living, 1.85 billion are starv- 1
ing or very seriously undernour
ished. In Latin America alone, 50
million are suffering from dietary
deficiencies.
• A 10th of the world's popu-
lation gets four-fifths of the total
revenue.
In its resolutions, the meeting
declared:
"AH should accept and bring
about acceptance of sacrifices for
the benefit of the undernourished
who cannot give their best to the
world because they are hungry.
... to appeal to all Catholic
women, inviting all to devote
heart and soul
... to the needs
of refugees who are walling for a
roof, a job, and friends, and wait-
ing also to become free, like
other men."
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HAPPY
NEW YEAR
AND
. . . for a happier one
next year,
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The Road to Peace
Pope John iXlli gave the world a chart
™ P*«eo In hla sublime Christmas message. Tba
road to Bethlehem ia the path to peace. Hen
hare proposed many other road*. They have
■uUMted them even to HU Hollnei*. who ro-
Jojcea “with Mary and Joaeph in the aura knowl-
edge of our jwth.”
Praising the good will of many statesmen,
diplomat* and writer*. Pope John stated that
human effort* alone cannot produce universal
P***; **The fact'U that true peace cannot come
except from God. It has only one name, the
peace of Christ."
HU Holiness outlined the principles which
are the bases for the three kinds of peace:P*a*e of heart of the individual, social peace
and International peace. Peace of heart comes
from filial dependence upon the will of God.
“ happy legacy of those who keep the
divine law.*’
Social peace U based on mutual respect for
the personal dignity of man. The Son of God
became man and redeemed man. Every man,
then has an absolute right to be respected. It
is the teaching of the Church that the state, .its
institutions and iU economy exist for man, not
man for them. It is because man is so often
treated as a machine, a piece of merchandise
or a mere productive unit, that the internal
peace of nations U disturbed. "No peace," His
Holiness said, “will have solid foundations un-
Uss the sentiment of brotherhood U nourished
in the hearts of the people.”
In the consideration of international peace,
Pope John emphasised that iU basis is truth
Applicable to nations as well as individuals are
words of Our Lord: “The truth will make
you free." Truth will make then see the error
of force, excessive nationalism and racial su-
premacy. Justice, enlightened by truth, U also
needed to solve disputes, define duties and set-
fle claims. Finally, Christian charity must sus-
tain justice. Love of neighbor must not be con-
fined to one's own people. It must reach out and
embrace all people “and interweave common
human relations." In this way, His Holiness said,
"it will be possible to speak of living-together,
and not of mere coexistence
. . .
behind which
nestle mutual suspicion, fear and terror.”
While there is not a state of war now,
"neither is there peace," the Holy Father said,
‘because men have not completely fulfilled the
conditions of peace.” It Is necessary to remove
obstacles placed by wicked men. Pope John
mentioned such obstacles as the propaganda of
immorality, social injustice, forced unemploy-
ment, disproportion in technical and moral prog-
ress and the unchecked armaments race. A fun-
damental obstacle is the failure of some national
leaders to realize that they are personally sub-
ject to the eternal moral laws.
His Holiness took cognizance of the hope
for peace which now stirs in many hearts. He
affirmed, however, that the Church will not yield
nor relax its firmness “in the face of ideologies
and systems of life which are in proclaimed and
irreducible opposition to the Catholic teaching.”
Yet he strongly asserted that the sufferings and
torments of Christian martyrs in communist
lands, while putting a damper on excessive op-
timism, "reader all the more earnest our pray-
ers for a truly universal return to respect for
human and Christian liberty." If men of good
wdl return to Christ and His teachings, they
will find the truth and hasten the peace an-
nounced by the angels to men of good will.
New Year’s Resolutions
For lomi years New Year’s resolutions, to-
ftt&er with other good traditions, have been in
diriavor. If not actually held up to ridicule.
Thi*. too, has been the lot of such solid con-
cepU aa patriotism, such solid virtues as cour-
tesy.
Thia lack of appreciation of tha valde of
New Year’s resolutions displays a profound ig-
noranca of human nature, of natural psychology
as well as of theology.
After all, a New Year's resolution Is nothing
but a fresh beginning, a renewal of effort. Such
too. la every practice session of an athletic
team, determined to do better than in previous
practices or games.
It la the same motive that leads tha student
to make anew effort at tha beginning of anew
term, in the hope that hts grades may surpass
those of the past. It is in the same spirit that
our social workers encourage the unfortunate to
try again, our doctors urge the cripple to make
anew effort to walk.
Tha aame concept was incorporated by our
Divine l«rd in the Sacrament of Penance, an
essential part of which Is the determined effort
the penitent makes to do better In the future.
It la the aignificant element in the periodic re-
treat lmpoaed by Church law on all priests and
religious (and strongly recommended to the laity
bjr reflecUon on his past failings, the
Individual la moved to make good resolutions for
a better future.
The New Year's resolution, then, has a solid
foundation in psychology and la theology. It is
deservedly commended to our readers anu to an
even wider public. It is an efficient and eftica-
clous instrument of improvement, physical, men-
tal, moral and spiritual.
Everyone will know, from his knowledge of
his own life, what resolutions he might well
make. In a spirit of helpfulness, however, we
venture to make a suggestion or two that maybe helpful to some.
oor Catholic laity: To participate more
fully, through the Mass and the Sacraments, in
their membership in the Mystical Body of Christ.
To employers: To pay just wages to their
workers, so that the latter may share properly
in the wealth to the creation of which they con-
tribute so much.
To workers: To deal Justly with their em-
ployers, giving an honest day’s work for a day’s
pay* treating the property of employers in ac-
cordance with the dictates of justice as defined
by the Seventh Commandment.
To lawmakers, city, state. naUonal: To be
as zealous in seeking to save the people's money
as to spend it; to seek first the welfare of the
people and only thereafter the good of a party
or the advantage of the officeholder.
To our leaders In foreign affairs: To deal
with the communist enemy In forthcoming con-
ferences in the light of his oft-proven treachery,
faithlessness and duplicity; to refuse to "sell
out" the cause of right for the.sake of a passing
and illusory profit.
To the staff of The Advocate: To labor still
more earnestly to make The Advocate a better
rendering a better service to its readers,
whose enlightenment and Improvement are the
only reason for its existence.
A blessed and happy New Year to all!
The Individual Counts
Within the past two weeks a great number of
citizens In New Jersey have been greatly dis-
turbed by the announced plan to establish a mon-
strous jet port in the Morristown-Hardlng Town-
ship area. Their reaction was to be expected.
Their opposition Is understandable. The area in
question has been a prime region In the past
yeere to which people sick of the unnatural
atmosphere of the great cities might go for ref-
uge. In the hills of Morris County innumerable
famlliea have sought and found that life which
promises a normal upbringing for their children,
a place withdrawn from the thundering com-mercialism and creeping blight of the urban
areas.
Now they find their dream rudely shat-
tered and their hopes turned into fear. The col-
leges and seminaries, the sanitaria and hospitals
that sought quiet and peace as the best atmos-
phere for learning and for healing learned with
dread of the new invasion that wUI impede their
activities. Surely their fear and their resentment
Is not unreasonable. They have sought a refuge
from the clamor of the 20th century and that
refuge is threatened by Invasion.
At the same time the officers and planners
of tIM Port Authority In all ilncerity anticipated
* * J*t port in order to accommodate
the air traffic in and out of New York. They
claim to have found no other suitable site—al-
though one wonders if they have ever fought
their way through the autumnal fogs of the Great
Swamp area. In thalr belief that the metropolitan
octopus must be served, they demand that tho
Jet port be established In the very midst of al-
most the last resort of untouched nature close
to the metropolitan area. Their statement of
purpose is clear and honest: the metropolis must
prevail over the village: the millions must be
served rather than the handful: the urban must
be preferred above the exurban.
Hen Indeed la the true significance behind
th* present uproar in New Jersey. There is a
principle at ataka. Wa are a nation dedicated to
the protection of the minority against the major-ity, to the right of the individual agalhst the
power of the group. There Is a distinct danger
that m the present controversy the minority and
the Individual are likely to be overlooked and
overwhelmed. No Jet port with all its commer-
cial advantages (and its obvious target danger
in lima of war) is worth the destruction of the
rights of individuals who hive sought relief from
the pressure of urban demands. It Is to be hopedUl * t ** ,he authorities confer on this Jet port
which will be so disastrous to so many people
they will take the rights of the individual as
their prime concern. It is to be hoped that they
will not overlook the need of men for rural re-
treat. It is to be hoped that in appraising the
future, they will not underestimate the value of
the countryside as the restorative as well is the
•ource of those virtues which give greatness to
the souls of men.
Postlude to Christmas
One of the most dismal and dreary sights of
the post-Christmas season is a stripped and aban-
doned Christmas tree, lying in the gutter, with
perhaps a patter of rain beating down upon the
bare, shorn branches.
This might well be symbolic of the human
heart, where the spirit of Christmas was all
wrapped up In gaiety and celebration, with the
usual Christmas cards, gifts and carols, with
scant attention paid to the spiritual beauty and
value'of the feast.
Santa Dans usually makes a hasty retreat
right after the 23th of December, the trek back
to the old job assumes the proportions of a Jaded
hangover, and the Christmas dinner with all the
trimmings quickly fades into oblivloo.
If Christmas Is to have any real meaning It
must penetrate far more deeply than the senti-
ments that are expressed so blithely on our
Christmas cards, and that fall so easily from
our Ups when we meet our friends. It must do
something for the human soul
... or It Is some-
thing alien to Christmas.
The pagan Influence that has Invaded the do-
main of the Christmas season is evident wherever
** look. Many of the Christmas cards depict
nothing more Inspiring than a farm-house nestl-
ing mi the countryside, with snow falling gently
on the roof
... a Scuttle dog rigged out In a
plaid blanket ... a curly-headed little girl sleep-
log peacefully among her dolls ... or a photo-
stat of the family with the legend: "From Ua to
You."
They are all very beautiful Just that aod
nothing more. And they give no clue or Indica-
tion as to what Christmas really means. The
rellflMa significance of the feast has been bur-
tod beneath an avalanche of gifts and cards that
are the aftermath a i the pre-Christmaa shopping
■pro*. And then la gnat danger hen, that the
yptrtt W Christmas, the
to sons thing very artificial and'
Solemn Midnight Mass will not work a mlr-
background, where good will and charity have
been banished.
Attending Midnight Mass gives opportunity
for serious thought, How many of the people
who crowd our churches, return to homes where
peace la a complete stranger or Just an oc-
casional visitor? WUI the bllterness, the envy,
the petty Jealousies give way to charity, kind-
ness and understanding?
Where pride rule* a stubborn heart Christ-
mas carols are Just so much music, Christmas
,r * symbol* of a hoUow gesture, and
Christmas gifts are crude camouflage, to cover
up the uncharitable spirit that dominates tlie
soul.
The message of the angel waa: “I’eac# to
men of good will." If wa are niggardly In dis-
pensing good wUI, If we spread dissension and
create Ul-will, we have no right to expect lasting
peace In our soul. If we don't understand thl* or
won't understand it, we have passed up a beauti-
ful opportunity to "advance in wisdom, grace
and age before God and men."
acle in the human toul, where worldly, unhallow
ed roadblocks have been set up. Beautiful deco-
rations. Inspiring music, and the sight of a de-
vout congregation cannot create a solid religious
Peter Speaks
Sanctifying of Sunday
Sunday miut become again the day of the
Lord, the day of adoration, of glorification of
God, of the Holy Sacrifice, of prayer, of real,
of recollection and reflection, the day of happy
reunion In the intimate circle of the family ...
Here a vast field of activity awaita you. Go
forth courageoualy to the wort and help to give
■unday back to God. to Chriat. to the Church.
»• paaen and to the happtnena of familiea.
-*ha XII. to Union af Men ef Italian Catoottc
krttan. Seyt. TANARUS, IMT.
Gift of God
Our Spirit Is an Element
By Which We Know, Love
By Frank J. Sheed
When I was very new as a
street-corner speaker for the
Catholic Evidence Guild, a ques-
tioner asked me what I meant
by spirit. I answered, "A spirit
has no shape, has no size, has no
color, has no
weight, does
not occupy
space.”
He said,
“That’s the
best definition
of nothing I
aver heard."
Which was very
reasonable of
him. I had
given him ■ list of things spirit
Is not, without a hint as to what
it is.
In theology spirit is not only a
key-word, it is the keyword. Our
Lord said to the Samaritan wom-
an, “God is a spirit.” Unless we
know the meaning of the word
spirit, we do not know what lie
said. It is as though He had said,
"God is a—." Which tells us
nothing at all.
THE SAME is true of every
doctrine; they all Include spirit.
In theology we are studying spirit
•11 the time. And the mind with
which we ire studying it is a
spirit too.
We simply mu* know what
it is. And I don’t mean just a
definition. We mutt master the
idea, make it our own. learn
to handle it comfortably and
skillfully. That Is why I shall
dwell upon It rather lengthily
here.
Please do not lose patience. I
know you are longing to get on
to the great doctrines. So am I.
But slow careful thinking here
will pay dividends later. This aer-
ies Is not planned as a hand-gal-
lop over the field of revelation.
It is an effort to teach theology.
WE BEGIN WITH our own
spirit, the one we know best.
Spirit Is the element in us by
which we know and love, by
which therefore we decide. Our
body knows nothing; It loves
nothing (bodily pleasures are not
enjoyed by the body; It reacts
to them physically, with height-
ened pulse, for Instance, or acid
stomach; but it is the knowing
mind that enjoys the reactions or
dislikes them); it derides nothing
(though our will may decide in
favor of things that give us bodily
pleasure).
Spirit knows and loves. A
slightly longer look at ourselves
reveals that spirit has power,
too. It Is the mind of man that
splits the atom; the atom can-
not split the mind, It. cannot
eveu split Itself.
Here our imagination inter-
venea rebelliously. Almost from
the dawn of history men have
known about the planets, have
humbled themselves before the
planets, have found all aorta of
ingenious ways of asserting the
night aky’a mastery over the hu-
man Insect.
But recent discoveries have
multiplied these tendencies a
thousandfold. We have found not
only more and more planets, but
more and more solar syatems.
We have learned about the vast
spaces and the light-years with
which we must measure them.
lAn is only a speck upon a
speck: be is supposed even to he
humble before the spaces, to bow
down before emptiness simply be
cause thorp is so much of it.
BUT THE STECK - the small-
er speck. I mean, which la nun
—is the superior all the same.
He knows the stars and the
spaces, not they him; he ealeu
lates the light-years and knows
of the deaths of stars. He loves
them, not they him: the beauty
of the moon is for spirit and not
for matter. Indeed he uses them
if only to steer his ships and
measure his earth: but he is
planning beyond that, planning to
extend the range of his own
movement, to go out among
them: for the mind has the gift
of dominion, and only mind.
There are greater minds than
man’s and greater power; before
these, man must bow; but not
before mindless, impotent mass-
es and the spaces that lie be-
tween them. My body la, con-
vientiy, smaller than the planet
Jupiter; but my mind la not.
Mindlessness docs not become
greater than mind simply by be-
ing multiplied.
Camp David ‘Spirit’
Fostered by Reds
By Louis F. Budenz
A man might well be accused
of a wry sense of humor if he
were to say that the communists
here had ambitions to make Pres-
ident Eisenhower's trip utterly
meaningless. The idea that the
Reds and their
friends could do
this, even with
the cooperation
of their com-
rades abroad,
would seem too
bizarre.
Biyorre or
not, that is pre-
cisely what
the communists
propose to do, atirred by their
17th national convention. They in-
tend to smother the President's
world defense measures by em-
bracing him on his "spirit of
Camp David" attitudes.
i IF WE EXAMINE the back-
ground of the present interna-
tional scene, we discover that it
lis favorable to these Red pur-
| poses. A great number of coun-
tries have a distinct fear that the
U.S. is about to turn its back
upon them at the 1960 summit
conference.
The Khrushchev visit has
created fissures In the Western
tamp that are hard to cover
up. This has been pointed out
in the Wall Street Journal. Al-
though India was aasious to
push us to the summit, he
says:
"But several other countries—
Greece, Turkey and Pakistan
are worried that the West will
go too far toward concessions to
Russia. Based on their needs and
policies, their conversations with
the President were aimed at stif-
fening the Western attitude.”
The New York Times gives an
explanation of President Do
Gaulle's reluctance to go along
with NATO. We read that while
part of Do Gaulle's position Is
duo to "his determination to re-
store France’s national gran-
deur." there Is another reason:
"But behind it is also the sus-
picion that when the chips are
down the 'Anglo-Saxons,' mean-
ing Britain and the United States,
will either sell out or sbandon
the Continent, which must look
then after Itself, with France as
the leader.”
THE WORKER has this to say:
"Today, for the first time in all
the centuries man has shed blood
of his fellow man, the possibility
of a lasting peace exists. It exists
because two world leaders
Nikita Khrushchev and Dwight
Elsenhower representing the
two strongest powers on earth-
met a few months back and regis-
tered the hope nay, the im-
perative necessity —ofpeace.”
~
Lea t ape Virgil waned In
beward of the ancient Greeks
bearing gifts. Today, we can
■ay with equal validity to be-
ware of the communists paying
compliments. The historic
wrecks of the free world at
Yalta, Teheran, Potsdam, and
Geneva in IMS testify to this.
The Worker continues: "That
spirit the Camp David spirit
permestes the seapon among all
masses of people whether In
New York or in New Delhi.” By
which the comrades express their
Satisfaction that Eisenhower’s
visit did not disturb the "neu-
tralism" of Nehru's India.
Asa chief subterfuge, turning
the term "peace" into appease-
ment and the Elsenhower trip into
i procommunist triumph, the
Reds add: "But one thing re-
mains to be said: Peace will not
come automatically. A grand in-
tervention by the people of our
land to end war will guarantee
the coming of peace.”
THAT WAS the burden of the
"report" of Gus Hall, the new
boss of the Communist Party, at
the national convention, as also
given in The Worker. "The Camp
David talks of President Eisen-
hower and Nikta Khruschev,"
Hall said, “represent a 'break' in
direction of U.S. foreign policy."
Hall added: "How fast or how
far it will go la this new di-
rection depends on the Ameri-
can people and on the pressure
they exert. It Is to this that we
mutt apply ourselves with all
the energy, skill, and Ingenuity
at our command."
In those words, the Red ruse
stands revealed to use the Ei-
senhower name and "the spirit
of Camp David" to create such
a hysteria about "peace" that we
will go to the summit under any
circumstances that Moscow de-
crees.
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THE QUESTION BOX
Mott Rev. Waite* 0. Curtis. 76 Broad St* Bloomfield. NJ
k editor of The Question Box. Questions may be submitted to him
for answer in tbit column. -
Q. How can It be told that a
pertoa U a aalat?
A. The declaration of the fact
that a certain person is a saint
can only be given by the Church
for it is an infallible declaration
that the person is in heaven. Only
the Church can give this certain-
ty.
The Church in turn is safe in
making such declarations when
miracles or martyrdom make
clear the sanctity.
We may say that first the per-
son on earth leads a notably holy
life. Friends and acquaintances
notice the unusual faith, hope,
charity and other virtues of the
person during his life. Then after
death the fact of this holiness
spreads to others. Then spiritual
favors' become manifest under
circumstances that make it clear
that these favors have come be-
cause of that holy person.
When this becomes quite nota-
ble so that it would seem to be
an invitation to the Ctiurch to
declare the holiness of that per-
son, the Church begins a long and
precise investigation into the
saint's life and deeds. When un-
usual .virtue appears, and no
strong indication against the holi-
ness, the case is allowed to con-
tinue. Then, if miracles are per-
formed and upon rigorous inves-
tigation prove to be true mira-
cles, the individual will be first
beatified (declared entitled to the
name Blessed) and then canon-
ized.
The Church’s authority and in-
fallible teaching power enter both
in the study of the miracles of
the case, since only the Church
can declare a miracle; and in
the declaration of holiness, name-
ly, that the person is certainly
in heaven.
And what had the saint to do
about it? First and best of all,
he made up his mind to love and
serve God as perfectly in his
life as he could. Thus with God’s
grace and his own generous coop-
eration he lived a holy life and
merited heaven. The Holy Spirit
through the Church did the rest.
By the way, we can all do the
same about deciding to love and
serve God, can we not?
Q. For some time we have
been thinking of taking a child
from a home into our own
bouse, to Join our own five
children. How shall we do this?
A. I cannot help but think of
those foolish people who are try-
ing to sell the immoral practices
of birth control. How different
you art when you are willing to
open your doora to children that
aro not yours that your house
may be filled. I hope your exam-
ple will strengthen the weaknesi
of those Catholics who are weak-
ly accepting the sin of birth con-
trol.
The most practical approach
for yourself would be the seeking
of advice from a priest as to the
wisdom of your action. If you
have not done so as yet, this
would be a wise precaution.
Next, as 1 am sure your ad-
visor would also suggest to you,
consult the Catholic Charities Of.
fice in your diocese. This office
is familiar with such matters and
will be able to offer the best
suggestions.
Q. What are the rules for fast
and abstinence for persons over
5* years of age?
A. The law of fast ceases to
oblige after the day of one's 59th
birthday. Therefore persons of
this age are allowed to eat as
often as they want and as much
as they want at all meals and
between meals.
However, the law of abstinence
docs not end at any particular
age. Persons 59 years of age and
older are still obliged to abstain
from meat on Fridays and on
other abstinence days of the year
just as they did at a younger
age.
Therefore, on a day of partial
obstlnence, such as an Ember
day, all Catholics from the ago
of nine onward arc permitted
meat only at the princjpal meal.
On days of complete abstinence
like Fridays, all Catholics from
the age of seven on are not per-
mitted meat at all.
Q. When a priest gives a
penance after confession, how
many times do you say it?
A. You say it just once unless
the priest tells you to say it
more than once.
Q. In saying the Rosary how
many Our Fathers and Hail
Mary’s do you say In each
decade?
A. On each large bead you say
the Our Father and on each of
the 10 small beads you say a
Hail Mary.
Q. Do you know of a prayer
to St. Monica for the conver-
| tion of a loved one?
A. Through the kindness of a
reader we pass along the infor-
mation that the Divine Word Mis-
sionaries of Bay St. Louis. Miss.,
publish a leaflet about St. Monica
which contains a Novena prayer
to St. Monica for conversions.
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In Your Prayers
remember these, your deceased
priests:
Archdiocese of ISetcark
Rev. James F. Reid, Jan. 2. 1901
Rev. Daniel F. Hogan, Jan. 2,
1931
Rev. Peter A Boyle, Jan. 2, 1942
Rev. James W. McDowell, Jan. 3,
1913
Rev. J. Manuch Bazirganian,
Jan. 4, 1922
Most Rev. Winand M. Wigger,
Jan. 5, 1901
Rev. Gerard Funcke, Jan. 5,
1908
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Joseph M. Flynn,
Jan. 5. 1910
Rev. Umberto Donati, Jan. 7,
1943
Rev. Joseph Zablochi, Jan. I,
1922
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About ‘Undercover
Commercials’ on TV
Editor
We are indeed grateful for the editorial’, “Undercover
Commercials.”
We are currently campaigning to have these com-
mercials completely eliminated, as W fail to see why these
very personal items must be ad-
vertised at all. They are down-
right embarrassing, especially in
mixed company, and are a direct
invasion upon our sense of
privacy and dignity.
Our protests to the offending
channels, advertising agencies,
the F. T C. and the F. C. C.
have brought no results.
Since striking at the pocket
book is the only language these!
people understand, we urge ail
womelj to refrain from purchas-
ing these advertised brands.
At their May convention, the
Massachusetts State Council,
Knights of Columbus, passed a
resolution condemning these em-
barrassing commercials and
made protest to the television in-
dustry.
We would like to quote from
their letter:
"While we are 65,000 Knights of
Columbus making this protest,
and because we as Knights are
not the ones appealed to, it be
comes quite apparent that our
voices will not be heard unleu
our womenfolk refrain from pur-
chasing these garments from
those that present this adver-
tising.”
One enterprising teenager in
I Long Island drew up a petition
and had it signed by her friends,
j Also teenagers in Stamford,
jConn., were very cooperative
'with their letters and their
! petitions.
I We have great faith in our
I teenagers and hope that the New
Jersey teenagers will take up this
battle to preserve the privacy and
dignity of womahood.
Come on. New Jersey teen-
agers, let's see what you can do!
Remember to mention your re-
fusal to purchase the advertised
brands in your letters.
Mrs. D. Sxabo,
Found Ridge, N. Y.
Millinery Agreement
Aids the Unskilled
By Msgr. George G. Higgins
Director, Sociel Action Department, NCWC
Juit before Christmas a New
York affiliate of the United Hat-
ters, Cap and Millinery Workers
International Union negotiated an
agreement which is almost un-
precedented in U.S. industrial re-
lations.
Instead of
pressing for an
across • the •
board pay rise
for all its mem-
bers, the Mil-
linery Workers
Joint Board
agreed that
wage increases
during the next
year should be confined to Puer-
to Ricans and other newly en-
rolled workers at the bottom **
Its pay scale. The new contract
with the Eastern Women’s Head-
wear Association also calls for
a minimum standard of <3O for
a 55-hour week.
ALEX ROSE, the International
president, reports that the un-
ion's skilled 'members, whose
wages range from $2.50 to $4 an
hour, agree with the union's de-
cision to concentrate on increas-
es for those in the lowest wage
brackets.
"Our membership fully under-
stands," Rose said, “that we
have a moral responsibility to
protect the newcomers in our in-
dustry, who very frequently are
the victims of exploitation in our
community. We feel that" to the
extent we protect them we also
protect the best interests of all
the skilled crafts because when
the wage floor rises, the ceiling
takes care of itself.
“In any event it Is the duty
of a union to make sure that
none of its members need de-
pend on public relief to sustain
them and their families."
Walter K. Marks, president
of the employer gronp, told re-
porters that manufacturers
have indicated UieiV readiness
to grant a higher minimum for
low wage workers. He said the
economic condition of the in-
dustry and competition from
millinery centers in other parts
of the country ruled oot any
across-the-board Increase at
this time.
This contract reflects credit on
those who negotiated it. It should
have a salutary influence on on-
ions and employers in other in-
dustries.
I AM NOT suggesting that all
contracts should favor unskilled
workers at the temporary ex-
pense of the skilled. There are
undoubtedly many industries in
which wages of the skilled end
unskilled can and should be in-
creased simu 11aneouslsMut the
willingness of the skflH milli-
nery workers to forego a wage
increase at this time as a neces-
sary means of helping their less
fortunate fellow-workers is wor-
thy of the highest praise.
Let's hope that skilled work-
ers la ether industries will fol-
low salt If they find this to the
only means ef raising the
standard ef the unskilled work-
ers la their unless.
Unionists address one another
as "brothers." If they act ae-
cordingly when they are nego-
tiating with their employers, they
win not only be carrying out
what Rose refers to as their
"moral responsibility." but they
will also be giving the lie to
thoae who allege that the trade
union movement has lost its spir-
it of idealism and of sail-help.
Film Review Roundup
By William H. Mooring
Flying Fontaines
Good (Adults, Adolescents)
A colorful, if not especially con-
vincing circus yarn, this provides
welcome relief from a surfeit of
social problem pictures and
crime or war films. Its objective
Is twofold; to draw the family
trade and to popularize young,
coming stars.
L'il Abner
Fair (Objectionable In part)
One might expect A1 Capp'*
popular comic atrip to inspire
only a movie of wholesome, fam-
ily quality. Paramount producers
presumably felt that it must be
bopped up with suggestive cos-
tuming and insinuations of aph-
rodisia, in order to make it a
success.
"Elements that are morally
unacceptable in a mass medium
of entertainment" and also
‘'suggestive costuming," to quote
the Legion of Decency, make the
film "morally objectionable in
part, for all."
Suddenly,
IauISummer
Weak (Separate Classification)
From his own sordid one-act
play, Tennessee Williams, with
Core Vidal, fashions a slimey
melodrama about perversion. The
slay also dealt with cannibalism,
but "devouring" of human flesh
Is merely hinted in the film.
Katharine llepburn, Montgomery
Clift and Elizabeth Taylor put up
a competitive display of histri-
onics, but the story is sick, sick,
nick! Rich widow (Katharine Hep-
burn) tries to induce brain sur-
geon (Clift), to perform a lobo-
tomy oo her young nelce (Eliza-
beth Taylor), ostensibly to re-
lieve symptoms of dementia prae-
cox, but in reality to obliterate
knowledge of a young man’s de-
generate Ufa and violent death
at the hands of some resentful
Italian youths he had violated.
Under tortuous hypnosis the sor-
did facts are brought out and the
girl saved from madnesa to bq-
gin a conventional movie romance
with the doctor. A nursing nun
is depicted as cruel or stupid
and the Name of God la used in
irreverent, if not improper con-
text.
Films on TV
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God Lovm You
Pope Makes
One Appeal
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
Most people, once they find
themselves on a mailing list, are
deluged with demands for dona-
tions. n was because of a situa-
tion of this kind that cities de-
veloped the Community Chest in
which were
Touped all the
worthy chari-
ties. with the
assurance that
no other ap-
peals would be
made during
the year and
the fund would
care for all
equally.
But long before Community
Chests came into being, the
Church developed such a policy.
The Holy Father, knowing that
if each of the 135,000 missionar-
ies wrote to the Catholic people
asking for money, and that if
each of the 55,00 p schools begged
the faithful for new classrooms,
the faithful would be confused.
He, therefore, established his
own "Mission Chest,” drawing
up two rules for it:
1. Aid must be given to 'him
•‘first."
2. Aid must be given to him
"principally."
He did not say “excluaively,”
nor did he say there should be
no secondary aid. The Pontifical
idea was that the Catholic peo-
ple by giving to his Mission
Chest would be giving to all be
cause he would make the distri-
bution characterized by equality
inherent in the Vicar of Christ.
The Holy Father’s arm for ful-
filling this task is the Society
for the Propagation of the Faith
which hat an office in your dio-
ceae.
No kit, no tools, no compli-
cated directions, just our ad-
dress and a $3 offering, and
ea exact reproduction of the
Madonna and Child (designed
for Bishop Sheen's television
program) will be packaged and
•cut directly to you. Send your
offering end request for the
Stotae of Our Lady of Trievi-
aioa.
Cut out this column, pin your
sacrifice to it and address it to
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, National
Director, Society for the Propa-
gation of the Faith, 366 Fifth
Ave., New York 1, or to your
diocesan director: Bishop Martin
W. Stanton, 31 Mulberry St.,
Newark 2; Rt. Rev. Migr. Wil-
liam r. Louis, 14 DeGrasee St.,
Patereon.
Saints of
The Week
today. Jaa. 1 Bely Name
of loms. Feast extended to the
Universal Church in 1721. Date
is also the Feast of St. Antheros.
Pope-Martyr, whose reign ended
in ZM after lass than two months.
Monday, Jan. 4 SS. Prisen*,
PriscflUaa and Benedicts. Mar-
tyrs. A priest cleric and reli-
gious, respectively, they were
killed during the reign of Julian
the Apostate around 362.
Tuesday. Jan. I— St. Telei-
Pberus, Pope-Martyr. Native of
Greece, became Pope in 123 and
is said to have made Lent oblig-
atory on Christians. Martyred
la 136.
Wetoaday, Jaa. 6 Epiphany
ef Our Lord. This honors Christ's
manifestation to the Gentiles,
represented by the Three Wise
Men; His baptism In the Jordan
by St. John the Baptist; and His
power shown at the Marriage
Feast of Cana.
Thursday, Jaa. 7 St. Lucian
ef Antioch. Priest-Martyr. A
scriptural scholar, he spent nine
years in prison before his mar-
tyrdom In Nlcomedia about 312.
Friday, Jaa. I— SS. Lucian.
Maximilian and JaUan, Martyrs.
Missionaries from Rome martyr-
ed at Beauvais about 290.
Saturday, Jan. • SS Julian,
Basillaaa and Companions. Mar-
tyrs. A priest, cleric and rell-
were married and lived in chas-
tity by mutua> consent. After her
death, Julian turned his home
into a refuge for Christians. As
a result, be was severely tortur-
ed before being executed. With
him died St. Anthony, a priest;
St Anastasius, a convert; St. Cel-
sus. a boy; St. Mardonllla, his
mother, aod many others.
To Hold Annual Ball
NEW YORK - The 78th an-
nual Ball of the County Cork
Men’s Association of New York
will be held Jan. • at the York
viiie Casino.
Cornelius Clancy has been ap-
pointed chairman.
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New Play
BdafMte at U»« Palace
Varied, colorful program of apir-
ituaU, calypso and folk ballads
done with style and gusto.
Young fans love joining in
“Matilda” finale.
Al Mm Dree of • Met Chucklostona
•on* »«1 potter he a witty Enrtiab
MteitUH duo
DHtrr IMn Aoala* Kom* dude
dull' tad rWppin- aa etched Old W*M
town of Bottleneck cell Itaolf more lie
•crabbed hr • Jaunt? no-cun Lawman
Pen (or adults.
DMrdre at the Sorrow* Eloquent
reraton of Sjmo’a pootlc loro cUooic
of neCMauu Inland.
FIaMMO Cock Rueful Anouilh
oaaaady polntln* out what • fool ll>s
ldo«list appo art to hard-boodod toll-
atoraltot Brlak. aporfcUnc mualral
humorouatr charts tho political rlao
of aa nplodn round LaGuarrtl*.
H*i Plnoor (aorclao _ Ahoachta*
Brltiab drama In which a round Gorman
tutor ralnlr plars poacomakor la a
canteatloua Enallah household.
* lower Dram Sana Oar. oxoUcallr
flavored now Rodiera and Hamm#retain
muatcal. aot In San Francisco'a China
town. Values generally. coed, dssotls
on# brief suxcrstlro comic scone.
Tho Oano'a All Hero Sesrtnc study
of Hardina-ora political acandala. Ord-
eal la outlook, hut aonUmontaliaos sui-
cide.
Osodhro. Charlie Rallalon and
Icoriah humor offcnalvolr rokad In
foolish farce about th* rolnrarnatlon
of a rako.
Television
SUNDAY, JAN. 3
11 t.m. (11)—Christopher*.
130 p.m. (4) Catholic Houf
tATUPOAY, JAN. •
7 p.m. (13) Bishop Sheen
Radio
SUNDAY, JAN. 3
6:15 a.m. WNXW—Sacred Heart
Proa ram
7:15 a.m. WRCA—Hour of it. Francia
7JO a-m. WHOM—Sacred Heart Hour
7JO a.m. WOm Marian Thaatar
•JO a.aa. WMCA Art Marla Hoar.
• 45 a.m. WMTR—Hour of fit. Franda
11 JO a.m. WOK Marian Tbeatar.
12JO pm. <ll> Chrlatophara.
IJO P m. WRCA—Catholic Hour
•JO pm. WVNJ LI rlna Roeary
Program
MONDAY* 4AN. 4
« pm. WSul/ Fit) sacred Heart
TUISDAY* JAN. I
t pm WSOU (FM) - Sacred Heart
Program
THURSDAY* JAN. *
S p.m. WSOU trw Sacred Heart
BJO pa. WINI fit. Stapban'a
Church. Naeama.
FRIDAY* JAN. 7
8 P.m. WSOU (TM) - Sacred Heart
•JO p.m WSOU «FM. Are Marta
SATURDAY* JAN. •
8 pm. WSOU CFM> - Sacred Heart
8:18 P-m. WSOU OrW - Hour of SL
rraarte
8:80 P-m. WBNX Perpetual Help
•JO p.m WSOU (TU)
- Hour of the
Crucified Program
SUNDAY* JAN. t
7.-00 p.m. WOR Family Thaatar.
Current Plays in Brief
By Jean Thellusson Nourse,Ph.D.
~Trzsz^zsrTZ.-‘jsz.
ajMMUtsar"-
.
L —* Sot Bini'fl rerao rorlrxL
Illilatla* famed "Cladlela Clrt" awoof
on Jan Ad* muatcal*
UIM* Morr Iwnahlno _ Outranouaty
>!“” Of tho old (trio musical*owo. with * captlr.ua* Mr* of lu
own. Family fun.
A Malocltv of On* llosrt-warm-
ln* family couaodr. full of Eoat-West
rood will, with Gertruds Sort os a
Brooklyn widow wooed ky * Tokyo ty
Tho Marrlao* Os Mood Crudolr
tuddsouv* oconao play haver with what
mldht hare boon a clvlUaod domooUc
"Swtia Worker Tanas, morind
drama aa motilssnans Anna tuUlraa
tarns* a amall but fsrocioua Holoa Kal-
lor to teach bar UW wondoae a i word*.
Tho Music Mm Treat!. sxhlUrotlnd
now murtcnl renuaes of ISIS low* oot
to * anappy Souza maorh boat. Pins for
tho family.
Mr Pair Lady Brilliant melodic
adaptation of Shaw;* comedy about ih*
Cockney flower-dirt traaoformod by tho
proud profoaaor of apooch. Soma low,
brood humor la oconoo fosturine her
raffish father.
A Raisin In tho Sun Caustic, vital
problem drams of an aspirin* Ne*ro
family in present-day Chlctdo.
Redhssd Snappy muatcal blsnd of
romance and mayhem In a quaint wax
museum of old London Some profanity
but otherwise enjoyable.
Sa rates a— Lavishly aladsd wen-
sun* muatcal about hlch and low Ilfs
In tbs rlsxant New Orleans and Sara-
tou of th* IBSOsflient Mt*ht, Lonely N**h» Slickly
lUfartoiU Immorality as two cha main*
unhappy people find In a casual liaison
the sure cur* for th«ir emotional ilia.
Th* Sound of Music Enchanting
•oni-feat with winsome Mary Martin aa
th* llro’y convon t flrt who launch ad
th* Trapp children's choral car**r.
Family entertainment.
Sweet Bird ef Youth Tmmmmm
William's latest expone of D**P South
virtouanew. ablaze with dckeniafly can-
did etudlea in d*ff*n*raey.
Tak* M* A lon* Melodic 07**111
mud cal. aottllny th* smalltown life
problem* of convivial Unci* Bid (Jackl*
Gleason) and hla bookish t*anak*d ne-
phew. On* dubious danr* but morally
OK.
Th* T*nth Man— Pl*a*ant romantic
parable In synapopu* wiMM efUiv*n*d
with wry Jewish humor. Oppoaftnf to-
day's akepUdam. smUmmUUy lauds all
faiths, retard I*«* of basts for b*Uef.
Named Best Film
NEW YORK (RNS) Named
the best movie of 1959 by the
National Board of Review of Mo-
tion Pictures here was “The
Nun's Story.”
January Intentions
The Holy Father’s general
intention for January is:
Religious unity through devo-
tion to the Sacred Heart.
The mission intention sug-
gested for the Apostleihip of
Prayer by the Pope la:
Separated Eastern Churches.
Wife Craves Understanding
But They Can’t Communicate
By Her. John L. Thomas, S.J.
AuisUmt Profttsor of Sociology, St, Locus Vohsrsity
How can a wife get her husband to realise that
she also is a person with needs? My husband brings
his frustrations and problems to we, but when I men-
tion my emotional or physical trials, he dismisses them
lightly. Since I can’t confide in him. these problems
build up inside and when I break down emotionally, he
can’t see why I’m unable to hold myself together. Now
I find myself growing increasingly passive and indif-
ferent toward him.
Thi* situation is found in many
marriages, though frequently it
is the husband who feels his wife
pays little attention to his prob-
lems. Thcaghtlessness, selfish-
ness, and immature self-center-
edness certain-
ly play their
part in creat-
ing this situa-
tion. Neverthe-
less, what is
most often in-
volved is lack
of communica-
tion. As you
remark, ‘T
have not men-
Honed my to him."
WHY NOT? Well, it’s difficult
to talk about such personal
need*. Besides, it'a not like con-
fessing. a Weakness and asking
for help. The very nature of the
need is such that married peo-
ple feel their partners ought to
recognize it spontaneously. In the
»ame way, one shouldn't have to
ask for a manifestation of affee
tion or love. To do so, seems to;
deprive the gift of its real mean
ing and make it seem artificial.
Lack of real communication
between husband and wife 1*
one of the strangest traits tome
marriages display. Conples who
have been married for years
tell yon they Just can’t “talk”
to each other. Of course they
engage in routine conversation
but somehow, they have neveT
been able to discuss or dis-
close to each other their Inti-
mate thoughts, feelings, weak-
nesses, desires, aspirations and
needs.
Sometimes this lack of com-
munication extends to only cer-
tain area* such as religion or
sex. Often, however, their inner
worlds are completely closed to
each other, so they never know
what their partner really feels
and thinks. It is not unusual, aft-
er some critical situation has ex-
posed these inner worlds, to hear
one exclaim, “I never knew she
felt this way!” The answer is
always the same, “I tried to,
but you never seemed interest-
ed.”
THE TYPE OF communication
I’m talking about involves much
more than conversation. It in-
cludes all the varied, subtle ways
—the gesture, look, tone of voice,
mood, unspoken word, consider-
ate action—by which we reveal
our thoughts and feelings.
Some couples never learn this
language. Like careless drivers,
they don't even notice the signs.
Their paupers' changing moods,
eloquent silences, acts of thought-
fulness, pass unrecogniied and
(minterpreted, for they lack
awareness and sensitivity to all
but the most obvious clues. If
you wish to communicate with
such persons, you must literally
spell it out.
Some are so self-concerned
that they really don’t notice
other people except at objects
or projections of themselves.
Hence they really aren't inter-
ested In what their partners
think or feel. Attention la fo-
cused primarily on their own
thoughts and feelings, and oth-
er* enter the picture only to
the extent that they may be
used, manipulated, get in the
way, or appear as obstacles. It
never occurs to them that their
partners may have needs dis-
tinct from their own.
Some regard others as persons,
but they tend to project their
own feelings and thoughts into
others, thus misinterpreting the
signs they sec. For example, a
liar suspects others of not telling
the truth; a selfish persons tends
to look for an ulterior .motive
when others show kindness.
FINALLY, because marriage
involves masculine and feminine
personalities, with all their na-
tive and acquired differences,
’ communication cannot be taken
for granted from the beginning
I All too often, marriage partners
(cease trying to learn more about
the rich and subtle distinctive-
ness of each other once they en-
ter marriage. Hence their com-
munication never proceeds be-
yond the relatively shallow stag*
of courtship and the honeymoon.
How can you get your hus-
band to pay some attention to
your needs? Well, Florence,
you might try giving him a
dose of his own medicine—fast
for a brief time. This may
prepare the ground for a realis-
tic discussion on yonr mutual
needs.
Asa man, a husband may find
it difficult to understand that his
wife’s problems are highly signif-
icant to her though they may
seem small in themselves. Hus-
bands and wives live in different
worlds much of the time. It re-
quires considerable effort to
learn equal appreciation of the
problems which arise in each.
Vocation Indulgence
Members of the Apostolate for
Vocations can gain a plenary in-
dulgence under the ordinary con-
ditions on:
Jan. 1, Feast of Circumcision
Jan. 3, Feast of Holy Name
Jan. 6, Feast of Epiphany
A partial indulgence of 100
days may be gained for each act
of charity or piety performed for
the intention of fostering voca-
tions to the priesthood.
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Her*'t your opportunity to purchase famous custom-built guaranteed
Berkeley furniture st sensationally reduced prices. During ibis
remarkable tele you ten meke substantial tarings in
exquisite Berkeley made period end modem living, room furniture
end nationallyfamous bedroom aud dining room suites at lota
factory floor sample prices. We urge immediate
selection because of limited quantities.
BERKELEY’S
OF SHOWROOM SAMPLES
Contemporary, Modern, and Provincial living Booms
SALE
$lOlO 2-pc. Oversize Contemporary Sectional*—foam rubber tuft-
ed backs and foam rubber cushion* lined kick-pleated
skirt* s44t
750 French Provincial carved wood framed sofa—all foam rub-
ber—hand-tufted back—9o” long
L AND CONTINUES MONDAY, JANUARY
193
1019 3-pc. French Provincial Sectional tufted center carved
Frultwood base—shirred top—imported fabric *93
675 Italian Provincial Sofa—all exposed wood frame In hand-
rubbed pumice—imported matelasse—foam rubber 391
For the FIRST TIME, u-e are including our entire EARLY
AMERICAN Collection from America's foremost makers of
Bedroom, Dining and Living Room Furniture.
975 3-pc. Modern Sectionals—unusual corner section—excellent
as a room divider—all foam rubber , 599
485 Contemporary Sofa—matches with any decor—foam rubber
-lined pleated skirt—stylish brown fabric
SALE
675 5-pc. Bedroom "by Drexel” in Solid Maple—large dresser,
chest-on-chest and authentic bed $493
299
689 3-pc. Modern sofa and 2 Chairs—imported textured fabric-
neutral tones—luxuriously comfortable 393
615 Swedish Modern Sofa in latest shodes of Orange solid
walnut show-frame In satin finish—all foam rubber
595 7-pc. Bedroom in Solid Pine by Franklin-Shockey large
triple dresser, large chest and toilet mirror with drawers,
poster bed 319
299
710 7-pc. Solid 1 Vi" Pine Dining Rqom with 70" buffet base,
captain's and mate's chairs 459
Contemporary, Modern and Provincial Bedrooms
625 6-pc. Swedish In oil walnut—reversible cane panels on chest
and bed-alternate bookcase bed
649 6-pc. Oriental in Satin Red with Ebony base mirror,
triple dresser, large chest—2 nite tables
SALE
395
319
809 6-pc. Famous Cherry Hill Collection Bedroom in solid cherry
—large double dresser and mirror—special 9-drawer chest-
on-chest—faithfully reproduced carved spool bed and 2-
drawer step nite tables *2*
725 9-pc. Famous Cherry Hill Collection Dining Room Includes
buffet base and all glass hutch, targe oval table and set
of 6 chairs 373
895 6-pc. French Provincial in Antique White and Gold Decorat-
ed—72" triple dresser —3drawer commode nite tables—-
carved bed
610 9-pc. Solid Cherry Dining Room includes buffet base, Welsh
buffet, round table and set of 6 chairs 449
639
1291 6-pc. Italian Provincial in Hand-rubbed Trent Finish un-
usual door chest with silk behind burnished grille—cane
bed and nite tables—76" triple dresser and mirror 943
535 High Back Wing Sofa—attached pillow backs, foam rubber
cushions, ultimate in comfort—imported tweed
244 Wing-Chair—attached pillow back—imported linen foam
rubber cushion—pleated skirt
293
149
849 6-pc. Italian Empire Provincial in Cherry Fruitwood 72"
triple dresser and mirror—6'6" dual carved and cane head-
board commode nite tables
568 6-pc. French Provincial In Cherry Frultwood—triple dresser
—chest on chest, carved bed, graceful nite tables
924 6-pc. Contemporary in Pumice Walnut—lntricately matched
tops 80" triple dresser and fromed beveled mirror
395 6-pc. Modern In Walnut—triple dresser with door and draw-
er arrangement, chest, panel bed and 2 nite table*
597
193
*49
2*l
350 Love Seat—fan-shaped—imported tapestry—foam rubber 193
449 Colonial Lounge Sofa Imported Belgium linen foam
rubber—shirred base- jyg
tewferetlta Uyta ~.U ha ennj In year Smw of ever \J7S yorda at
' ■ ‘ It connnt bn reentered, wkiah n mm efferlnp at sacrifice prieec.
•UOGCT TBUXS A MUMPED
Contemporary, Modern and Provincial Dining Booms
$ 483 9-pc. Modern In Walnut—buffet base with glass and cane
hutch, surf table and 6 chairs
746 8-pc. Italian Provincial In Cherry Fruitwood—large break-
front, banquet size oval table-* carved chairs
1295 9-pc. Custom-made Carpathian Burl Inlays—cabinet base,
inlaid table, solid walnut chairs with foam rubber seats
—all In oil finish
191
373
NOWI FREE PARKING in Our Own Lot at th# Factory
Manufacturers of Pino living Boom Purnlturo
646 9-pc. Contemporary in Satin Walnut unusual breakfront
—large buffet—handsome chairs In black naugahyde
Spec* pet mitt early partial lulirrpa We will held pay prrcMren ter future
at
893 THE
CO
114 WIUIAM STREET 4 blocks above Broad St., Newark.
•UMET TUMI AUANOU • OMM IVENINei lIU 9 • OPEN EATUMAY TIU 4 • MM PAMIIM# • M VMS COMSTMtCTtOM eUAAAMTM • . MhxbeM S-47W
Mission Funds Distributed
When Received in Rome
Many persons wonder juft bow
tbo fund* of the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith ara ad-
ministered when and wbere.
Pint: They are dispensed as
aoon as possible upon their re-
ceipt in Rome. The Holy Father
does not allow the Congregation
of the Propagation of the Faith in
Rome to keep funds over from
one year to another. Neither does
be allow the society to make any
investments of the money given
for the missions.
Second: All fund* are used for
relief of the poor, ignorant and
eick.
The society hopei you will atart
(he New Year right with a gift
which will go immediately to
thoae points ’bf the world the
Holy Father authorize!.
“No undertaking, perhapt"
aaya Pope John XXIII, "is so
pleasing to God as supporting the
missionary work of the Church.
All who are reckoned Christians
or boast of that name must com
tribute their support either by
their prayers or by an offering
according to their means.”
Hopes to Provide
Chapel for Sisters
Writing from Shillong. India, on
Dec. «, Bishop Ferrando, S.D.B
begs a memento on the silver
Jubilee of his consecration. He
alao extends his wishes for the
season to all who responded to
his pleas for help in the past.
‘‘Fourteen years ago," writes
Bishop Ferrando, “I started a
congregation of diocesan Indian
Sisters to help the women and
children of the villages and to
teach in rural schools. They now
number 50, and we have many
vocations. Their present chapel is
the convent hall, and they would
like to have a real one. they are
poor and rely on me for help.
“Their Institution is the ‘ap-
ple of my eye’ and I would
dearly love to provide their
chapel, and I wonder If yon
can help me.
“Twenty-five years as a Bish-
op in a mission land is indeed a
long stretch. On my recent jubilee
the festivities ware very grand.
We blessed a new church in Shil-
long and two new school build-
ings, when more than 20,000
Catholics walked in the most
beautiful, colorful, and pious pro-
cessions ever seen in the city.
Twelve Bishops from various
parts of India came to rejoice
with us.
“We shall have a special me-
mento in our Christmas Mass for
all who have helped this prom-
ising land of Assam.”
Missionary Seeks
Education Funds
The season’s greetings are con-
tained in a letter from Rev. D. A.
Murphy, who has been in Trini-
dad, B.W.I., for the past 25 years.
He offered his first Christmas
Mass on board the ship taking
him to Trinidad a quarter of a
century ago, and he writes that
the intentions of his benefactors
would be remembered in his 1*59
Christmas Mass.
“Most of our children here can-
not go to high school because all
high schools charge tuiUoe,”
writes Father Murphy. “Poor
children cannot pay tuition, and
even when someone does pay for
them it is not often possible to
find high schools near enough, so
transportation has to be paid in
addition.
Any gifts of money Is connec-
tion with my silver jehilee
er for Christmas, win he nsed
te help pper children receive a*
high school education. I do hope
that I can hMp many height
giris and hoys ha their advsieed
schooling.
“At present a U-yoareld giri
from our parish is attending high
school through the generosity of
a Catholic high school group in
the United States. Those who are
helping Joyce will never know
what real happiness they have
brought to her who is training to
bes teacher who will help our
mission.''
Cyclone Wrecks
Convent Chapel
Mt. Carmel Convent at Kotagiri
in Nil giris. South India, is without
a chapel. The Sisters started one
last autumn on a “God will pro-
vide" basis, but along came a
“big wind" which knocked down
the walls “which were netriy
ready to receive the roof."
Sister Mary dare, superior,
writes Bishop Manta* that a
"terrible cyclone blew acreae
the whole viDate, damaging
everything that was in Its path
and did immense destmetieo.
Jest Imagine enr sorrow and
disappointment when we wake
srp one morning and (send oer
hearts' desire gesso!
“Bowing our brads to God's
Holy Will and nothing daunted,
w # aet about collecting the money
needed te begin the work again.
It Is a difficult task as we are
suffering from shortage of food.
Bice, our staple food, has gone up
three limes its usual coot Sugar
Is not be had ia the market. And
trouble from communists la the
State of Kerala adds to all our
misfortunes.
“Our original chapel was un-
safe. Our second never was com ■
plated Picas* do not turn a deaf;
ear to our plea for help to Com
plots (he third one We Sisters
and our little orphans win re
member our benefactors la our
daily prayers."
Communist Prints
Church Rescspaper
A Mary knot] missionary Is put
Ung out a newspaper in Puno.
Peru, that ia printed by a com-
munist The mlistener is Rev
Vincent T. Malian. M M . who
decided to fUl ihe need for reed
lag material with a Church pa
per.
The only printing press la the
city is owned by a communist
“Since the Reds use reputable
organisations la the Catted
Stales to further their tads, it
would be a rua for our side to
make them do the work for a
change." saya Father Malloo
“So 1 signed a contract with
him."
The paper. La Vae. has been
so weU received that It b te ho
pdelil bow every twe weeks
Instead ef ■aafhly. Meerever.
(he mis ternary admits he has
te watch the printer far tales
tfcoai typographical errors.
“lb a recast story oo romme
aism. for nimph," eiplataa Te
thrr Malian, the printer twice
set type to resd. ‘It U licit to
vote for communists' Lai Usd of
R U UUrtC ."
U ouhi Establish
Catechist Schtsol
Maseru la Re autoload. South
Africa, has a population of 500.
000. Of these J.000 are whites. 1
(he others belonging lo different!
native tribes having the same
language
Here, famine U the plague,
sad drunhennesa another diffi ,
cuhy Everyone suffers frutn
malnutrition, while homemade
brew adds nothing to the native*'
stale of health
Westing In Neeerm with me
Ottatee of Mary Immaeulate
prteate. Brothers and Slaters—-
are TTJ Uy csterhtili. Mem-
bers ad one grsnp. relatively
few la number, are salaried.
MMUne tatertlili These are
•fear* avsBahte when needed
Members af another group, far
saore nu»e» wii are teacher
catechists They are assigned lo
rsploce the missionary in a ape
cinl chapel, by preaching an Sun
days, leeching religion te chil-
dren, catechumens and adults.
They receive no so Lanas
The missionaries are hoping m
SM up a school (or ratechmu.
hm tftt Maseru Dtecese Canute
(pans the money aor the men
fcr Mch • project The Chinns
Mk tsr yeur prayers and aim*.
Bishop Stanton
At Garfield
Bishop Stanton wIU make an
appeal on behalf of the Society
for the Propagation of the
Faith on ian. 2 at Our Lady
of ML Virgin. Garfield. Rev.
,Charles P. Casserly, pastor.
Bishop Stanton is deeply
grateful to Father Casserly and
to the other pastors of the
Archdiocese for their coopera-
making these appeals
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Meet lev. Martin W. Slants*. S.T.D, PhJ), LL.D.
11 Mulberry St, Newark 2, N. J. Pbo*e: MArket S-ZSW
Beers: Dally, t am. to 5 pm.; Saturday, • am. to IX.
Diocese of Paterson: N
It lev. Msgr. William P. Lewis. J.CJ).
24 DoGraaee St, Paterae* 1, N. J. Pbset: A Emery HIM.
Hears: Dally, t am. te 4 pm.; Saturday, • am. to 12.
Obituary
It Is a hety and whale tome
thought to pray for the dead
that they may he loosed frees
their this. We recommend to
the prayers ef our readers the
repose of the soul ef the fai-
lewteg .who has recently de-
parted this life:
Most Rev. Jsstia J. McCarthy
FOR VOCATIONS: This is one of 10 billboards carrying the vocation message in
Passaic County, sponsored by the Paterson Serra Club. Shown at left are Joseph A
Abbot, Paterson Serra president; Msgr. Edward J. Scully, club chaplain and Paterson
director of vocations; and John D. Stuffle, chairman of the billboard project
Medical Center Suit
Said ‘Ridiculous’
JERSEY CITY A suit protesting a $550,000 bond
issue floated by Jersey City to provide laboratories in the
Jersey City Medical Center has been termed “ridiculous”
by the legal counsel of the Seton Hall College of Medicine
and Dentistry.
The suit was filed Dee. 28 in'
Superior Court by the Jersey
City Association for the Separa-i
tioo of Church and State. The
same organization previously had
filed a suit to challenge the i
validity of the affiliation agree-:
ment between Jersey City and
the Seton Hall College of Medi
cine and Dentisto’ and that suit
was sumnjanly dismissed.
James F. X. O'Brien, counsel
for the medical and dental col-
lege, declared that the current
suit “is merely a rehash of the
continuous harassment which has
confronted the school since its
formal organization in 1954.
“VNDEK THE terms of the
affiliation agreement,” Mr.
O'Brien said, “the city u obli-
gated to provide these facilities
in the Medical Center, and fail-
ure to do so would be a detriment
to the citizens who use the hos-
pital.”
The bond issue was floated by
the Jersey City Commission un-
der the terms of the affiliation
agreement entered into between
Jersey City and the college in
1957.
The laboratories In question
will be used by both stadeats
of the college and the physi-
cians and technicians of the
Medical Center.
The plaintiffs charge that tho
use of public funds is a violation
of the New Jersey constitution
which prohibits the use of publis
money and credit for private use.
Holy Father Urges the Farmers to Show
Their Love for Earth, Families and Church
iV CM' C New, Service
Following it s tramlation of an address delivered by Pope
John XXIII on Apr. 22. 1959, to participant, in the 13 tb Con-
gran of the Italian National Confederation of Independent Farm-
er,. The Pope exhorted the farmer, to love the earth, their fami-
liet and the Chnrcb.
We experience great joy in addressing to you Our pa-
ternal welcome and blessing, dear sons and daughters of the
Italian National Confederation of Independent Farmers,
who in these days celebrate the 13th national congress, and
the sixth congress of the Groups of Rural Women and
Young Farmer*.
In contemplating. In fact, your
number, so great, i n looking at
you one by one. We recapture
tbe aerene face, though stamped
with auch weariness, of the good
people of the
held* with j
whom We hare
been familiar j
aince Infancy.
Our thought
returns today
with particular
force to that
rural world,
full of memo-
ries and sweet
impressions the first providen-
tly We had had. And your
presence her* bears for Us the
full significance of good things
and of dear people.
But Our satisfaction today has
•till another reason. This is the
first time sinew tbe Lord chose
to call Us to the retponsibili-
ilea of the Supreme Pontificate
that We Ouraelvea meet with you
jin an audience reaerved especial-
ly for you.
| IN THU FIRST meeting. Our
pleasure goea out through you to
all the thousands of independent
farmers, who tn 'more than 13.-
•00 district sections of the con-
federation give an example of
unity and good will. In you the
Pope secs and embraces all the
farmers of the beautiful and
fruitful countryside of Italy, who
loday are spiritually present here
with you
N**t October your well ge-
■rr«tac coatederition will
r*mmA It years of eiUwm.
Wk*l a magnificent road It
kaa traveled in suck a abort
Um! Haw many pracrfal and
informative declarations baa
H knatb awt eack year, all
dlrrctrd Inward the more ram-
P**to protection of yoar work
nr your tockaical laatrwrtion,
lor yanr needs, even ike do-
mestic awes, for yanr fatnra
kaetf. —ppurted la all Ikrae
nctlakka ky yanr always warm
ca aye rattan.
Loo km* back over your aanala,
eapactally la reading the wise
discourse« given you by Our
Predecessor Plus XII. who held
r°* all so dear, one hai the clear
documrn tattoo of the states
covered with sure steps, and of
the obligingness and of the hope
which the Holy Church hat
placed and placea In you In such
a manner, area in your field,
tberw prove true the Incisive
words of "Reruns Novarum,’* in
which Leo XIII encouraged the
formation of Christian associa-
tions of workers.
There ta also before you the
approbation which Plu» XI favr
to the association*, attaint from
the invitation, for havtng formed
"workers sincerely Christian,
who knew well how to combine
the diligent practice of their
field* of work with the healthy
precept* of religion, and how to
defend with efficacy and firm
“M the proper intereiU and
temporal rights, but observing
the due reverence for Justice,
and the sincere intention to co-
operate with the other classes
as society for the Christian re-
newal of the whole of the social
hfa" (Idt. Enc. "Quadragesima
A**" A A. 8. XXIU (1(3!) P
ITT).
THEREFORE, above ail there
artaet (the need for) the devout
thanking at God for the continual
help with which Hr hs* chosen
to Meat your confederation, mak
tog It today one of the useful
•ad beneficial forces al the aarv-
tee of individuals and of the na-
tional hfa
However, new problem a al
waps peasant themselves far
panr pHssßas sad toy rw-
anre and precision If they are
to be solved.
Your congress assumes this
year particular Importance be-
cause of the magnitude and ur
gcncy of the questiona under
consideration, particularly that
connected with the forthcoming
and active entrance into the
Common European Market, along
with the complex questiona that
it entails, which require ordered
adjustment to the new require-
ments so that one will be pre-
pared for the evolution which is
already under way.
Also of profound significance
for you is the study of a better
balance between the income from
your property and the weight of
state taxes; problems which Wc
tope would be resolved accord-
ing to the farsighted counsels of
Christian social teaching and in
reipect to the existing agricul-
tural situation.
Also, the major concerns of the
two national congresses ol the
Groups of Rural Women and of
the Young Farmers have great
human and Christian value.
We do not intend to enter Into
a lively (discussion) of these
problems. Yet yielding to that
sentiment which We feel so deep-
ly In Our heart for you, Wc
with to offer you several
thoughts, which, with the help of
God, may be able to make clear
the pursuit of your missien.
Love the Earth.
■BELOVED SONS and daugh-
ters! We say to you in the first
place: Love the earth. This is
lh« sweet and strong link, be-
yond that of the family, which
binds you closely to your places
of birth or of work and which
contains so many memories
which one hands down .like a
holy inheritance from one gen-
eration to another.
But It is true that cultivating
It (the earth), In consequence
of original sin, involves fatigue
sad pain, as does every activi-
ty depending on human
strength. It is also true that
the return she fives Is now and
then unequal to the work put
In. forcing one often lo search
ia the city for aa rxisteare with
more Immediate economic ad-
vantages. although they are not
While, therefow, wo trust that
by means or continued study of 1
the rural problems, and with the
generous good will of all whose,
duty It is to provide immediate;
solutions, one may overcome the |
daily difficulties, we neverthe-
less say to you:
Love the earth, a generous and
severe mother who holds in her
womb the treasures of Provi-
dence. Love her, particularly to-
day, when a dangerous frame of
mind is spreading and envelop-
ing the most sacred values of
man, that you may find in it
the serene framework for the de-
velopment and safeguard of your
complete personality; love it be-
cause through your'contact with
it through the nobility of your
work, it will be easier for'you
,to improve your mind and raise
it to God.
THIS LOVE does not, however,
mean a placid and improvident
preserving, of ancient methods,
no longer in line with the new
demands. It means a study and
application of the new processes
of farming and of work in the
constant rhythm of continued
progress.
In regard to snch an idea.
We find the theme of the Meet-
ing of the yoath groups very
opportune, which seeks to
“underscore the power of the
young to insure that the farms
have ample energies and that
they will progress.*’
The words of the motto “Try,
Produce, Progress,” are very ap-
propriate. The motto is oLered
to the good will of the better
prepared young men to spur
them on to find in their land the
reasons for loving it always more,
as the scientist loves his pre-
cision instruments and contin-
ually perfects them for new and
beneficial conquests.
If Our invitation to love the
land is addressed to all farmers,
in a special way it is addressed
to the youth, to whose strong
hands, to whose ready inteili-
. gence and to whose enterprising
,spirit are entrusted the continu-
:ity and progress of rural life
[and therefore also of the whole
national life.
Live the Family
Love the family! This is "the
second thought We offer you.
Without this love there would not j
be the full significance of what
We have just told you. The love I
of the earth can only be under-!
stood and appreciated as part of
the love for one's own family in
which lies the secret of the in- (
tegrity and the strength of each 1
nation.
The exodus from the land
wounds the rural family as a di-
rect consequence, sometimes
bringing t mentality and habits
which ire harmful to the family
institutions.
WHAT A FINE spectacle Is,
instead, offered by the con-
templation of the marvelous pic-
ture of innumerable families, the
jealous custodians of the most
genuine and strictly Christian
virtues, where the father is the
firm and sure guide, the exam-
ple of honesty, of hard work, of
sacrifice: where the mother, like
an industrious bee, in silence ac-
complishes and is sustained by
t the trust of God in the hard task
of educator and worker; where
| the bold young people, more open
and frank because of their con-
tact with nature and (thus) more
i protected against dangers, grow
pure and strong, the hope and
consolation of their parents;
where the little ones “like olive
plants around
. your table”
(Psalm 127, 3) bring joy-to the
home, bringing with them the
blessings of the Lord.
H b m( an imaginary pic-
ture which we have drawn, in-
stead it is a reality and,
thanks to God, it still lives.
Of Many proofs of this We Our
selves are -the grateful and
emotionally stirred witness.
Therefore, love the family! We
address Ourselves particularly to
the rural women, whose congress
dealt with so many delicate prob-
lems. The desired improvement
of working conditions and of in-
come, the effort for spiritual
and cultural betterment, must be
aimed here solely for the perfect
realization of family life.
Therefore, may your glory and
your holy ambition be to have a
healthy, honest and hardworking
family that may be an example
by its spirit of piety and of kind-
ness (to all) as well as by its
happy harmony tempered by
trials, through which practical
collaboration in the effort of at-
taining a higher standard of life
is easier.
Love the Church
For Our last thought We say
to you: Love the Church!
Throughout the centuries, she
has always found among the
people of the land the sound and
capable material with which she
has formed the greater part of
her priests and of her saints.
IN BECENT centuries, with
the dimming of the splendor of
'Faith and with “bearing of the
' Church,” esteem for the high
I gift of ecclesiastical and religious
; vocations has been lost in other
{social classes while the contribu-
tion of the land to the order of
the priesthood has been and is
: irreplaceable.
>■ (be tame way. as aa ob-
visas caasequeace, great hat
been the number of taints
fbsten by the Lard from rural
families, like the most per
famed Powers.
We would not have enough
time to number them all. It suf-
fices Us to recall due to cir-
cumstances which touch Us
closely, the saintly Cure of Art,
the centenary of whose death is
celebrated this year; Don Bosco,
to whom a church here in Rome
is to be dedicated shortly; and
St. Pius X. temporarily trans-
ported in the midst of Jubilation
ol praying crowds to his beloved
Venice.
Therefore, preserve unchanged
this precious heritage of spirit
o* religion which is your greatest
treasure! Love the Church, her
Bishops and her priests. Be an
active mefhber of it, participat-
ing with profound and joy-
ous awareness in its life. Be an
example in all of the manifesta-
tions of parish life.
Nourish always the desire to
know better the maternal teach-
ing of the Church, which cad
give you a reassuring answer to
your questions. Be fervent sup-
porters of her social doctrine,
from which you can derive clear
light and norms.
BELOVED SONS and daugh-
ters! If their lives in you the love
of the land, the family, the
Church, the greatest peace will
fill your hearts and the blessings
of the Lord will descend abudant-
ly on you, in the same way that
the beneficial morning dew re-
stores your fields, and your
flowers enhance it.
We invoke this outpouring of
heavenly gifts on your activities,
on your hopes, on the toil of
your daily life. And in pledge of
it. We impart to you, to your
distant families, and with special
tenderness to your children and
your old folks, as well as to the
leaders and associates of your
confederation and to those peo-
ple linked with you by work and
by friendship, Our paternal and
comforting Apostolic Bleuirfg.
MOSCOW CHAPEL: An ancient ikon adorns the wall
next to the altar of the Chapel of Our Lady of Hope,
in the apartment of Rev. Louis Dion, A.A., Worcester!
Maas., priest assigned to serve American Catholics in
Moscow. Statue on the left is a duplicate of the Pil-
grim Virgin statue which traveled around the world.
Some 100 persona attend the Sunday mass here.
Named to Holy
Office Position
VATICAN CITY (NC)—Pop#
John XXIII has named Rev. Rat-
mondo Verardo, 0.P., to be Com-
missary of the Sacred Congrega-
tion of the Holy Office.
In his new post he will prepare
investigations for study of doc-
trinal questions submitted to th#
Holy Office.
Father Verardo replaces Rev.
Paul Philippe, 0.P., named secre-
tary of the Sacred Congregation
of Religious after the recent ele-
vation of its former secretary.
Cardinal Larraona, C.M.F., to th#
Sacred College of Cardinals.
GOD CHEATED the angels t#
be with Him forever.
8 T HI ADVOCATE December 11, 1M»
Get a Whale
of a lift ii;
IOWf
i Say of dtp*«*
COMPOUNDED
QUARTEKIY
EQUITY
SAVINGS
and Loan Ann.
Stt Kaomy Aw, Kaarey, N. A
WYmon 1-0101
Da*r. Mi HfWi)i to 7 p-m.
I FELL
IN LOVE
WITH A SAINT-SAINT GER-
MAINE. ALLOW ME TO Till
YOU ABOUT THIS SURERBIY
LOVELY BUT UNKNOWN
SAINT. FOR FREE LITIRA-
TURE CONCERNING MIR.
WRITE TOt
we pay
D
to SAVE
commencing January 1, 1960
Wt imrHs YOU It SAVE wllk n
HUDSON COUNTY NATIONAI BANK
MONACO'S
CATEJUNO SERVICE INC.
k!
TAftliS CHINAWAII
CHAIRS CHAIINO DISHIS
TAIKCIOTHt COIIII URNS
■ARS OIASSWARI
PUNCH SOWIS SIIVIRWARI
COCKTAII^fOUNTAIN*
SAIfS * RfNTAIt
WYman 1-2561
IO» PROMPT WRV/Cf
'
The ManfluF from CCS
■3?He is Joseph ."Len"
Rally *nd he main-
tain* an office of
Community Coun-
•dUn, Service in Nutley. New
J*r«ey.Mr. Reilly is prepared to
■mke available to all the Cath-
ohcdajy inthis area, the "Pat-
terns ofSscccss** that havemade
CCS the largest all-Catholic
fwdraising andpublicrelations
firaa in the United States. To
date,CCShasraised over
$300,000,000for theChurch,
Len gathered experience in
all types of parochial in-
stitutional and multi-parish
drives when he was a campaign
director for CCS.
For a free analysis withoutobli-
gation on the possibilities of a
fund raising effort patterned to
your specific needs writs or call
him collect:
Corannity Counselling Service, Inc.
9M Franklin Avenue. Nutley. New Jersey—NOrth 1-1440
Hoad Office: Empire State Bldg.. New York 1, N.Y.—OXford 5-UTS
Presentation Ball Is More Than Social Bow for Debs
By Anne Mae Buckley
NEWARK A ballroom at
holiday time, 80 young women
in glittering white escorted by
men in white tie and tails,
flowers and music and pomp
and ceremony. ' * . * •
Social? Obviously. But much
more than just that.
These are debutantes mating
their formal entry into rxiety
after an old pattern of refined
civilisation. But the first person
to whom they are presented is
their spiritual shepherd—Arch-
bishop Boland.
WHY A DEBUTANTE pres-
entation under auspices of the
Church? Rev. Paul E. Lang of
Seton Hall University, modera-
tor of the Presentation Rail
committee, explains: “It must
be remembered that/he re in the
United States we have left the
‘brick and mortar’ era in Cath-
olic Church history, and the
amenities of social activity
must be provided by the
Church. This purpose is served
by the presentation.”
Other reasons for the Catho-
lic presentation, according to
the committee, include the pro-
vision of funds for education of
needy girls and teaching Sis-
ters, encouragement of parents
to send their daughters to Cath-
olie schools, and the opportun-
ity for Toons Catholic womb
and men to become acquainted.
ON lAN. S the second sock
presentation in the Archdiocese
of Newark is scheduled to take
place.
One by one the 30 debs will
walk the length of the' ball-
room in the Robert Treat Hotel
toward the place where Arch-
bishop Boland sriil be enthron-
ed. Gowned in white with cape-
let and rose bouquet of magen-
ta to match the Archbishop’s
robes, each deb will be escort-
ed by her father in formal at-
tire and preceded by a maid-
in-waiting in pastel gown.
As the name of the deb is an-
nounced by Father Lang, her
father and her maid-in-waiting
kisf the Archbishop's ring.* The
deb then performs a deep court
curtsy before the Archbishop.
Then she receives from his
band a certificate of the bless-
ing of the Pope and a gold
medallion bearing the Arch-
bishop’s coat-of-arms.
After the last debutante is
presented, they all descend the
dais, hand their Papal bless-
ings, medallions and bouquets
to their mothers, and dance the
first wilts with their fathers.
Then each deb’s bail escort
cuts in and the ritual of pew-
sentation is complete.
m BALL 18 Just the con-
dushm of day-long ceremonies
« the presentation. It will he-
ft® with a solemn Pontifical
Masa in Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral to be celebrated by Arch-
bishop Boland. The presenta-
tion pageantry unfolds as the
debt walk down the Cathedral’s
long aisle, wearing their white
gowns and lace chapel cap*,
escorted by their fathers in for-
mal morning attire.
The spiritual tone of the
event Is set at the Mast, and
each deb and her dad receive
Holy Communion from the
hands of the Archbishop, and
watches her mot’ _r approach
the Communio* rail to com-
plete the Catholic family pic-
ture.
To last year’s debutantes
Archbishop Boland recalled
Mary’s presentation of Christ
to the world represented by the
•hepberds at the stable in Beth-
lehem. “This is why we are
anxious for you to begin your
Presentation Day with Holy
Mass and the reception of Holy
Communion.’’ he wrote, “so
that Our Lady may first pre-
sent you to her Divine Son for
His blessing before you formal-
ly enter into society."
A BRUNCH AT the Robert
Treat with Archbishop Boland
presiding is the next order of
the day for the debs and tbelr
families. Then a brief rest Until
it is time for the 4:30 p.m.
reception honoring the Arch-
bishop at which he poses for e
photograph with each deb.
Then there is a formal dinner,
and finally the Presentation
Ball.
This year’s 50 debutantes
come from 36 towns, most of
them in the Newark Archdio-
cese. but several in the Pater-
son and Trenton Dioceses. Most
of them are students of Catho-
lic high schools, academics,
colleges or nursing schools.
They are all either high school
seniors or college freshmen,
sophomores or juniors.
They applied for debutante
status as early as last summer,
submitting letters from their,
pastors apd two other refer-
ences, and were screened by
the Presentation Ball commit-
tee to be sure they came from
“good Catholic homes” and
that their parents had had a
properly solemnized Catholic
marriage. Mrs. John Quincy
Adams of Montclair heads tha
comjnittce for the Presentation,
which U conducted under aus-
picei of the Suburban Circle.
International Federation of
Catholic Alumnae.
AS EACH DEB waa accept-
ed. her family donated a speci-
fied'amount toward the Arch-
bishop Boland Scholarship Fund
for the use of needy girts and
to the IFCA fund for the higber-
er education of teaching Sis-
ters.
The maids-in-waiting, sopho-
mores and juniors in high
school, make similar applica-
tion and their families also con-
tribute to the scholarship funds.
A social last November
launched the Presentation prep-
arations and gave the debs a
chance to make friends. Two
rehearsals hare been held for
the debs and their dads.
AFTER THE BALL is over,
a series of social events will
keep the debs busy, and in
touch with the Presentation
committee for almost a year.
Social? Of course. But the com-
mittee hopes it will be more
than just that that the deb
will be inspired along the way
to ideal Catholic womanhood
through the Presentation and
accompanying events conducted
under Catholic auspices.
As Archbishop Boland told
last year's debutantes: "Our
prayer for you in Holy Mass
will be that the Immaculate
Queen of Heaven ‘will ever
reign over your wills that you
may seek only what is good,
that she will ever reign over
your hearts that you will love
only what she approves*."
PIXIE AT ST. PETER’s: Roman tot is unimpressed by
Bernini’s famed colonnade which embraces the piazza
in front of St. Peter’s Basilica. She prefers photo of
Pope John on poster at mission aid booth.
Graymoor Friars
Buy Building for
British Friary
LONDON Graymoor Friars
from Garrison, N. Y., have
bought a four-story building here
in back of Westminster Cathedral
for use as a friary and Catholic
library.
The building will accommodate
a community of 10. Purchased
from an Anglican social service
agency, it will be ready for oc-
cupancy by June.
Superior of the Graymoor com-
munity is Rev. Blaise Bumaston,
S.A., of Bayonne. He will preach
in Westminster Cathedral during
the Chair of Unity Octave (Jan.
18-2S), an eight-day period of
prayer for church unity inaugur-
ated by the Graymoor Fathers.
The Graymoor priests came
here last summer.
Fope Warns Against Artificial Birth Control
As Solution to the Problem of World Hunger
NCWC Nett-1 Service
vvm°“'o " w trm,,U * om °f - tit"by Pop, John\\Ul on Dec. 14, 1959, mi lb, secret consistory si which be crest -
It'bf .T- Th / Pop : tpoht 'H”'' <° •*-»births srtsiscssUy to solve the problem, of hunger in certsin sees,
Venerable Brother*: With great
Joy We see Ourselves in the midst
of your venerable assembly, and
Our gaze rests serenely upon
you. Our wise and experienced
Collaborators in the government
t>f the Church.
We called you
together pri-
marily to ap-
point to
the Cardinali-
ty college new
members whom
We consider
worthy of the
majesty of the
Roman purple.
The choice We have made among
the prelates and religious of dif-
ferent nations was inspired by
the criterion that guides all Our
lets: to emphasize both the uni-
venality and the unity of the
Church, which is not foreign to
#ny country Or to any nation, but-
embraces them all equally be-
cause they have all been entrust-
ed. to it by the Lord. *
This consistory, coming one
year after the first, which was
held immediately after Our ele-
vation to the pontificate, recalls
to Our memory and Our thoughts
almost by natural foice the
events that have occurred dur-
ing these months.
Thus, motives for consolstion,
for sadness and for hop* present
themselves again to Our mind.
Reason* for Joy '
FIRST OF ALL, We with to
touch briefly upon what bat been
a motive of consolation for Uf
and for you, venerable brothers.
We recall the innumerable multi-
tudes oI the faithful who have
come ceaselessly from every part
of the world to venerate the
tomb of the Prince of the Apos-
tles, and to father close around
his successor to express to him
their unshaken loyalty, their ar-
dent love, their filial devotion and
obedience.
Ia the allocations We have
addressed to them, aad almost
la conversation with the si, We
have felt the hearts of aH these
children heat la aalaoe with
Ours, aad We have seen One
exhortations .and teachings
welcomed with readiness, (rati
tude aad enthusiasm.
We still hear their voices; We
hear their prayers and their
chants at the solemn liturgical
ceremonies in the Roman basili-
cas during the statiooal visits.
We recall, as In a magnificent
vision, the many large pilgrim-
ages that have come ooe after
another before Us. amocf which
was tho particularly distinguished
national pilgrimage from Franco,
a land so dear to Us lor many
reasons.
THE DAYS OF faith live agala
in Our spirit when fervent ex-
ptessloaa of veneration and piety
were paid to tho mortal remains'
of St. Pius X as they were car*
ried for a brief time to Venice;
and those other daya which saw
his return to Rome together with
the remains of another saint,
John Bosco, when enthusiastic
expressions of popular davotioa
were rendered to them In this
mother city.
AW there were Um days
•he*, t* the flfter et the
Vatic a* haaOica. there tm
Mhai healtfkatiaae aa4 can
onliUtaai; whea the Meet Maly
E•charter was carried triumph-
antly hi preceulf thresh the
•Areata el this city m the reut
a# Cerpae Christ!; and. last*?,
whea • eateasa hear W edeee-
ttaa I* haaac at the aechariattc
Jaaaa was heti hi this mm
havillca.
We cannot forget the van cour
teoue visits by the heads of state,
among them the vary recant aaa
hr the President at the United
States of America, and those that
men of other governments have
made to Us. To all of them, who
have shown themselves animated
by the sincere desire to work for
the peace and well being of na-
tions, go Our thanks and good
wijhes that their efforts may be
crowned by the achievement of
1 peace which if it la to be
true, just and lasting must
concern itself, above all, with see-
ing that the righta of God are not
denied or forgotten.
OTHER MEMORIES are par-
ticularly dear to Ua. The firat is
the memory of the Bishops who
have hastened to Us in great
number from many parts of the
world in this first year of Our
pontificate. For Our part We have
welcomed these venerable broth-
er* *of Ours, together and indi-
vidually, with intense aaUafacUon.
We are pleased, however, to
Mention particularly the distin-
guished representation of the
Bishops *f Latin America who
met here in November IKS,
and the great number of
aealona Bishop* of the United
State* who, together with *
numerous legion of priests, eel-
cheated with U* last October
the first centenary of that Alma
Mater [North American Col-
lege) which formed them for
the a postulate, and which now
la situated an the Jaaiculum
HiU.
At that same time the cen-
tenary of soother distinguished
Roman Institute took place, that
of the College of Sknta Maria
dell'Anlmi. which' was sttended
by many Bishops from Austria
and Germany.
- No less joyful is the memory
of the comforts received from the
religious communities of Rome.
We are particularly pleased to
recall those events in which We
Ourselves took part, when the
750th anniversary of the approval
of the Rule of St. Fraocia of
Assisi by Our predecessor Inno-
cent 111 was celebrated In the
Lateran Basilica, and when, on
the Aventine Hill, We addressed
Our paternal words to the monks
of St. Benedict after the election
of the Abbot Primate of the
Benedictine confederation.
Lastly, We ascribe to the sin-
gular beneficence of God the
comfort We had In presenting
crucifixes to over 400 men and
women missionaries in the Vati-
can basilica who, (purred by the
love of God aad souls, were pre-
paring to leave their own country
and their own people to carry
the light of the Gospel to distant
lands.
Reasons for Sorrow
HOWEVER, THERE are not
lacking, as la Inevitable In this
world, motives for anxiety and
sorrow.
H*w cam We remain siirnt
•ver the IMs of hernan Uvea,
the devastation of lands and the
deatrnctien of hemes, ranted
chiefly by needs In many re
glens?
The misfortune of so many of
Our children, especially dear to
Us precisely bee sum they have
been visited by sorrow, has made
n profound impression on Our
mind. Wa therefore raise Our
prayers to Cod in compassion for
those who have lost their lives,
and for the supremo comfort of
those who mourn them. At the
same time We exhort everyone,
nations and individuals, to whom
I’lowdcnce has given the possi-
bility to otter help to the needy,
as Wa have doae in the measure
possible to Us.
But We have another mare sari
ms cause of sorrow. There are
many who. ignoring or forgetting
their origin and the eternal end
which awaits them, and making
* »*d spectacle of themselves,
abandon themselves to deceitful
pleasures and are bound by the
passions of pride and of sense.
We beg the Heavenly Father to
enlighten their minds and bend
their spirits with Hia aalutary
grace.
THE CONSCIOUSNESS of Our
pastoral office demands thi« ob-
servation of Us. Unfortunately,
the problem of hunger is still
serious for 1 great part of hu-
manity. To remedy this very
serious calamity, one cannot In
sny way resort to erroneous doc-
trines and to pernicious and fatal
method* to limit offspring.
The riches which are drawn
from the earth mast. Instead,
be put at the disposal ot ever,-
one— as U required by the
commandment uf Ged and by
justice. There mast be Im-
provement of the distribution
*f earthly good*; the barriers
•f selfishness and self-interest
must be brakes down; the most
•stable means far favoring let*
developed regions must be fts-
dled; and an effort mast bo
made U draw from the earth
Uaclf the stlU hidden and In-
calculable resource It can effer
for the welfare of aU people.
Moreover, the painful situation
of so many thousands of refu-
gees, persons miserable and in
exile, has not yet been solved.
It la a duty of Justlee and of
humanity to find a just solution
to such a serioua problem. There-
fore We welcome with pleasure
the undertaking that wiU work
toward such a noble aim.
BUT OUR THOUGHTS and Our
anxious affection go in a special
way to that part of Our flock
to whom it la still denied to pro-
fess and pracUce their faith free-
ly and publicly. We embrace with
a most ardent love all those na-
tions wliere the laws of God are
violated and where the most ele-
mentary rights of liberty and hu-
man conscience are trampled
upon. The worries We expressed
to you last year regarding the
sad conditions of the Church'in
China, have not, unfortunately,
been lessened.
We earwestly pray the Lerd
that, the hour of trial hiring
been shortened, there may toon
shine for all of them the dawn
of more serene and tranquil
days.
Though these thoughts bring
bitter pain to Us and to you. We
must not be confounded by them.
The Church, from its beginning
to our days, has hardly ever
known the Idleness of peace. And,
though troubled by so many
storms, it has always maintained
the same unshaken vigor and the
same fortitude, because it was
founded by Jesus Christ on very
sound rock.
AMONG THE reasons for con-
fidence, U pleases Ua to mention
the Impact that Our words and
Our encyclicals have had. The
fervor , and tha gratitude with
which the priests welcome the
exhortation to sanctity that Wa
addressed to them In the encycli-
cal on the first centenary of the
death of the holy Cure of Ars
are In a special way a most valid
reason for expecting abundant
fruits for the Church.
BEFORE ENDING this allocu-
tion of Ours, We wish to remind
you of the two great aventa We
announced some time ago. >
The Kemaa synod is to he
held seen. The wise directives
U wUt bear will help to renew
and revitalise that spirts at
faith, that intensity at religions
IK*, that exemplary shears save
at discipline - pnrttcaiarty an
the part et the clergy all
these things which most as she
foe Disease at Beam shine an
■■ ex a aspic to all a slims and
la al people.
The preparation of tho ecumen-
ical council la prqraadlng dill
el. When It pieties the LardIt ha convened. U will ha m
event of supreme importance for
the life of the Church, for the
increase of faith and the reflour-
ishing of good morals.
We know that the sons of the
Church, wiUingly seconding Our
wishes, will raise public and pri-
vate prayers everywhere to God
for its happy and fruitful success,
under the patronage of the Im-
maculate Virgin, whom We in-
voked for this purpose —and
the memory is dear to U* on
the eve of her feast Then, re-
newing an ancient custom of Our
predecessors after M years. We
went to the Roman Basilica of
the Twelve Apostles.
WE KNOW WITH great joy
that Our children of the Church of
the Oriental Rite are united in
this chorus of prayers raised to
the Virgin Mary. W* have had
**rerml occasion* to experience
their ardent love fqr the great
Mother of God, but particularly
when We participated as Papal
Legate in the Marian Congress
celebrated with great success at
Lebanon in 1954.
As appears dear from what
We have briefly outlined, the
Cfcwrt* la still youag. It Is
the youth obtained
by that swdless heritage gained
far « by Its Divine Foamier at
the price of Mis Mood.
With the mind exalted by this
joyful vision of vigor and
strength. We pass to the matter
of adding to your college eight
noble ecclesiastics whose virtues
and wisdom, at well as their
experience acquired in various
offices, have made them worthy
of this honor.
Pope Urges Blind:
Pray for Statesmen
NC\rC Sotrt SerrUo
Following is o Iron,lotion ef on oddrott hy Popo John XXIil
on Oct. 1, 1959, <• memktrt of tho Intomotionol Congrost of tht
BlinJ in Romo, whom tho Popo mrgrd thorn to prog for tutor
mon of tho world.
Dear Children,
The kind address which Our venerable brother, Tar-
cisio Vincenzo Benedetii made to Ui in your name in the
Italian languagewas most welcome to Us. In fact, it showed
Us the fervor of your faith, your devotion to the Chair of
Peter, and brought to Ui an echo
ol the feeling* and thoughts that
guide you in the daily accept-
ance of your condition.
It is with pleasure therefore
that we assent to tho mntstlou
to express to
you Our joy
and Our deep
feeling* upon
receiving you
in Our pres-
ence. More-
over, We do-
sire that Our
voice should
reach Immedi-
ately not only
the heart, but also the mind of
all of you who are representing
your bro**iers from many coun-
tries of the world. We shall now
reply to your president, speaking
to you In the French language.
We will thus be understood im-
mediately with greater facility
by this dear and distinguished
assemblage.
DEAX SONS, X la with special
feelings that We receive you to-
day. you whose God has caused to
suffer the grievous ordeal of
blindness, and Who stunted, even
in this afflict ion, to unite your
efforts la tha service of your
brother*. If rrsrythiag that aaitss
in worthy of psdrt considers
Goo. how much more so Is union
la tbs Mspliw af suffering
And what It ouo te any if such a
union is bused m u case
of tho one you are forming
upon .a worthy plan af fee
apcntoletef
la tha sparfcia of tha an or
less fallacious light* of or liases.
even ln tha moments af miihts-
tioo an necessary far maabted.
the blind are givmg a highly
valuable leases to their brothers.
tw um. flaw
«k Mm muKii, km Am
Ctank M tombing Mm
They an MMMU approdattoa
lor IM proper vahm at Mm light*
ol InlelUgcmo ud ef virtue. es-
pecially thwe divtoe sad eager-
natural virtues af tank aad char-
ity. How mack WMfcW there
U la aad^tortagnmuj.
Bated bp Ike “trm light which
illuminates evert man who en-
ters Uua world," Christ!
SPREAD This flame around
you. dear sons. The cry of tha
blind man in the Gospel: "Lord,
make me see!” ig rising today
from multitudes of spiritual
blind, who are possibly only
waiting for the helping hand of
one of their brothers in order to
walk in lurn in the light of truth
and lore.
Bo Ode mere if al brother!
■ay your example attract and
encourage assay a mss whs
thinks himself clairvoyant and
whose mind and heart are un-
fortunately far from God, fa a
apiritaal sight which Is far
■srs arrises than the physical
You ars the first one to whom
We have spoken in this month
of October thst has Just com-
menced. and which inspired Us
to publish the encyclics! "Grata
Records tio," on the devotion to
the Holy Rosary. Let Us entrust
you aaere particularly, dear blind
ones, to the great supplication
which is going to rise to the Vir-
gin during these days in order
to hasten the time when, accord-
ing to the prophetic announce-
ment. "All mankind shall see the
salvation of God'* (Luka M)-
OBTAIN MT your prayer* light
lor all men: lor those who gov-
ern, who are reepoaaibie, to the
dee time* of nation*, "that they
**y eee," that they, they in par-
titular, may are and fore me the
■top; and for them who are gov-
erned. that they the
****** light of God the path* Of
concord end true peace.
Tide prayer will not be with
mt reward for yon yourmlvea.
Reliving in spirit throughout thia
■tenth, with aQ the Ckrietlaa
families at the universe, the Bis-
tort* at te Holy Koeary, yea
will feel yourselves steeped in
toe gently attracting examples of
the Holy Family of Nasarnth.
and the contemplation at them
divine realities will bo refresh
lag to year seek sad like a fore-
taels of the cetoatial light
Asa talma ef the paternal feel-
kgs of afbettoo with which We
receive yon here. Wo grant you,
yaar famines and cnuntrtm
the devoted
With Humble Pride
Happy New Year!
By Dan Herr
A New Year, anew leaf and I’m the man
to turn it. I thought I would begin this bright
new 1960 by wishing all sorts of people a Happy
New Year. Not just anyone, of course —but
folks who might very weU be neglected by
others less solicitous than I.
So with a ho, ho, ho and a
ha, ha, ha, I wish the happiest
ever of New Years to:
Self-important church ush-
ers, particularly those finger-
snappers at dullards like me
who don’t jump on command.
Presidential candidates
who find it necessary to eat
cranberries to woo the elector-
ate.
Paul Blanshard, prize Cath-a am Didiisii#iu,prize tain- ■
olic-baiter, who can look forward to a banner
year with the elections coming on.
MEMBERS OF TV studio audiences who
clap their gnitfay little hands whenever they
recognize a song, thus effectively drowning out
the music for millions throughout the country.
Speakers and writers who confute "infer"
with "imply" and vice versa.
Obviously "big” people who patronizingly
refer to "little" people.
Loyal fans who insist that it’s not only il-
legal but immoral to criticise their beloved
Laurence. Welk and their darling Loretta Young.
THE PERPETRATORS of the gigantic scare
campaign via newspapers, television and radio
about the "population explosion.” It was no co-
incidence, all that publicity breaking at the same
Ume, I’ll beteha.
Those freedom-fighters who are ready to do
or die for pornography.
Crass and crude hucksters who invade the
privacy of your living room with tasteless, sick-
ening TV commercials for girdles, toilet paper.
depilatories, and almost any other intimate prod-
uct you can think of.
Reader* of newspaper* who don’t refold them
neatly when they are finished.
CONGRESSMEN, editorial writer*, Columbia
students and other sob sisters who made a maud-
lin spectacle of thnr'selves falling all over
Charles Van Doren.
Disk-jockeys, with or without payola, who
have succeeded In making radio listening un-
bearable to anyone with normal ears.
Men who wear wcskets.
Solicitors who try to tell you merchandise
by telephone.
Line-crashers, Inclilding those who sneak
ahead of patient standees for confession, buses,
railroad tickets, bank deposits and free samples.
Those poor unfortunates who can't brush
after every meal.
Anyone who leaves the privacy of his boud-
oir within 17 hours after eating garlic.
VERY, BUT VERY, Important people who
demand to know who's calling before answering
the telephone.
Glad handers who call priests by their first
names.
Fanatics who claim that any one special
brand of Catholic Action Is the only sure fire way
to save the world.
Railroaders, from top to bottom, who seem
to take sadistic delight in inconveniencing pas-
sengers.
Everyooe responsible for "This Is ‘ Your
Life."
New acquaintances, particularly but not ex-
clusively salesman, who put you on a first-name,
buddy basis before you have a chance to take
a second breath.
The entire panel of "What’s My Line."
And, for you dear reader, space to fill in
your own Happy New Year wish for whomever
you choose except me, of course:
MOTHER SETON PROCLAMATION: Pope John XXIII listens as Msgr. Enrico
Dante (far right), Pro-Secretary of the Sacred Congregation of Rites, reads a de-
cree conferring the title of Venerable on Mother Elizabeth Set on, 19th century nun
who may become the first U.S.-born canonized saint. The ceremony marked an
important step toward beatification and eventual canonization.
‘Tablet’ Manager Is
Honored on50th Year
BROOKLYN (NC) M. Becker. K.S.G., busi-
ness manager since December, 1909; Brook-
lyn diocesan newspaper, was honored herein Servant- 1*
of his completion of a half century of eervice to Uve Catluaaas I.UIU|;IUUUU VI M HSI i a
ohc Pres*.
Bishop Bryaa J. McEntegsrt of
Brooklyn pratided at the cere-
mony in The Tablet office and.
in a brief talk, said the diocese
is proud of Ike Tablet and 1U
huiiucss manager
Ho paid tribute to Mr. Beck-
ot'a unselfish devotion and cour-
age. especially la the paper's ear-
ly financial difficulties, and his
many other sealoue activities.
Patrick P. Scaalan, KJ.O.,
managing editor, alas Lauded the
jubilarlan and pretested a gift
os behalf of the aUff. After the
cert moo/, Mr. Becker waa the
gueat of The Tablet’a board of
director* at a dinner.
Mr. Becker came It The Tab-
let 20 months after It vs* found-
ed and he hat guided Us circula-
tion from 11,000 to IUM* copies
a week. Me is a founder and. first
secretary of the Catholic Frees
Association and served two terms
•I national president, IMML
First Japanese
Joins Passionists
TAKARAZUKE, Japan (NC)
—The first two Japanese to
enter the Congregation of the
Passion, Brothers Raphael Fa-
niya and Joseph Kawaguchi,
have received their garb -in
ceremonies here.
Rev. Matthew Vetter. C.P.,
led a band of four priests to
'Japan frotn Chicago in March,
After two /ears --language
study the priests epeneda
treat house here In the Osaka
Diocese.
Two New Stations
GUATEMALA CITY. Guate-
mala (NC) Two new Catholic
radio stations are now broadcast-
tag la Central America. Qm is
located here and the ether hi
A
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Linda Lou, Chet and Mom and Dad
Are Making Big Resolutions This. Year
By June Dwyer
Believe It or rot, we’re not
fotaf to mention your New
Year** resolution* to you this
week it/least not too much.
Instead Addie has spent the
holiday week scooting around
finding out what other people
base resolved to do during the
New Year.
These are special people.
We all know them by different
names, but most of us know
them. There's mom and dad,
the cop on the corner, and the
basketball coach. Maybe the
real names of these people are
Mike and Vera, Chet the cop,
and Linda Lou the basketball
coach it doesn't really mat-
ter.
~
All of these people we are
writing about have one thing in
common: their New Year’s res-
olutions are about you, the boys
and girls of America. Shall we
take a look see.
. .
IN UM I will try to be a
better, more patient mother. 1
will try to raise my child
close to the Holy Family; a
good citizen who will obey law-
ful authority. MOTHER.
. .
I resolve to be a better ex-
ample for my son and daugh-
ter and to work harder to give
them all the advantages that I
can. DAD. ...
I will work even harder in
1960 to bring my children the
truth and also to help them to
know the Joy of learning.
TEACHER.
. .
1 will try to be more under-
standing to my brothers and
sisters and to share with them
more often. SIS. . .
I will try to help my younger
brothers and sisters with their
wbrk even though they
get od my nerves. BROTHER
BILL. . ,
I WILL keep a sharper eye
out for the boys and girls on
my beat to be sure that no
one harms them and that they
don't get into any trouble.
CHET THE COP.
.
I will work harder to see that
ray team learns the impor-
tance of playing together and
trying its best as well as look-
ing for the thrill of winning.'
UNDA LOU. coach , . .
I will try to teach the boys
and girls I care for to take
care of themselves so they will
not need my services for their
sieknesi; TJOC PAUL.
. .
This year I’m gonna try to
be cheerful when I’m playing
with my friends and I’ll make
sure I never lead them into
temptation. A PAL. . .
I promise to put more time
into the Scouting program to
help make our boys better pre-
pared to accept their adult re-
sponsibilities as citizens.
SCOUT LEADER.
. .
WHEN. J’M minding children
I’ll try to control my temper
when they are bad. I’ll try to
be Wteano’her mother to them.
A SITTER.
. .
I’ll pray harder each day that
the children I teach may stay
close to Our Lord. SISTER M.
BARBARA. . .
I will try to get closer to the
children so that I may keep
them close to Christ’s church.
FATHER JOSEPH
.. .
I will work a* hard as I can
to bring the Young Advocate*
* P*se that will make them
Uugh and learn, pray and be
good. ADDIE. .
.
THAT'S IT, Young Ad-
vocates. tlic Resolutions that an
being made by aome special
people whom you .know.
They have all made resolu-
tions that are aimed at-mak-
ing you a better person. They
may make the road a little
harder for you in 1960 and they
may seem a little tougher but
that will only be because
they’re trying harder.
Why not make your resolu-
tion be to make their resolu-
tions easier. N
Happy New Year!
Epiphany Puzzle
Act Q3«
1 First Kins'* fift
3 Not happy
7 Second Kins'* gilt
10 Foot (abbr|)
11 Coop lor dove*
12 In the direction of
13 Very email particle
14 Third King * gilt
16 Georgia (sbbr.)
17 Last part
18 Wise Men came from there
20 Pres* against
21 Within
22 Pint (abbr )
23 Exist
24 Alabama (abbr.)
28 Used to catch fish
27 Opposite of no
Down
1 The Kings brought them
2 Upon
3 Library o( Congress (abbr.)
4 Condemn
5 To be very excited
6 Became less bright
8 Negative
0 Guide of the Wise Wen
14 Sacrifice of the New Law
13 Road (abbr.)
16 Haggard
18 Feast of the Wise Men
10 Plural of this
23 Small flying animals
23 Sheltered side
ADDIE SAYS: Be sure to be
with us next week when we
will snnounce the winners of
the Christmas contest You may
be one of the lucky money
winners.
Lives of the Saints
Resolutions
It will soon be a New Year.
The year 10S9 will be Just a
record—a record in heaven of
the good deeds and bad deeds
of people who lived during that
year. Some at those people will
ro to heaven and will be saints
Just as surely as the saints of
the old times.
As we go into 1960 the same
Is true. Some people will live
good lives and will go to
heaven. Some other people will
live good lives and will take
another step toward heaven.
Did you ever stop to think
that the saints we read about
each week really lived? During
their lives they too had to come
to anew year when they prob-
ably made resolutions to do
better. Their secret is that each
year they did do better.
We have talked about over
100 saints in this column. There
has been a saint for each of
us to follow—for each of us to
think about when we make our
resolutions for 1960. Maybe if
we try harder during next year
we too can earn a special spot
in heaven. If we all tried our
best, 1960 would be a year of
saints.
6T. MARY Magdalen. SL
Augustine, St. Mary of Egypt
and St. Paul did not always
live good live*. They were sin-
ners who hated the Church and
God. But they made resolutions
to do better and with God's
help they entered heaven.
Not all saints are grown-ups.
We read that St. Agnes. St.
Maria Goretti and St. Tarcisius
were all very young when they
gave their lives to protect their
beliefs. Remember? St. Agnes
and St. Maria died for purity
and St. Tarcisius died to pro-
tect the Host.
Barbara was lonely but she
did not complain; she offered
it up. Bernadette was poor but
she was so puae that Our Lady
chose her to visit at Lourdes.
Lucy lost her eyes but she did
not need them to see the glory
of God and now she is the
patroness of the blind. Brendan
took his followers to sea and
is now the guide for sailors.
FRANCIS Xavier's life taught
us to help the missions and
reading about Thomas Aquinas
and Catherine of Alexandria re-
minds us {hat we must do our
very best as students. If you
are interested in dramatics,
St. Genesius can guide you to
give your best performances in
your daily life; if you want to
writ#, St. Matthew or St. Luke
can remind you that talent and
good thoughts come from God.
If you want to sing for God,
St. Cecilia will help you. If
you want modern Americana
to look to. Mother Seton, Moth-
er Connelly and Sister Miriam
Teresa might he your guides.
By praying to them and follow-
ing their lives, you may help
these good people to be named
saints.
The lives of the saints are
numerous, Young Advocates.
But their lives are over. They
can only be Important if you
can follow their example and
become a saint—a friend of
God—too.
Make* one resolution for 1960;
that you will do everything you
can to become a saint. Happy
New Year!
WORD SQUARE
1 One of the Wise Men's gifts
2 A musical instrument
3 Old word for knowledge
4 Action
WORD LADDER
Can you move from WISE to
KING, changing only one letter
on each step of the ladder?
Remember, you mint make a
real word on each atep.
WISE
KING
Philadelphia Boy
Receives Alone
PHILADELPHIA (NC) - A
Communion clan of 120 young
■ten marched In eolemn proces
•100 in Our Lady of Good Counsel
church In suburban Soulhhamp-
tnn, but only one of the group,
Christopher Drebes, 7. received
hie first Communion.
There was a good reason. It
was a tribute to a brave boy.
Three days before Chris was
scheduled to make his tint Com
■■union with the class on Oct. 90.
he infcued his eye while playing
■ear his Southhampton home.
■The eye was removed.
WhilsT Chris was recuperating
fro* the operation, the lint
Communion ceremony went on >s
scheduled. Two weeks Ister he
nturwed to his vecood grade
daaeea at the pariah school. Then
plans were made for his first
Communion.
WHENEVER a persao U eon
OMd at borne by iUneea. the
Prieat ahould be informed and
orranaemonta made far him to
riait tho aich poraoo at homo.
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1960 Spiritual Guide
We sugest that Young Advocates clip out the spiritual
guide and put it in a handy place. It is a reminder of daily
ways to stay close to Our Lord during the new year.
Morning Prayers Aspirations
Mass Grace at meals
'
Communion Good works
Rosary Examination of Conscience
Visit Evening Prayers
InTime of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful andunderstandingservice is in accord u/ith'the
traditions of Holy Mother Church
ESSEX COUNTY
JOSEPH P. MURPHY
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArlcet 3-0514
WOZNIAK
MEMORIAL HOMt
320-22 Myrtle Avenue,
Irvington, N. J.
Conrad & Roy Wozniak,
Directors
ESsex 3-0606
JOHN P. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
ESsex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE. N. J.
ORange 3-6348
PRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
DR CAPUA FUNBtAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
- NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
OEOROR AHR A SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON. N. J.
ESsex 3-1020
RIZZM FUNBtAL HOME
579 Grovo Stroot
Irvington, N. J.
ESmx 2-8700
STANTON FUNBtAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
BERGEN COUNTY
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD, N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Manager , -
TE 7-2332
NECKBt-SHARPI
FUNBtAL HOME
525 - 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-0820
UNion 7-0120
LEBBt FUNBtAL HOME
20th ST. & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 3-1100
EARL F. BOS WORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN. N. J.
Oldfield 9-1455
Oldfisld 9-1456
LAWRENCE O. FAUON
157 BOWERS STREET
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfisld 9-0579
JAMES A. McLAUOHLIN
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfisld 3-2266
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENUNE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNion 7-0373 ~
MURPHY FUNBtAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY, Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
.
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
BBtNARD A. KANE
FUNBtAL HOME
39 HUMBOLDT STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3-0733
FLOOD FUNBtAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood. Mgr.
~ 112 So. Munn A vs.'
East Orange, N. J.
ORangs 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
OORNY AOORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N. J.
.
ORongs 2-2414
L V. MUUIN A SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PITER J. QUMN
Funeral Dlreder
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORffTtOORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
IOERNAN FUNBtAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE. N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
THOMAS J. DfFFILY •
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. 3.
WEbster 9-0098
PATRICK J. COFITE
FUNBtAL HOME
274 Market Street
East Paterson
SW 64)068
SW 7-9877
HENNESSEY
FUNBtAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N. J
ATlos 8-1362
TRINKA FUNBtAL SERVICE
MAYWOOO - BOOOTA
UTTIi FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FBMBY A SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N. J.
Gl Ibsrt 4-7650
HUDSON COUNTY
PATRICK J. CONTE
FUNBtAL HOME
36 Tuers Ave., Jersey City
(rear St. Aodan's Church)
HE 5-6451
DE 3-9259
WILLIAM SCHLIMM, INC.
2200 BOULEVARD
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-1000
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
BERGEN A HARRISON AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
HEnderson 4-0411
RICMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-6767
whom comtrr)
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
OROWNIY FUNERAL HOME
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1663
DANIIL J. LEONARD A SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-5331
MHLER-BANNWORTH
FUNBtAL HOMI
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
v Elizabeth 2-6664
WBtSON FUNERAL HOME
635 NORTH WOOD AVE.
UNDEN. N. J.
HUnter 6-4119
PASSAIC COUNTY
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOMI
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
FRescott 9-3183
HENNBSEY FUNERAL HOMI
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 7-0141
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
QUMUN FUNERAL HOMI
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, K J.
PRescott 7-3002
" 1 1 "
COOTS FUNBtAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE. N.JL
ORange 4-7554 *'"**-
COORTS FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET *
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
IfAtMNG FUNERAL DIRECTORS >
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tltfan of Charity
Content. Now Jareoy
JEfforton 9*1600
CALDWILL, NIW JBtSfY
CAIDWtLL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Offering A.B. and B.S. Degree*
Founded In 1899 by the Sitter* of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
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Seek Information for U.S. Nun’s Beatification
UWDON (NC) _ A Briti.h
BUhop has appealed for Infor-
nation relating to the life of an
American-born nun, Mother Cor-
nelia Connelly, ai part of a pro-
ce»a which may result in her
beatification.
Bishop Cyril C. Cowderoy of
Southwark issued an edict inform-
ing Cr'holies they are ‘ gravely
bound” to submit documents by
or about Mother Connelly, or in-
formation as to the whereabouts
of such documents.
Mother Connelly, Philadel-
phia-born foundress of the So-
ciety of the Holy Child Jesus,
died in 187* at her common!-
ty’a provincial house la May-
field. Sussex, which is within
the Southwark Diocese.
A convert to Catholicism and
the mother of four children, she
saw much of her life man-ed by
scandal when her husband an
Episcopalian minister who had
become a Catholic priest, then
had fallen away from the Church
—tried through legal actioni to
force her to return to him.
BISHOP Cowderoy's appeal for
information about Mother Connel-
ly was issued after the first meet
ing of a Southwark diocesan trib-
unal aet up to study her life.
The meeting dealt with admin-
istrative procedures confirm-
ing the duties of five priests on
the commission and submission
of official documents.
The three judges onjhe tribu-
nal are Rev. Ernest Wake, Rev.
William Sewell and Rev. William
Clark. Rev. James Walsh, S.J.,
postulator, will put forward argu-
ments for her beatification. Rev.
Desmond McCarthy will set as
Promoter of the Faith com-
monly known as "devil’s advo
c *te” presenting arguments
against the cause.
If the diocesan tribunal decides
that sufficient grounds exist for
the American foundress’ cause to
advance, it will pass on its find-
ings to the Sacred Congregation
of Rites at the Vatican for further
action.
MOTHER Connelly, whose
maiden name waa Cornelia Pea-
cock, was bom in Philadelphia
in I*oB. Brought op as an Epis-
copalian. sbe married the Rev.
Pierce Connelly, an Episcopalian
minister, at the age of 22.
The couple moved to Natcbez,
Miss., where Mr. Connelly beaded
an Episcopalian parish. There
they, became interested in the
Catholic Church, which they en-
tered in 1*35.
Following a visit to Rome, they
returned to the U.S. in 1*37.
Pierce Connelly became a profes-
sor at St. Charles College, a
Jesuit school in Grand Coteau.
La., while his wife became a
teacher at the Academy of the
Sacred Heart there.
IN 184* Pierce decided that he
wanted to become a priest. AI
Papal separation was granted in
1841, after which he began stud-
ies with the Jesuits and Cornelia
entered a convent of the Religious
of the Sacred Heart in Rome.
Pierce Connelly later decided
to become a diocesan priest, and:
was ordained in 1*45. He offered
his first Mass at the Rome con-
vent where Cornelia was sta-
tioned.
In 1848 Cornelia received
Church approval to begin anew
teaching community the So-
ciety of the Holy Child Jesus
which she founded in England in
the same year.
MEANWHILE, her husband ab-
ducted their children from a
boarding school and went to
Rome where he posed as the
founder of Cornelia's community.
He later traveled to England
where he tried to interfere in her
work. Abandoning the priesthood,
he sought in 1849 through the
English High Court for restora-
tion of conjugal rights.
The court, refusing to recog-
nize the Papal decree of separa
tion, decided in favor of Pierce,
and “Mrs. Connelly" was ordered
to return to her husband.
Cornelia, however, appealed to
•be British Privy Council, and
the decision was reversed. But
the had to endure attacks on her
reputation and on the Church
from Pierce, who now had be-
come an Episcopalian minister,
living in Florence, Italy. She also
had the heartbreak of seeing
him bring up two of Uieir children
at Protestants.
DESPITE these trials, the con-
tinued to found new convent
schools, orphanages and women's
colleges in this country and
abroad.
Cornelia died In 1879 at the
age of 70, four years after Pierce,
who had remained unreconciled
to the Church.
Today the Society of the Holy
Child Jesus carries on education-
al work in England, the U.S., Ire-
land, Switzerland, France and
Africa. The community was in-
troduced into the U.S. in 1882
and is represented in eight Arch-
dioceses.
The order is represented hi
the Newark Archdiocese at the
School of the Holy Child, Sum-
mit.
Campus to Cloister
Nuns Get Theology Via Phone
NEW ORLEANS (NC)—“Are
you there. Sisters?” Rev.
James Yamauchi, S.J., asks as
he begins an unusual class in
theology from a classroom at
Loyola University of the South.
‘‘Yes, Father, we are here,”
comes the reply from Mother
Margaret Mary, the abbess, on
behalf of herself and the 23
other members of the commu-
nity assembled in the Poor
Clare monastery library, a mile
away.
THEN, twice a week, the
class in theology begins. In
front of Father Yamauchi are
a combination microphone and
telephone also the members
of his visual regular class of
students at the university.
Just now the Gospels are be-
ing studied. At the other end
of the leased telephone wire
are the professed Sisters, the
novices and the postulants. The
instrument on Father Yamau-
chi's desk is to sensitive that
he can stroll about the class-
room and still be heard dis-
tinctly by the Sisters. They also
can hear questions asked and
answers given by students in
the classroom.
THE CUMBERLAND Tele-
phone and Telegraph Company
said this is the first time there
has been installed a closed cir-
cuit communication between a
university and a cloistered
community.
"Last Fall, at a meeting of
our order in Evansville, Ind.,"
Mother Margaret Mary said,
“it was brought out that mem-
bers of the Order of St. Clare
should be given the opportunity
to learn more about theology
and Church history.
‘‘lt would be difficult and
time-consuming for a priest to
come to the monastery to con-
duct classes. But one of the
Sisters recalled hearing of shut-
ins who have taken courses by
telephone. We inquired of the
Southern Bell and Telephone
Company and they told us it
could be done. The officials at
Loyola University were very
cooperative. •So we went ahead
with it.
“NOT ONLY have the lec-
tures been informative for the
Sisters,” Mother Margaret
Mary continued, “but the pro-
ject has given them a spiritual
life. After all, we are a con-
templative order. The course
deals with the life of Christ
and the more one knows of
Christ the more one can love
and serve Him.”
Mother Margaret Mary noted
that St. Clare, foundress of the
Poor Clares, has been declared
the patroness of television be-
cause of her vision of a Christ-
mas Mass when she was too
ill to attend.
A BABY SISTER: Mother wants a favor, or so it seems
from the picture of the little girl enjoying grapes in
Marino, Italy. It is a popular custom in the south, of
Italy for children to be dressed as little nuns or friars
when their mothers make a special vow or ask a special
favor from a patron saint.
True Spirit
CHICAGO (NC) One hun-
dred Chicago youths had a
heartwarming Christmas due
to a program begun here 27
years ago.
Cardinal Meyer of Chicago
followed a tradition started by
the late Cardinal Mundelein
when he was host to a buying
party at a downtown Chicago
department store. One hundred
underprivileged youths were
outfitted for Christmas in suits,
shirts, hats, gloves, socks and
other apparel at a cost for
clothing for each boy of ap-
proximately $lO.
Women
around the
World
Tacoma Catholic Woman's Club
[will benefit from a portion of
I proceeds from Kdgar Eisenbow-I
cr's book, "Six Roads to Abl- '
jlene.*' Mr. Eisenhower, Tacoma. 1
|Wash., attorney and brother of
the President, has agreed that
) the funds may be used to help
| furnish Villa Majella Maternity
Home, Tacoma.
•
Elfteeo women make up the'
governing body of the village
council in Matlampilly. India.
The all-Cathollc council is an
elected group.
•
The Apostolic Delegate to the
U.S., Archbishop Egidio Vagnoz
zi. received Mrs. Mark A. Thei*
sen of Covington. Ky.. National
Council of Catholic Women pres-
ident. and the NCCW board
members in Washington recently |
•
Cardinal Cicognanl, former
Apostolic Delegate to the U S. and
now secretary of the Sacred Con-
gregation for the Oriental
Church, has been named protec-
tor of the Sisters of the Holy
Family of Nazareth. Founded in
I$7S In Rome by a Polish
noblewoman, the congregation
has about 1,000 Sisters in 32 U.S.
dioceses.
•
Nagasaki, Japan. Is the home
of the first convent foe contem-
plative nuns in that archdiocese.
Redemptorutine Sisters from Ka-
[kakura In the Yokohama Diocese
founded the community,
•
The French government will
present the coveted "Les Palmes
Academiques" award to Sister
Elolse Therese, chairman of the
Ml. St. Mary's College modem
language department. Jan. 1. The
honor, the highest given in
France to those achieving distinc-
tion in literature, the fine arta or
teaching, will be presented by
M Roman Gary, French consul
general stationed in Los Angeles
where the college is located.
Dcnvillc Parents
Arc Entertained
DENVILLE - The atudenta of
Morru Catholic High School pr*
teaud • Chrutma* program (or
tho Parent! Aoocletion recently
rmphaiuiag the true meaning o!
the holy day.
Slater Marie There*# directed
the glee club In muakal aelec-
tion* while other aludcnU pretent
ed ‘The Other Wtae Maa.“ WU
•tam 4. Hogan, aaeoctallen preai
deal, conducted the buainea*
meeting.
OLD YEAR FRIENDS: Mrs. George B. Deppert and Judith Mindnich of Union
(left to right) were honored at a recent party by St. Elizabeth’s Hospital, Elizabeth.
The two had put in the most hours as volunteers during 1959 in the adult and
junior groups respectively. Mrs. Deppert, of Elizabethtown chapter American Red
Cross, chalked up 515 hours as a receptionist; and Judith, a student at Sacred Heart
High School, Elizabeth, served 384 hours in various departments. Sister Anne Mich-
aella, right, director of volunteers, presented the awards.
With New JerseyWomen
All Is Calm
By June Dwyer
The Silent Night. Holy Night,
has calmed the club activities
for the holiday week. The only
newt is a lilt of coming meet-
ings and programs.
January 4
St. Lea’s Rosary. Irvington,
will meet Jan. 4 in the evening
In the church hall. Msgr.
John O. Buchmann. pastor, ir_
speak on his forthcoming trip
to Oberammergau. the village
in the Bavarian Aip* which is
famous for its Passion Play.
Mrs. Charlotte Dncas and Mrs.,
Grace Drobach are hostesses
for the evening. . . Rosarians
of SC Aloysias, Jersey City,
will also meet Jan. 4 at S p.m.
in the school auditorium. Mrs.
Marguerite Hill, president, will
preside.
. .
A film will be shown at the
Jan. 4 meeting of the SC Ce-
cilia’s Rosary. Kearny. Mrs.
Thomas Mulligan is chair-
man. . .
Coming Up
The Catholic Wsaaa's Oak
of Elizabeth will hear Hon. Mil-
dred Barry Hughes of the New
Jersey House of Assembly at a
lecture Jan. 19 at 2 p.m. ia the
Hotel Winfield Scott. Elizabeth.
The women are also planning
a scholarship luncheon-bridge
Jan 30 at 12:30 pm. at the
hotel Mrs. Robert F. Boland
is chairman assisted by Mrs.
James F. Desmond.
.
.
Women of St. Veaantins,
Orange, will see a film on Ber-
muda. thanks to Travel, Inc.,
of East Orange at the Altar
Society meeting Jan 6 The
group will be called to order
at 8:15 p.m. in the school audi-
torium.
College Gets
Federal Loan
WASHINGTON (NC)—The Fed-
eral Housing and Home Finance
Agency has approved a loan of
$949,000 to Rosary College, River
Forest, 111., to aid in building a
dormitcry lor 172 students ol th*
college lor women.
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Heinsohn, Harrington, Cordileone Hit Headlines in '59
WWABt North Jersey athletes
I**—f* *• **»b headlines in aO types
f**f*».— & "■ »n levels of competi-
y daring 119, as a quick riffle
jJjjJjjyfcJjW Advocate’s sports pages
Ttp names of the year were Tom-
mr Heiasohn of Union City in basket-
WB. Inn Cordileone of Jersey City and
■ib Scarpitto of Rahway in football,
J““ fHoney) Romano of Hoboken in
has shall. Cornelia (Pooch) Harrington
•fWayne la tee-skating and Ann Marie
of Irvington in track and field.
(Mtfaating event of the year per-
haps mas Miss Harrington’s qualify-
*“* ** **• youngest member of the
tolled Stages Winter Olympic team.
Only 15 at the time of the trials last
winter. Pooch surprised everyone by
grabbing the very last spot on the club
by winning the 3,000-meter race.
lIIWGLY ENOUGH, she will get
the chance to be the first area athlete
to crack the headlines in 1960 as she
lnaves Jan. 13 for training camp prior
to the Olympics at Squaw Valley, Feb.
!«*• lb get ready for this bid, Pooch
has been practicing daily at Willow
Brook anna, starting at 5 a.m.
Heinsohn again played a major
role as the Boston Celtics reclaimed
their National Basketball Association
last March. And Tommy is at it once
“ore this winter, helping the Celts to
run away pnd hide from the rest of
the league in the early part of the
season.
After three years of savage line
play at Clemson, Cordileone was re-
T.V**1 Jt befa * Pick *d on several
All-American teams and also being
picked as number one draft choice by
the New York Giants. Larrupin’ Lou
will conclude his college duties in a
couple of all-star games over the holi-
days.
SCARPITTO, WITH one year still
to go at Notre Dame, led the Irish is
just about every offensive department
this past Fall. Bob is a leading candi-
date for captainship of the 1960 team
and figures to put in a strong bid for
All-American honors next season.
Several other gridiron stars found
places on all-star teams when the
season ended. Larry Hubbard of Mar-
quette, a Montclair boy. joined Scarpit-
to on The Tablet’s major college All-
American team, while Fred Constantino
and Charlie Branda of St. Mary’s of
the Plains, bofh from Union City, were
on the small college club.
Romano helped the Chicago White
Sox break the long Yankee grip on the
American League pennant as a reserve
catcher and next year will have a
chance to make good on his own with
the Cleveland Indians. Danny O'Connell
of Paterson just missed the Series with
the San Francisco Giants, while Leo
Kiely of Hoboken turned in some valu-
able relief work for the Boston Red Sox.
Yogi Berra, now a Montclair squire,
was one of the few bright lights in the
generally dismal Yankee picture.
THERE WAS no successor to Tom
Coortacy «■ the mens track and field
.«*■«* *t won’t be lon* before
a regular deluge of >tan hiu theJUt
to* New Jersey Catholic
Ceafcrewee. One future star, how*
•3- ” »Mt *• better thine* when
Jack Moatyn. after hit ~9J" race at
Eatfewoad last May, Joined the Irish
Christian Brothers.
Makinc 9 for this shortage and
continuing the area’s record of having
a representative ia all major interna-
Uonal meets over the last decade. Miss
Flynn, a New York native, took the
women’s high jump gold medal at the
Pan-American Games in Chicago. Ann
Mane also took part in the dual meet
against Russia, becoming the third best
American distaff jumper of all time
with a 5-5 leap.
Bin Smith of St. Peter’* College
beaded the area’* college basketbaU
(tars last season, but this year has
been joined by Arts Hicks at Seton Hall
and by more than a dozen top pros-
pects at as many eastern and mid-
western Catholic colleges. John Tully
at Notre Dame, Richie Kaminski at Vil-
lanova, George Blaney at Holy Cross
and Frank Majewski at St. Joseph’*
are just a few of the boys who are
hitting the headlines.
IN SPORTS which do not always
pace the top headlines, local athletes
also had a ball. Liody FaragaUi of Pat-
erson and Lou Campi of Dumont, two
of the top bowlers in the nation,
teamed up to win the net doubles title
at the New Jersey Bowling Tournament.
With older sister Carol moving into
the senior women's class, young Eileen
Hastic of Passaic took over all the
state junior girls’ archery crowns—both
in field and target competition. Young
Pat Rourke of DePanl *' School took
up bike racing 11 sun raining for
a speed skating care wound up
with the state worn* utie in the
wheel cavalcade.
. Joining Miss Harrington in the list
of skating champions was Darlene Se-
chanic of Jersey City, who just missed
qualifying for the Olympic trials. In
swimming, the top male natator in the
state was Seton Hall Prep’s Dick Mc-
Donough, who won six outdoor and two
indoor AU crowns, while the t ’irl
on the local scene was Mona Dikuippo
of Newark, who took four outdoor and
eight indoor titles.
IN TRACK and field, Jim Harring-
ton of Cranford, former St. Benedict's
and Notre Dame star, won the state
AAU pole vault title, both indoors and
outdoors. Bob Carter, Joe Cloidt, Ken
Brown and Jim Sehulster of Seton Hall
all won indoor running titles, while
Dave Goett of Seton Hall, Leon Prms of
Villanova (from Dover) and. Bob Holtz
of St. Benedict’s Were outdoor champs.
It was, all in all quite a year. Not
the least of the achievements was that
of having an area athlete in each of
the three major professional champion-
ship events: Romano in the World Se-
ries, Heinsohn in the N.B.A. playoffs
and Joe Biscaha of Pope Pius in the
National Football League playoff last
weekend with the New York Giant*.
Our Lady of the Lake Wins Tourney;
St. Michael's, St. Cecilia's Move Up
SPARTA While other Catholic high schools were
being knocked off left and right in holiday “tournaments
laat week, Our Lady of the Lake chalked up the first cham-
pionship of the 1959-60 season as it won the Northwest Jer-
sey Conference festival at its home court."V IOUVdI cU Ji
The Lakers, who also top the
conference standings with a 1-0
t*cocd, knocked off Morris Cath-
olic, 60-41, in a first round game
and then topped Blairstown, 41-34,
in the Dec. 26 finale. The entire
tournament was moved up a day
when the first round bill of Dec.
21 was snowed out
Vince Mulhall and Lew Stowe
led the rout of Morris as they
combined for 32 points. Morris
then turned around to defeat
Hamburg, 51-46, and Sussex, 62-
44, to clinch third place in the
tourney. Leading the Gaels in
the Hamburg game was a fresh-
man, Clint McDermott, with 16
points.
ALMOST ALL the other tour-
ney news last week was bad. St.
Michael’s (UC) was upset in the
HCIAA festival, 47-45, by Memo-
rial; St. Luke’s bowed out of the
North Bergen play, 63-50, to Ram-
sey, St. Cecilia’s (E) was drub-
bed by Ridgewood, 67-53, in the
NNJIL tourney and St Joseph’s
(W) was trounced by Manhattan
Prep, 63-36, in the Christian
Brothers invitation affair.
There was a mixed outcome in
the Jersey City featival, with St.
Michael’s (JC) topping St. Mary
(JC), 36-43, while two-time cham-
pion St. Aloysius bowed to Lin-
coln, 56-43, and St. Anthony’s fell
to Dickinson, 73-56. St Cecilia’s
upset Pope Pius. 45-43. in the
first round of the St. Mary’s (R)
tournament at Fairteigh Dickin-
son.
Nor was the news too good
from the non-tournament front.
St. Mary's (E), a shaky winner
over Bayonne in its first
was dropped from the undefeated
ranks by Cranford, 59-49. This re-
versed the pattern of the past
two seasons when the Hißtoppers
had trounced Cranford at Christ-
mas time, then bowed to their
rival in the Union County Tourna-
ment.
DePaul posted a mild surprise
with its 55-53 victory over Don
Bosco Tech, more or less leaving
the field clear for St. Luke’s and
St. John’s in the Pm>ir-ii»rp«
Catholic Conference. The
feasted on St. Cecilia’i (E). 75-46,
before bowing to Ramsey. Joe
Murphy continued his heavy
bombing in this one with
30 points.
No. 1 ranking in the area, fol-
lowing St. Mary’s loss, temporar-
ily goes to St Peter's, which
made Fordham Prep its fourth
victim, 71-53, as Jim Barry hit 25
points for the third straight game,
following 31 in the opener.
The coming week’s schedule is
fairly light, with few games of
importance on tap. Top league
contests are St. Luke’s-St. Bona
venture in the PBCC and Sacred
Heart-St. Cecilia's (K) in the
North Jersey Catholic Con-
ference. The leading independent
game is the first regular season
meeting in 20 years of St. Bene-
dict’s and Seton Hall on Jan. 5.
Pirates, Essex
Win at Relays
SOUTH ORANGE Seton Hall
Prep and Essex Catholic
first blood Dec. 26 at the Psrite
track in the series of develop-
ment relays leajjtfrf up to the
New Jersey . Track Coo
ference..-baton championships at
t|io Newark Armory on Jan. *.
The Pony Pirates captured the
varsity two-mile event in 8:36
with a team compost'd of John
Cosgrove, Ray Wyrsch, John
Zimmerman and Prank Shary.
defeating Holy Trinity by half a
Up. Essex, with Gerry Knimeich
and Roger Callahan leading the
way. took the varsity six lap
event.
St. Michael's (JC) held its best
men out to appear in a medley
relay at New York's loth st.
Armory the same night. Ernie
Tolentino. Ken Anderson. Charlie
O'Brien and A1 Adams won their
section of the one mile event in
3:42.6, but lost the gold medals
hi Northern Valley, which ran a
second faster in iu heat.
Other winners in the races at
Seton Hall were St. Michael's
(UC) in the freshman six-lap re-
lay and Seton Hall in the fresh-
man and sophomore mile relay
ThU week’s (Jan. 2) program
haa a one-mile and distance med-
ley relay for varsity runners, a
two-mile and sprint medley for
both sophs and freshmen.
At New York, the event oa Jan.
3 Is another medley reUy with
legs of 600, 300. too and 1.666
y«tU. St. Michael*! agam will
be among the leading coo lewder*.
Injury-Riddled Peacocks
Favored OverKnighfs
JERSEY CITY An injury-dogged St. PeLorY Col-
lege team faces a pair of traditional games this week as it
entertains Fairleigh Dickinson at the Jonfcy City Armory
on Jan. 2, then travels to Brooklyn-td play St. Francis on
Jan. 5.
Setoo Hall, following a lengthy
holiday rest, is at home to Loyola
of Baltimore in its onijf engage-
ment. The Pifatt's were alio
hurting before "vacation time, but
hope t b*r"co-captain Jack Row
W£aral be ready for duty in this
The Peacock casualty list now
includes captain Marty Walsh
(a blood clot in the leg). George
Haines (a wrenched knee), Clem
Reck (a bruised hand", Bill
Shrekgast (blisters on his feet)
and Ron Harrigan (a groin in-
jury). Coach Don Kennedy was
not sure if any of them would be
ready for duty against the
Knights.
Figuring that two or three of
the cripples will manage to play,
St. Peter’s will be favored to de-
feat a Fairleigh Dickinson team
which has wotT five of nine
games to date this season. Odd-
ly. the Knights’ last game was
against St. Francis, which snap-
ped their four-game winning
streak, *7-60.
In good health, St. Peter’s
• oa *d be heavily favored to win
both of these games, for the Pea-
cocks have an edge in height,
speed and experience on both ri-
vals. But the present rash of in-
juries could be disastrous, par-
ticularly in the invasion of Brook-
tyn. Luckily, high-scoring Bill
Smith is still healthy.
Scton Hall, ragged in Its last
victory over Rider, needs the
confidence that a good win over
Loyola could provide, for the
next date for the Pirates is with
St. Joseph's on Jan. 9 at South
Orange. The llawks, tabbed the
best in the East in pre-season
writeups, have lost only to Cin-
cinnati this season.
PEACOCKS: Two former St. Peter’s Prep play-
ers, Don Unger (left) end Charlie Potyrala, will be in
the lineup for Fairleigh Dickinson when the Knights
meet St Peter’s College on Jan. 2 at the Jersey City
Armory. Neither one was a regular in his days at the
Prep, but both figure as starters for this annual classic.
Smith Hits 41
In Peacock Win
NEW YOKE - Bill Smith
PMmded Be arts for 41 points
m 8L Peter’s College trenneed
MWfcnh.ig. 9t-7(, In the open
MR roaad af the Wfogei Feet
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naaMed In meet the hast New
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the BL Peter’s Holiday Festival
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St. Peter’s Drops
Lifting Match
JERSEY CITY - St. Peter's
Prep dropped-* 34 29 decisioo to
Bishop Lotighlin in the first In-
terjchhlastlc weightlifting meet
ever held in the United States on
Dec. 19 at the Prep gymnasium.
Scoring individual victoriei for
St. Peter’s were football players
Charlie Miller in the middle-
heavyweight class and Jules Dt-
Staso in the heavyweight class.
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McDonough Leads Schoolboys
Competing In 'Minor' Sports
SOUTH ORANGE North Jersey Catholic high
school athletes are engaged in other pursuits besides drib-
bling a basketball and racing around a board track this
winter, with at least a dozen schools sponsoring teams in
an assortment of the so-called "minor sports.”
Swimming, wrestling, fencing,
gymnastics, bowling, rifle and
weightlifting are all oa the agen-
da. Chief exponents of these
sports are the large boys’ prep
schools, though St. Aloysius, St.
Mary’s (JC), St. Michael's (JC)
and St. Michael’s (UC) are all
members of the newly formed
Hudson County Catholic High
School Bowling Loop.
However, since the keglers
have already enjoyed some at-
tention on these pages, along with
the eager*' and trackmen, this
story will be devoted to a hasty
review of the other six winter
sports, for which space is not
available on a regular weekly
basis.
SWIMMING: Seton Hall Prep.
Si. Benedict's, St. Peter’s and
Delbarton all sport teams this
winter, with the Pirates bavfag
the state's top natator in Dick
McDonough, NJSIAA champion
in the 200-yard free style and In-
dividual medley last winter.
McDonough will devote most of
his time to the 200 and the 100-
yard butterfly this season as he
prepares for a shot at the Olym-
pic trials next summer. The Pony
Pirates, with his 10 points in the
bank, should be the top team,
with St. Peter’s and St. Bene-
dict's not far behind.
In addition to McDonough, Sc
ton Hall haa Pat Powers, Jim
Boyle Bob Crook*, Jim Giblin
and Brian McGarry in the free !
stylo event*. Frank Or be, Gerry
Meola and John Sexton in the
breaststroke, Dan Hurley and
Terry Ryan in the backatrok", i
Bob Birse in the individual med-
ley and diving.
St. Peter'* top men are Frank
Herrmann in the 200-yard free
atyle, BUI Holy in the breast-
stroke, Jim Dugan in the back-
stroke, Joe Free* in the indivi-
dual medley. Ed Cashman in the
butterfly, Jim Bald in the free-
style sprints and Tony Martucci
in diving.
The Petrean* have already
met and defeated St. Benedict's
Veterans on the Bee squad in-
clude Fred Rimmele, Bill Buck
ley, Mike Hahn, Les Jandoll.
Eric Geo re sand Dave Van Note
in free style, Paul Cunningham
and Jack McAndrew in back-
stroke and Tom Brennan. Eu-
gene McTague and John Naugh
ton in butterfly.
Delbarton's top hoys are Bob
O'Mara in free atyle. John Don
,ahue in breaststroke, Jim Lang
ford in the 200-yard free style.
John McAneny in backstroke and
I Doug Roby a* all-around man
WBBAILING St. Benedict *l
is the defending New Jersey in*
dependent school* champ in this
sport, while Delbarton and Selun
Hall are starting In thla winter.
Three individual champs from
1959 lead the Bees: Tony Wahl,
Mickey Brown and Frank Armen*
ante. Other leading candidate*
are Pete Mocco. John Confortl,
| Lou Locaacio, Mike Coker. Dave
I Ahr, Fred Scotti, George Coker,
Jr-ry O'Connor and Ron Pal.
1 lant. -
GYMNASTICS - St. Peter * la
the lone representative in this
sport, but it has a strong team
which will make a bid for the
Jersey City title. Dennis Dick and
Mike Berkowitz lead the squad,
which includes swimmer Holy,
Jack Hill, John Gerich, Joe Le*
Maute and Joe Vena.
WEIGHTLIFTING
_ Again,
the Petreans are the lone expo-
nents with a team which will
have to devote itself chiefly to
intramural competition this year.
Football players stock th*
*5 man squad, with Charlie Guar*
dino. Jack Behson. Jim Kelly,
Charlie Miller, Richie Farrell and
Julea DiStaso as the leading men.
RIFLE AND FENCING—The
two weapon sports are now th«
sole property of Essex Cat ia
and Don Bosco, respectively. Ef-
forts to obtain information on
member* of-both squads in tim#
for thia roundup failed Both
teams are, however, in the pre-
liminary stages of development.
-Press Box Paragraphs
A Review Of' 59
Headline events of the past
year are recorded elsewhere
on these paces. This space shall
therefore be devoted to anoth-
er kind of review —one de-
voted to general trends fa
vorable and unfavorable—which
we have noticed daring the 12
months of I*3*.
To begin with the favorable,
there are so many which tm
mediately hit the eye that h is
hard to know where te begin.
On the college level, there
were the resurgence of Srtoo
Hall University toward IU old
spot in the track and field
world, the addition of soccer
to the expanding athletic pro-
gram at St. Peter s College,
the continuing high level of the
teams fielded by both schools
teams fielded with no com-
promise with the high scholast-
ic standards enjoyed both at
South Orange and Jersey City, '
THE STUDENT Who wishes
to find s place for himself on
s varsity team at either St
Peter’s or Sr ton HaU has a
wide Vkriety of »ports to pick
Worn. There are basketball,
baseball and track and field,
of course, but there are also
bowling, fencing, soccer, swim-
mine, tennis, rifle and golf And
maybe a few we have missed.
On the scholastic level, there
were also the encouraging signs
of new schools opening and of
new sports being added' at old
schools. Our Lady of the Lake
and DePaul Joined the raster
this year. Morris Catholic and
Esse* Catholic are now oriy
one year away from this status
And now anew youngster has
joined the ranks Roselle
Catholic
The gening of new school i
must, it seems, be followed by
the rioting, or at least trans-
forming. of old ones So Hoi,
Trinity, Hackensack. home
of the Saul brothers ended
Ita history last June. St. Mi
rheel's, Newark, is in Us last
basketball sea too and Good
Counsel hung up the shoe* be-
fore this mason began. The
boys who attended both of these
last named schools Will now be
found at Eaaea Catholic
along with another thousand or
ao.
WHERE ONCE St. Peter'.,
St Benedict's and Setoo Hall
commanded the athletic scene
In Non i Jersey they are
now being challenged by the
schools which have popped up
or grown up everywhere with-
in (he last half decade: Manat,
Bergen Catholic. Eaaex Catho-
lic. St. Joseph’s and Doe Boeco.
The last two are old schools,
but ar.- now double or more
their former site
Growth is evident, too. la the
private school ranks with Del
bartoo dropping out of the Ivy
League football race tt ao loog
dominated to (lad new compel!
Hon from schools like Blair,
Peddle and Farragut Oratory,
with anew build lag to open
next term, may follow their No.
1 rival la this direction.
Another kind of growth
even more important, perhaps,
Is found ia the New Jersey
Stale Interscholastic Athletic
Associslioo Its elimtastlon of
the rule forbidding basketball
players (ram enjoying their
•port after Mar. Xl—at penalty
•fa year's suspension was
a big step forward.
NEW BLOOD evidently to
ha weight fob in this
organisation, thnagb the aid
K cnntlanea la ding U lhahat a state aaanciatinn can
InU achnaU hew to nm their
athletic program from A to Z
and make them like it. Pat-
•a.e of rule* limiting cage
team* to two game* a wrek
ami to anew opening date in
mid December dimmed the lus-
ter of the progre**ive leg Ula
•ion which accompanied it.
Step# toward eventual coo
lolidation of all Catholic school*
in the slat- mt* on' axoc'a
Uoo were faltering, ret definite.
The New Jeraey Catholic Track
Conference, which we atill feel
will be the nucleu* of »uch a
federation (at the IC4 A was of
the Eastern College Athletic
Conference) now ha* more
than 3) member* including
four from South Jrr*cy.
The revival of U»* ? orth Jer
aey Catholic Conference has-
ketball league wa* perhapt the
brighten event of the entire
-jrear Still not up to the itrength
U thou Id enjoy, the league
neverihelei* will add new
meaning to the basketball tea
aon* at tta 10 member school*.
CONIXBNtNC THE unfav
•rable trend*, thrre i« much
more to be said than there lg
room for here. We hope to de-
mote separate column* later
thi* winter the two major
ones: (1) the proposed break*
in football relation* between
aeteral school* (and the ac
companying problem of offtri
•ting); (2) the ban on Catholic
school* io (he upcoming
NJSIAA fmioor track and field
champion ship*
Hitting each ooe briefly, the
football situation U particular
ly pitiful at there I* no re a too
for It. Incompetent officiating,
such a* attended the Srton
Hall-St Michael* (UC> game
thia Fall, can only be et
plained (never eicuwdl when
there 1* no opportunity to hire
top grade men
Since moit Catholic games.
Including thi* ooe. are played
on Sunday afternoon, the teams
actually have the pick of the
heat official* in the state. That
they should settle foe any leu
la beyond our romperhen»ion
In a contact game like footbel).
poor officiating la not only dis-
graceful. but dsngerout.
ON THK SUBJECT of the
NJSIAA meet, we hardly know
whit to say Kxcrpt thi* If a
vote were taken among tho
men who coach indoor track
trams at New Jersey public
school*, we gue** the margin
would be KM In favor of putting
the Catholic schools in the
meet.
We remember what one vet-
eran coach, a non Catholic, said
to ua several year* ago. (This
wa* after the NJhIAA meet
had been suspended). "Why. if
it we mot for the Catholic
gnMpt. w* would have no place
to run during the Indoor season.
The K»*ex and Hudson CYO
run the meet* here in New
Jeraey. the Catholic high
tchooli run the meets in New
York."
At mentioned above, there
(till seem to be a few diebarda
in the NJSIAA picture who can-
not bear the word* "Catholic
school*” without somehow
dreaming up a vtsion of those
prep school powers put out at
St. Bendirt'i and Seton Hall
over a deeade ago. Thank
beavena their number Is dying
out.
A LIST CNKA'tO* \BI.K
note wa* a court leclalon ia
Indiana which upheld an edict
of that stale's association ban-
ning two brothers from play-
ing any high school basketball
because "undue Influence had
been u*ed to bring them to tbit
certain school tt students '*
Thi* case, too. demands a
fuller review What bothers us
is that the court separated cur-
ricular from extracurricular ac-
tivities. claiming the first was
a 'right" the boys enjoyed, hut
the other was a "privilege"
which could be taken away.
Taken away foe scholastic fail-
ure, truancy or advanced age.
we agree, but taken away be-
cause of the dubious reason in-
volved. we ranaot agree
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LAKERS RECEIVE RINGS: Msgr. John F. McKenna,
pastor of Oar Lady of the Lake, Sparta, presents school
ring to Linda Beidul at ceremony in the church. Assist-
ing Msgr. McKenna are Thomas Madden, senior class
president, and Rev. Bernard Feeney.
Honorable Mention
WASHINGTON Frater Peter
Blue, 053., of Newton Abbey,
received honorable mention in an
**»ay contest sponsored by the
National Catholic Camping Asso-
ciation.
GODPABENTS at baptism
must be 14 years old or older.
St. Francis
Gives Grants
BROOKLYN St. Franclf
College has announced anew
scholarship program which will
offer four-year grants to all male
high school seniors in the metro-
politan area who rank' first or
second academically in their
schools.
The program is open to seniors
in public, private and parochial
schools. They will receive the
scholarships by applying to the
Admissions Office at St. Francis
and being accepted for entrance
to the school.
This program is in addition to
the 40 scholarships now awarded
by the cpllege annually. Anyone
desiring further information
should write to the Admissions
Office, St. Francis College, 35
Butler St.,' Brooklyn.
Annual Report Shows 50,000
Took Part in CYO Prog[?]
NEWARK More than 50,000 youngsters in ths
Archdiocese of Newark took part in CYO-sponsored ac-
tivities during the past year, it was revealed this week in
the 1959 annual report of archdiocesan Catholic Youth
Organizations, covering the period from September, 1958,
to September, 1959.
Once again. Scouting led all the
rest in numerical strength with
15,830 boys and 16,678 girls in
troops under Catholic auspices
(as compared to 15.266 boys and
15,676 girl* last year). Next to
this comes basketball with 4,212
boyi and girls on 351 team! from
114 parishes.
The main secUon of the report
is entitled “CYO Activities: A
Year ’Round Program." It is di-
vided into four sections, one for
each season, and reports on’ ac-
tivities of the season. The events
are listed in chronological order
with a total of 25 activities in-
cluded.
MORE THAN lot parishes
participated in the CYO Holy
Communion Crusade which began
in October, 1958, and continued
until May, 1959. During the week
of a parish’s participation, the
youth there attended daily Mass
and received Holy Communion.
Other highlights of the Fall sea-
son included a journalism contest
in which 25 parochial schools sub-
mitted entries for judging, adult
training courses attended by 342
and a day of Girl Scout recollec-
tion attended by 509 Catholic
women engaged in parish Girl
Scout troop work.
Topping the winter months was
a March of Talent conteat in De-
cember, 1958, with 218 youngsters
competing, bowling leaguea in
which some 700 teenagers and
youth adults played 1,030 match-
es, a hobby show with 55 CYOer*
displaying spare-time projects, a
spelling bee—a new CYO activity
—in which 70 grammar schools
were represented, and the annual
observance of Boy Scout Sunday.
Ad Altai e. Dei Medals were
awarded 447 Scouta on Feb. 8.
1959.
"BOY SCOUTING under Cath-
olic auspices,’’ the report states,
“is now established in 163 par-
ishes of the Archdiocese (as
against 153 last year). There are
398 units with 5,225 adult leaders
(compared with last year’s 375
units and 4,767 leaders).” Parvuli
Dei Medals, similar to the Ad
Altare Dei award but for younger
boys, were earned by 818 Cub
Scouta in 78 parishes.
The Spring season opened with
Girl Scout Sunday, Mar. 8, 1959,
when ‘B,OOO girls attended Holy
Hot throughout
the mdUftcnt. “Earlier oA this
day, Girl Scouts—-
members of 7D troops—received
Holy Communioh in their pariah
churches as part at the 17th an-
nual religious observance of Girl
Scout Sunday,’’ the annn.) report
states Girl Scooting is estab-
lished in 139 parishes. There are
821 units with 1,923 adult leaden
(aa against 769 units and 1,703
leaden the previous yekr).
SPRING ALSO saw an enay
contest with 189 entries, an ora-
tory contest with 64 speaken,
grammar school baseball leagues
in which 975 boys on 65 teams
played 229 games, a Catholic
Scouten banquet in April, a one-
act play contest in which 331
young people staged 49 produc-
tions, and four track meets in
which 3.297 boy* competed.
Summer baseball leagues bad
400 boys on 27 teams. There were
Night of Champions ceremonies
in June in each of the counties
for the various contest winners
of the year. The CYO sponsored
12 day camps during July and
August. In addition, a resident
camp for boys, Camp Christ the
King, had its first season with
99 boys enrolled.
The CYO annual report is be-
ing distributed to youth moder-
ators, adult advisors, welfare
agencies, and others active in
youth work.
RECEIVES CONGRATULATIONS: Kathleen Monahan, senior at St Anthony’s HighIs congratulated by Mrs. Robert B. Meyner on her prize-winning essay in
the Why I Believe in Democracy" contest. Looking on are Sister Mary Hortense
C.S.S.F. (left), principal, and Sister Mary Estelle, C.S.S.F.
Expect2,000 toAttend
EssexSnow Ball Dance
SOUTH ORANGE Almost 2,000 Essex County CYO
members tnd their friends will Jam the gymnasium-audi-
torium of Seton Hall University on Jan. 2 for the 15th
annual Snow Ball Dance.
To provide continuous dancing, two bands have been
encaged,' the CYO office an-
nounced thia week. Main attrac-
tion will be the 14-picce band of
Johnny Martone, while they wtil
be relieved by Ed Farley'i five-
piece Dixieland combine.
The highlight of the evening
will be the coronation of the CYO
Snow Queen for 1960 by Linda
Marinaro of St. Peter’*, Belle-
ville, last year's winner. Master
of ceremonies for the ball will
be Commissioner Harry Sullivan
of Belleville, who has served in
this capacity since IMS.
There are 16 girls from as
many parishes entered In the
queen contest, with the winner
to receive gifts valued at SISO
The other contestants will serve
as her handmaidens. Both en
trants and their escorts will be
guests of the CYO at the dance
and will be introduced from the
stage at the coronation.
A memento of the occasion will
:b« given to each girl with special
iera, an evening ensemble, trophy
the queen will be a watch, How-
awards for those placing second
and third. Among other gifts for
and special awards, ftev. Vincent
F. Affanoso, county CYO director,
will make the presentations.
Chairman for the dance la
Trudy Percevault of Our Lady of
the Lake, Verona. The Essex
County Council of Catholic Youth
is cooperating In sponsoring the
social.
Ski Weekend
For Gregorians
ORANGE A winter weekead
at Eastover in Lenox, Mass., Jan.
22-24, will feature the January
schedule of the Gregory Club of
New Jersey.
Also on tap are a talk by R«v.
John E. O'Brien of Seton Hall on
"The Unity and the Papacy" on
Jan. 8. a general meeting on Jan.
IS with Rev. Laurence Grassman.
0 S 8., as speaker, an Informal
night for stay-at-hothes at Grau-
Itch's on Jan. 22 and a social
service meeting on Jan. 29, with
Rev. George B. Sherry Is speak-
er.
Reservations are now being ae-
6epted for the women's and men's
retreats in February. The for-
mer will be held Feb. 26-28 at the
Cenacle in New Brunswick and
the latter on Mar. 4-6 sit Loyola in
Morristown.
Scouting Committee
To Fete Delegate
WASHINGTON (NC) Arch
bishop Kgidto Vagnosil, ApoitoUc
Delegate to the U.S., will be
gueat of honor at a dinner for
member* of the hierarchy ten-
dered by the National Catholic
Laymen’* Committee on Scouting
In the Mayflower Hotel here
May 31.
The dinner will be held In con-
junction with the 50th anniver-
inry annual meeting of the Na-
tional Council. Boy Scout* jf
America. Be (Idea member* of
the hierarchy, diocesan »cout
chaplain* a too will be guest* at
the dinner.
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SODALITY LEADERS: Rev. Denis R. McKenna, director of the High School Sodal-
ity Union of the Archdiocese of Newark, meets with newlyelected officers Seated,
left to right, John Sullivan of Bergen Catholic, vice prefect, and Eileen O'Grady of
St. Luke’s, prefect. Standing, Veronica Visceglia of Holy Angels, corresponding
secretary; William Cleary of St. Peter’s, treasurer; and Mary Marshall of Our Lady
of the Valley, recording secretary.
CWV to Hold
Oratorical Test
NEWARK The New Jersey
Department of the Catholic War
Veterans and its Ladies' Auxil-
iary will sponsor the annual ora-
torical contest for Catholic high
school students again this year,
with the finals listed for Feb. 28
at an undisclosed site.
County ana district elimina
tions must be held prior to Feb.
1, with one boy and one girl qual-
ifying for the finals from eac i of
these contests. Topic-for the five
minute oration will be "What
Part Must I as a Youth Play to
Stamp Out Obscenity?"
Each all boy or an-girl high
school is allowed just ope entry
•1» the district or county tourna-
ment, while a co-ed school may
hare one entry in each of the
boys' and girls' contests. The win-
ners of the state wide contest will
participate in the national tourna
ment in June at Washington.
CHRIST Instituted the Mass at
the Last Supper.
Vocation Notes
Not Ordinary Love
By Msgr. William F. Furlong
A girl who enters the convent* Is ■ girl who U In
love. She Is in love with Our Lord. There ere, of course,
nnny |lrli who love Our Lord, and who do not enter con-
vents. But, a» >6 all know, there are many degrees of
love. The girl who enters the convent loves with a love
powerful enough to make a person leave home, friends.
family, and all that the heart desires of
earthly gain for Jesus.
A nun Is one who liked Our Lord enough
to put Him first on the list and to kecD
Him there. P
Really Funny
According to Sister Mary Malachy, a
Dominican, "The notion that disappointment
in love could be the motive for any modern
American girl who goes into the convent,
Is outrageously funny. 1/ you know anything
at all about either American girls or con
VWJ
a_ erican girls or con-
U,e . U , # dedication to Cod. whole 'and .nitre.
.
Please Help
One-firth of the world -some 400 million Catholics -
Is cared for spiritually by 400.000 priests. There U one priest
»°r Vf.IT 100 c,,ho **c »- What about tbe people In the other
[Zo'SLZ M ?rldr To |lve ,h#n > 0M priest for every1,000 per,on * would me *n our needing more then 1 S million
more priests.
u.wn
Knowing how badly we need priests, we cannot help but
oe shocked at Bishop Sheen’s statement that, "Many Bishops
from Central Africa tell us that aach year they have to
send away from 3° to too applicants for the priesthood
because they cannot afford to educata them."
How pleased Our Lord would be If we, regularly would
•end to the Propagation of the Keith, offerings for the edu-
cation of a native clergy.
Death First
Devils work fiercely and tlreleaaly In every tunloraU,
novitiate and asm inary. They realise that every vocation
ruined will mean the loss of many souls souls planned
by God to be saved by the one to whom the vocation waa
given.
The devlla. however, would be complete failures If every
aspirant, postulant, novice and seminarian would think aa
St. Margaret Mary thought. When her brother asked her If
•he really wanted, to become a nun, her answer was, "Yes
rather death tnan change my mind."
St. Augustine to a Nun
"You have the most beautiful of spouses, Who, by selecting
you from among thousands, and making you His apouae, baa
given you a pledge of affection* from which you may learn
how ardent should be your love for Him."
January Schedule
Far Pilgrim Estatue
MONTCLAIR The following
Is the schedule for the Pilgrim
Statue of Our Lady of Fatima and
the CYO Communion Crusade In
Essex County during the month of
January:
•TATUI--JM. S. IhmnUu Hun
•J Hi»i..»4i Ju>. IS. kl. Im.
•f I !■«. Ncwarti Jaa IT, Our Le4r rf
H?£ssa
Named Chairman
MONTCLAIR Joyce McGuln-
nlat of lin moral*to Moort of
Kory poriih, Maplewood, hat
b#«i named spiritual chairman
tf the Eaaex County Council of
Catholic Youth, young adult dl
ritkm.
THOSE in heaven are known
at tbo Church Triumphani.
New Catholic Book Releases
Following it ■ lift ol now Catholic
booki compiled th# Catholic Unlvertttr
of America library Waahlngton
After Nino Hundred Yeara. br Yvet
Coniar. Studr of the background of
acltlam between the Eaitern and Writ
ern churchea. iFordham Uaireraitr
Preae Hm
Chrlatlan Marrleee. br Jean do Fabre
«uea. Tranatation from the French
In th* 30th Cmtury rnrrrlntiilli at
Catholirtam «Mawthorn ft
Twice CUM. br Oartt L. Kano Ant*-
biocraphln of aoam con art ■■■■
•3
h
So» UUf
****** ***•*»• (Bon*.
PrdfdafenMam. br Georte H Taraed.
Volume in the Mk Ceatan Urr
Clopedla of Calhotirtem traoalated
from the French. (H hra ndi
December SI, IMS THE ADVOCATE 13
A CAU TO MERCY
• IMTMI or MKT. to
•r. tnctin * trad*
to to* cjju Ccrmur,
tod Ik* toUtooa fialda ol
•r* k• mrrnful.
nn.' S*r*
■■V. UOTMI. r *OVINCIAL
•COTMICI OP MKCV
* AXIOM BOAO. CLAM CMC I. N. T.
THE
THIIITABIAN FATHERS
°Her an opportunity to young men and boys of Grammar
School ond High School to become a priest or a Brother
*n Trinitarian Order. Lock of funds no impediment.
Writ* to. '
'
VOCATION DIRECTOR, O.S.S.T.
______
*•* P4J, Baltimore B, Maryland
nniHHiiwntiumt tinutm tins nanuiurimi iiiiin iiiiiiniim innwrrrsrr
Never Enough Missionariesl
MISSIONARY SERVANTS
OF THE MOST HOLY TRINITY
WELCOME
PRIESTHOOD CANDIDATES
BROTHERHOOD CANDIDATES
'Writ* Father Matthew, M.S.SS.T.
Trinity Missions Silver Spring, Md.
Visit
SL Joseph's
Shrine
Stirling,
New Jersey
K
*4
!!• Fraaeiseaa Fathers
THIRD ORDER REGULAR
,
■Nvnrr youns men to study
row THE SACRED PRIESTHOOD.
LACK OP PONDS MO OBSTACLE.
/ ,
writs. DIRECTOR OR VOCATIONS
FRANCISCAN FATHERS
Sox 177
’
HOUIDAYSBURO 6, FA.
Will yo* Also
Bring Christ To Africa?
The Society of African Mission*
(SKA ) it dedicated to tbe conver-
•lon of Africa and of Negroes In
general Over 100 yean serving Cod
on the Weat Coaat of Africa and in the
U. S '
TODAY ■ over UOO
priests are active in
tan work of earing
son ft. but many
more are needed.
We need YOU tool
Let us send you
morn details. Wall
your pcnooal questions about
MMafeawdWritVto: REV. JAMES HILL, S.M.A.
Vocation Director
SOCIETY OF AFRICAN MISSIONS,
Qu*ea •t A poetics Seminary Dedham, Mass.
76th ANNUAL BALL 76th
Cos. Cork Moo's Association of New York
?• !• H#U
SATURDAY EVENING, JAN. 9TH, 1960
youkvillTcasino
210 EAST MHi STREET, N. Y. C.
MUSIC KM IRISH A AMERICAN DANCING
By MURT COLLINS Orcha.tra
ADMISSION $2.00 (ind. Hue)
CWmn fr»«l(Unt (wr.l.ry
CO WWW OAMCT MAUtICI CUMMINS WIUIAM CAUOU
DANCING
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
Foe Parsons Ovar 21
•JO P.M. to 12:15 A M |
CLUB ST. LEO
St. Lao'* Now Auditorium
Morkat St., at tha Boulavard, East Patonon, N. J.
Directions: * <
.
Driving North on Cordon Stato Parkway, Exit 157
* \
Driving South on Cordon Stato Parkway, Exit 158
(Orta Mlnuto from aifhor Ottll)
Proa Powdwg Uaaooa front Bi2o PM. to 9 PM.
LASTM* MIMORIAU
CHAUCC
or
CIRORIUM
IK
i-iM
MMdMI 1 nm
n MAUcrlt!. nivam tiu.
FINEST NAME BRAND QUALITY
MEN'S, LADIES', CHILDREN'S
cassra
Aid CARS
... Alto BRIDAL HEADWEAR
DIRECT from FACTORY at LOWEST PRICES
Gorgeous MEN’S
LADIES'
•Sample
HATS
FUR
•tyU» and colors. I
A. B. C. HAT CENTERS
factory outlet-313 3rd $»., j.r My chv
FACTORY OUTLET—49O Communipaw Avo., Isfeo; 0)9
OTtN Til * PJA MOM. THtVI VAT
A PLACE CALLED VAVOTU
Montlgnor Ckiteer wi,
Vavolu. He here begun
P
Tit hUy Mam Aid
GIN THE NEW YEA*
with roc* sis oirr.
tes from India. “There le • piece railed
work there end already U people are
•adtr Instruction. There to hope el
conrrrtiac at least 14#.” TU NE-
CESSARY CHAPEL ran he built IN
VAVOTU fee $1,900. Do we hear
S3,Me ence? la another part of the
world. SISTER MARGUERITE and
SISTER IRENE leek leeward le
working In Greece whew we here a
plrd«e of |IM A TEAR FOR TU
TWO-YEAR NOVITIATE OF EACH
el them. IIM a year far tlx yean win
see JOSEPH aad HER ASTI AN
throatk to the priesthood—ON* OF
OUR MISSION PRIESTS CAN BE-
WITU A NEEDED NEW CARROCS
GOOD WILL IN YOUR LAST WILL WILL BE GOOD TOR
THE NEAR EAST MISSIONS.
NEW YEAR. NEW CLUB
Bffin the New Year with awmbermhip—.
A Prayer A Day and A Dollar A Meath—-
la a Near Esel Mission Clab. The BASIL-
IANS: They build end furnish mission
schools. MONICA FUND: does the same
fee churches sad chapels: CHRYSOSTOMS:
•app o r l seminaries and seminarians;
MARY’S BANK: the reeerre account for
ear Sister, to-be; THE LEPER FUND aad
ORPHANS* BREAD apeak fee themoelrn.
A STRINGLESB QIFT WILL HELP POPE JOHN XXIII RR
QENEROUS IN THE HOLY NAME OF JESUS (FEAST JAR
»> TO THE NEAR EAST IN THE NEW TEAR.
Tho tint Epiphany (Jan. f) leoh ptaM
when the Mail had the wledem to see Oed
la the REFUGEE CHILD la the Near Emi
WE AU THE MODERN WISE MEN whew
we bring fifle to CHRIST'S REFUGES
CHILDREN la the Near East A tea della*
lift will take rare ef a refuses CkrtoOßd
FOR A MONTH.
OFFERED-OFFERIN G S-OKFERS
offered bring your living and defeated relatives aad
frlendt closer to God. Haas offering! bring needed help to ewmillion priests. Cod offen many blessing] for your thoughtful
generosity.
Greece, Lehaaea. Turkey, India. Doe and the Rely l«J an•* *“E eewalrtes aerred by the CNEWA. TOOT
MEMBERS HIP HELPS UEP YOUR CHURCH ALIVE.
INDIVIDUAL - MISSION MEMBERSHIP FAMILY
II
...
Perpetual lit IIM
Hew about a FAMILY MEMBERSHIP for yeur ewa FAMILY
ea the feast ef the HOLY FAMILY (Jan. Hi.
Dear Cardinal Spellman:
I »Uh to begin the New Year by carolling myself (aad m
fatally) la the CatheMe Near Earn Welfare f-iirltllta I ,e
glees a aheeh (er money seder) fee |
(MLHearßastCTHssionsjMi
FRANCK CARDINAL SPIUMAN. Preside*) I
Ntgr. Peter F. Teehy. Me(l toy
NmieHeemewdudi , to,
CATHOUC MAI EAST WUMRf ASSOCIATION
4DoliHfcnHßAv.«44*>l». N*w Ywti 17, NIY. I
and homiletic* for 10 yean, and
tor the tucceeding 16 year*,
•piritual director.
After leaving Immaculate Con-
ception Seminary for his Drat
pastorate at Our Lady of Sor-
rows. South Orange, Bishop Mc-
Carthy continued his interest in
the young. There, be preferred
to preach at the children’s Maw.
•nd hit down-to-earth sermons
Quickly attracted their parents
and hundreds of other adults.
The faithful of the Archdiocese
of Newark came to know and
love Bishop McCarthy following
hia consecration'on June 17, 1954
He was indefatigable in his ef-
fort* to assist Archbishop Boland
■nd the imprint of hi* personal-
ity was felt in the parishes in
the Archdiocese.
■ The Archdiocese of Newark was
not to have the advantage of
Bishop McCarthy’s episcopacy too
long. Less than three years later,
he was named Bishop of Camden
by Pope Pius XII, and formally
installed on Mar. 19, 1957. It was
on Mar. 21 that he suffered that
first heart attack. -
BISHOP McCarthy was born
in Sayre, Pa., on Nov. 26, 1900,
son of the late Joseph and Delia
Regan McCarthy. He attended
St. Mary's grammar school and
Baffin High School, Elizabeth;
Seton Hall Prep and College.
After completing his studies for
the priesthood at the North
American College in Rome, he
was ordained on Apr. 16, 192J, in
the Cathedral of St. John Lateran
there
Returning to the United States,
he served briefly at St. Mary’s.
Morristown, and then in Septem-
ber, 1*27, was assigned to the
faculty at Immaculate Conception
Seminary. He remained there un-
til his assignment as pastor of
Our Lady of Sorrows, South
Orange, on Nov. «, mb. He re-
mained there even after his coq-
weration until Us appointment to
the Camden See. .
Bishop McCarthy was invested
as a Papal chamberlain in May,
INI* aa a domestic prelate
in December, I*o. Among the
Newark archdiocesan pasts he
held were those of director of
thf Priests’ Eucharistic League;
director of the Confraternity of
the Blessed Sacrament; and Vic-
*r far Religious Communities.
Series on Bible
Catholic Hour Lists
Msgr. Dougherty
NEW YORK (NC) The Catholic Hour will start its
10th year on television by presenting a series of four pro-
grams entitled “A Journey Through Scripture’* in January
Msgr. John J. Dougherty, president of Seton Hall Uni-
versity, will be featured. The Catholic Hour is produced by
the National Council of Catholic
Men in cooperation with the NBC
television network. Tha January
programs will originate from
New York and will be presented
on Sundays from 1:30 to 2 p m.
MSGR. DOUGHERTY has long
been associated with NCCM ra-
dio and television work. He was
featured on the first Catholic
Hour television series.
The January series was writ-
ten by Richard Gilman, a for-
mer editor of Jubilee, and is
based hi part an Msgr. Dough-
etty’a book, "Searching the
. The Jan 3 program will ex-
amine the nature of the Bible as
it is known in English and trace
Sacred Scriptures back thrpugh
various translations to their orig-
inal writing. The second program
will deal with how to read the
Bible for clear understanding.
Msgr. Dougherty will discuss ex-
amples of fable, allegory and
factual history by referring to
the Books of Genesis and Exodus.
The Jan. 17 program will pre-
sent the message of the Old Tes-
tament in dramatic readings. The
final program will examine the
nature and message of the New
Testament and will demonstrate
bow Sacred Scriptures form the
liturgy of the Church today.
Sunday Sales
Hearing Held
TRENTON—After g four-
hour hearing here on Dec.
22, the State Supreme Court
reserved its decision in an
appeal challenging the con-
stitutionality of the (elective Sun-
day tales ban.
The court did not give an in-
dication of when its ruling would
be forthcoming. However, the
Justices usually taka at least four
weeks before giving a decision.
AEGUING FOE a ruling that
the law is unconstitutional were
attorneys for Two Guys From
Harrison. Inc., and Channel Lum-
ber Cos. Two Guys was represent-
ed by John J. Clancy of Newark
and David Staffer of Newark.
Julius Stein « Newark repre-
sented Channel Lumber. •
Dofeoding Ike law, adopted
fcy wfcwd— la 12 cooUh
•• No*. X am Deputy AUor-
■*T Geooral Darli M.-Sats for
Ike (tale aad Sea. Waller H.
Jaora af Bergen far L Bam-
kercer * Ca.
The riia waa beard by eight
member* of the court. Justice
Nathan L. Jacobs disqualified
himself because bis former law
firm is involved.
During the bearing the court
delved into the status of the old
Sunday closing law and its re-
lationship to the hew legislation,
upheld in Superior Court on Nov.
27 by Judge Everett M. Scherer.
FOBTY-SEVEN miracles per-
formed by Christ are recorded in
the Bible.
INVESTED: Msgr. Joseph M. .Kelly, pastor of St
Peter’s, Belleville, receives the pontificals of a Pro-
tonotary Apostolic from Auxiliary Bishop Curtis.
Msgr. Janies F. Looney, Chancellor of Newark, assists
at the ceremony which took place at St. Peter's on
Dec. 32.
Brother Marinus
Makes Final Vows
NEWTON Brother Marinus Laßue, 0.5.8.. who
four years ago received the Korean Order of Military
Merit Ulchi for rescue of 14,000 North Koreans from com-
munists, made his final profession of vows before Abbot
Charles V. Coriston, 0.5.8., of St. Paul’s Abbey here at
Cpristmar Midnight Mass.
A» Capt. Leonard P. Laßue,
commander of the S.S. Mcrldith
Victory in the beleaguered Kore-
an. port of Hungnam, Brother
Marinus quietly gave the order,
which permitted the horde of
u 900 panic-stricken refugees to
board his cargo ship, built for
12 passengers and manned by a
crew of 35. Hungnam was ablaze
with bombing, strafing, artill-ry
and rocket fire. It was just three
days before Christmas, 1950. On
Christmas day .Brother Marinus
delivered his precious human
cargo to the free soil of Pusan,
South Korea.
While recuperating from an op-
eration in Japan Brother Marinua
gave aertoua thought to devoting
his life completely in God's serv-
ice. He resigned his captaincy
with the Moore-McCormack Line
and entered SL Paul's Abbey on
Nov. 26, 1954. He was admitted
to the novitiate on Christmas
Eve, 1955, and took his first vows
the following year. ,
Brother Marinus
Refutes Cuba 1
Schism Story
■HAVANA, Cuba (NC)
Coadjutor Archbishop Evelio
Diaz y Cia of Havana said
hare he has no knowledge of ■
a reported plan by the Cuban
government to found a national
church.
The report about founding a
church separate from the Holy
See was made in Miami. Fla., by i
two priests who went there from
Cuba to seek political asylum.
THE PRIESTS are Rev. Eduar-
do Aguirre Garcia and Rev. Juan
Ramon O'FarrilL Father Aguirre
said in Miami that Premier Fidel
Castro and other revolutipnary
leaders “suggested that a nation-
al church be founded, indepen-
dent of Rome.” He also said that
“churchmen cannot now speak
out in Cuba.” Both priests stated i
that they planned to denounce the
Castro regime as a “communist;
dictatorship.”
When Archbishop Dias mi
Informed or what the two Co-
ban print! bad said, be isioed
the following statement:
“We have absolutely no infor-
mation about any plan of the Cu-
ban government to establish a
national church independent of
Rome. We have not heard of the
authorities interfering with any
Catholic priest in the free exer-
ciae of his priestly ministry.”
Shortly after Archbishop Diaz
made hia statement a third Cuban
priest. Rev. Maximilliano Perez,
pastor of Our Lady of Remedies
Church, Managua, fled to the U.S.
He told newsmen he feared for
his life and would seek political
asylum in the U.S.
Havana authorities said that
he and Father O'Farrill left their
posts without Church permis-
sion, and that Father Aguirre had
been given permission only to re-
MW till llllrtmt alas la the U.B.
Rumania Hampering
Church Attendance
BERLIN In an effort to keep
Rumanian children from attend
ing church on Sunday, the com-
munist regime has introduced
Sunday visits to museums and
technical institutes as a part of
school work.
According to reports here, the
visits hava been made an im-
portant part of the curriculum
and are therefore virtually obli-
gatory.
Confirms Adults
NEWARK Converts and
other adult Catholics will re-
ceive the Sacrament of Confir-
mation in special ceremonies in
Sacred Heart Cathedral Jan.
10 at 3 p.ra. Archbishop Boland
ia scheduled to administer the
sacrament.
The adult confirmation has
been arranged by the Con-
vfratemity of Christian Doctrine
of the Archdiocese. The cere-
mony will be repeated May S
at 4 p.m. in the Cathedral. Can-
didales are referred to the Con-
fraternity by their pariah
P fiesta.
Clear Path of Peace...
(Continued from Pal* 1)
attainment of peace U one of
prayer and teaching.
“THE CmmCH PEATS with
confidence to Him who rules
the destinies at nations and can
direct the hearts of governments
to pood . . . Besides prayer, the
Church makes available its ma-
terial offices, points to the in-
comparable treasure of its doc-
trine, urges its children to lend
their active cooperation for
peace."
The Pontiff began his message
by saying the road to Bethlehem
truly marks the path for the right
approach to peace, but noted how
many other roads have been
sought which lead to nowhere.
“In the world of today how
many roads of peace have been
proposed and imposed; and how
many have been suggested even
to Us, who rejoice indeed, with
Mary and 'Joseph, in the sure
knowledge of our path and have
no fear of the possibility of going
astray.”
“From the Second World War
right op to this present time,”
the Pope continued, "what a va-
riety of utterances, what an
abuse of this sacred word 'peace,
peace* . . . But human efforts in
ihe matter of universal peace-
making are still far from the
point where heaveh and earth
meet *
THE POPE CONCLUDED his
message with a wish and an ex-
hortation.
His wish was that "all men of
good will return to Christ and
listen to His divine teaching
which is the teaching of His
Vicar on earth and of the lawful
pastors, the Bishops."
His exhortation: "At Bethlehem
all men must find their place.
In the first rank should be the
Catholics. Today especially, the
Church wishes to see them
pledged to an effort to make His
message of peace a part of them-
selves
... it is completely in-
tolerable for Catholics to restrict
themselves to the position of
mere observers; they should feel
clothed, as it were, with a man-
date from on high.”
BEFORE CLOSING, the Pope
described a painting which he
keeps in his chapel, a painting
which depicts the Holy Family
•nd young John the Baptist In
“Sacred Conversation.'
Identifying himself with the
“John” of the painting. Pope
John said he likes to consider
himself in his “universal minis-
try" engaged in sacred conver-
sation with those whom he would
name as being particularly dear
to him.
These are, he said, "those who
suffer from the anxieties and mis-
eries of life
... the sick and
the infirm . . . those who arc
suffering in spirit or in their
hearts because of the uncertain-
ties of the future, economic hard-
ships, humiliation imposed upon
them because of some fault com-
mitted or presumed ... the little
children
... the aged, often
tempted by moments of melan-
choly or by the thought of them-
selves as useless.
"And not to them alone, but
also to all whose state of life
la undistinguished, to the poor.
to wsriufi. to ito
to those who are Invested with
public and civil power . .
“And how could We omit re-
membrance on this day before
Christmas Eve of Our venerable
Bishops . . . and the geneioua
and heroic banda of missionary
men and women and of cate-
chists; and of the compact md
noble army of the diocesan and
religious clergy and of the reli-
gious women belonging to innu-
merable and praiseworthy insti-
tutes; and of the Catholic laity alt
on fire with teal for the works
of Christian piety . . . nor do We
wish to forget our separated
brethren for whom Our prayer
rises unceasingly to heaven, that
the promise of Christ may be
fulfilled; one Shepherd and one
flock."
'Youthful' Pope
Greets Priests
VATICAN CITY (NC) Pope
John XXIII told a group of newly
ordained priests including 45
from the North American Col-
lege that they m&de * . feel
"really young.”
Some 600 persons, including
Archbishoo Martin .1. O’Connor,
rector of the North American Col-
lege. the college faculty, new
priests of many lands and reli-
gious communities, and 160 rela-
tives of American priest*, stood
fat the Vatican's Clementine Hall
for the audience with the Pontiff
They cheered the Pope when
he arrived, then listened as he
recalled —and seemed to relive
his first Mass.
_
Pope John said that after of-
fering the Mata at the tomb of
St. Peter iih St. Peter’s Basilica,
he knelt before the theh reign-
ing Pontiff. St. Pius X. The Pope
said St. Pius told him: “Good
son. may your priesthood be. of
comfort to God’s Church.”
Pope John urged the new
priests not to tremble before the
evil rampant in the world, but to
havo a firm faith in the divine
promises to the Church. He then
observed that the Our Father,
the prayer taught by Christ Him
self, is a guide and summary of
the priestly life.
Archbishop’s
Appointments
SATURDAY, JAN. 2
Presentation Ball.
SUNDAY. JAN. 3
3:30 p.m., Investiture of the
Moailgnors. Sacred Heart
Cathedral,"Newark.
THURSDAY, JAN. 7
I p.m.. Ceremony conferring
Pontifical decorations on hon-
ored laity.
SUNDAY, JAN. II
3 p.m., Confirmation of
adults. Sacred Heart Cathedral,
Newark.
To Break Ground
For New School
At Mt. Carmel
NEWARG r- Ground will be
broken at 3 p.m. Sunday. Jan.
3, for anew 25-cla**roora
school at St. Francis Xavier
parish here by Msgr. Joseph
A. Dooling. pastor, it was an-
nounced this week.
The school, estimated to cost
5H00,040, will he constructed u«
NO. 7th St. between A bln (ton
and Berkeley Aves.. and will
be located parallel to St. Fran-
ces Xavier Church.
Union Members
Aid Orphanages
WOOD RIDGE - The children
of four orphanages had a cheer-
ier Christmas because of the gen-
erosity of members of two union
locals here.
On Dec. 18, officials of Local
No. 300 UAW-AFL-CIO and Local
No. 609 stood at the gates of
Wright Aeronautical Division,
Curtiss-Wright Corp, and took
up a collection for the tots from
the employes as they left thn
plant.
The results approximately
$l2OB for each of the 151 or-
phans in the area, or a total of
$1,824 94. The fund was distribut-
ed to the orphanages on a per
capita basis. The beneficiaries
were the children of Immaculate
Conception. Lodi; Paterson Or-
phanage, Paterson; St. Joseph's
Orphanage, Totowa. and PassaiS
Home and Orphanage. Passaic.
Waller Moore of No. 300 and
Lou Cucincllo of No. 668 coordi-
nated the drive.
THE PRIMARY purpose of
marriage is the generation and
education at children.
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Bishop McCarthy Dies ...
(Continued from Pace 1)
THK ADVOCATE Decwhcr », 1K»
To remember ad be remembered... the exquisite decor,
oar fmow continental cuisine, the superb French eqrrke.
Every glamorous detail arranged withimpeccable taste. Select
from 20 beautiful function rooms, all folly air conditioned.
Accommodating from 10 to 1500 persona.
WEDDINGS • MEETINGS • DINNERS • PARTIES
To makm your near parly « py/m party,
call our banquet manager. Mitchell 2-4400
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